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ABSTRACT 
Microwave spectra of carbon monoxide (12cO) in the mesosphere of 
Venus were measured in December of 1978; May and December of 1980; and 
January, September, and November of 1982. These spectra are analyzed to pro-
vide mixing profiles of CO in the Venus mesosphere and best constrain the mix-
ing profile of CO between ""'100 and 80 kilometers altitude. From the January 
1982 measurement (which, of all our spectra, best constrains the abundance of 
CO below 80 k:m altitude) we find an upper limit for the CO mixing ratio below 80 
kilometers altitude that is 2-3 times smaller than the stratospheric ( .... 65 km) 
value of 4 .5 ± 1.0 x 10--«5 determined by Connes et al. (1968) in 1967, indicating 
a possible long-term change in the lower atmospheric concentration o! CO. 
Intercomparison among the individual CO profiles derived from our spec-
tra indicates considerable short-term temporal and/or spatial variation in the 
profile of CO mixing in the Venus mesosphere above 80 kilometers . A more com-
plete comparison with previously published CO microwave spectra from a 
number of authors (Kakar et al., 1976; Gulkis et al., 1977; Schloerb et al., 1980; 
Wilson and Klein, 1981 ; Schloerb et al., 1981) specifies the basic diurnal nature 
of mesospheric CO variability. CO abundance above .... 95 kilometers in the Venus 
atmosphere shows approximately a factor of 2-4 enhancement on the nightside 
relative to the dayside of Venus. The magnitude of this nightside CO bulge is in 
good agreement with the dynamical modeling results of Dickinson and Ridley 
(1977) , indicating that subsolar to antisolar circulation proposed for the ther-
mosphere of Venus by Dickinson and Ridley extends to below 100 km altitude in 
the Venus mesosphere. Furthermore, peak nightside CO abundance above ""'95 
kilometers occurs very near to the antisolar point on Venus (local time of peak 
CO abundance above ""'95 k ilometers occurs at 0 .6~8.1 hours after midnight on 
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Venus), strongly suggesting that retrograde zonal ftow is substantially reduced 
at an altitude of 100 kilometers in the Venus mesosphere. 
By contrast, CO abundances between 80 and 90 kilometers altitude show 
a maximum that is shifted from the antisolar point towards the morning side of 
Venus (local time of peak CO abundance between 80 and 90 kilometers occurs at 
8.5 ± 1.0 hours past midnight on Venus). The magnitude of the diurnal varia-
tion of CO abundance between 80 and 90 kilometers is again, approximately a 
factor of 2-4. Given the recombination of CO strongly peaks in this altitude 
region (Yung and DeMore, 1982), we investigated the possible effects of diurnal 
photochemistry as a driving force for diurnal CO variations between 70 and 90 
kilometers from model calculations. We find that the likely magnitude of diur-
nal CO variability due to photochemistry and vertical eddy diffusion is smaller 
than that indicated . by the microwave data, and that such variations cannot 
predict the observed phase behavior of the diurnal variations. Photochemical 
models invariably predict peak CO abundances in the afternoon rather than 
morning hours on Venus . However, a simple model for the circulation of the 
Venus mesosphere is presented to explain the observed diurnal variations of CO 
both above 90 kilometers altitude and between 80 and 90 kilometers altitude. 
We propose that the subsolar to antisolar circulation of the Venus thermosphere 
(and the resulting nightside enhancement of CO) persists down to altitudes of 
""' 80 kilometers. Above ...... 90 kilometers zonal ftow is small and the nightside CO 
bulge remains centered near the antisolar point on Venus. Below""' 90 kilome-
ters altitude retrograde zonal wind velocities increase abruptly to several tens of 
meters/sec displacing the nightside enhancement of CO towards the morning-
side of Venus. 
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We also present a J = 1 ~ 2 spectrum of 15CO absorption in the meso-
sphere of Venus. This 13CO spectrum was measured at the same time as our 
high quality, January 1982 12CO spectrum. Radiative transfer models employing 
a single pressure-temperature model of the Venus mesosphere are fit to both 
the 15CO and 12CO spectra. The 12CO spectrum is used to specify the altitude dis-
tribution of CO. Subsequently, we solve for the ratio 12COI3CO = 185 in order to 
best fit the 13CO spectrum. Based on an extensive error analysis we believe that 
the standard deviation of this value is± 69. This result applies only to the meso-
sphere of Venus , i.e. from 80 to 110 k:m. Values of the 12C0}3CO ratio measured 
deeper in the Venus atmosphere are closer to the terrestrial value of 89. We 
suggest several fractionation mechanisms in order to account for the difference 
between our result and the terrestrial value. However, as yet, none of these 
mechanisms is known to produce significant fractionation of CO isotopes in the 
upper atmosphere of Venus. 
In January of 1982 we measured a microwave spectrum of CO in the Mar-
tian atmosphere utilizing the rotational J = 1 ~ 2 transition of CO. We have 
analyzed our data and reanalyzed the microwave spectra of Kakar et al. (1967, 
measured in 1975) and Good and Schloerb (1981, measured in 1980) in order to 
constrain estimates of the temporal variability of CO abundance in the Martian 
atmosphere. Long-term (~ 1 year) variations in CO abundance have been 
predicted on the basis of possible variations in eddy diffusion (McElroy and 
Donahue, 1972) and/or condensible H%0y compounds (Hunten, 1974) in the Mar-
tian atmosphere. Our values of CO column density from the data of Kakar et al., 
Good and Schloerb, and our own are 1.7 ± 0.9 x 1020 cm-2 , 3.0 ± 1.0 x 1020 
cm-2, and 4.6 ± 2.0 x 1020 cm-2, respectively. The most recent estimate of CO 
column density from the 1967 infrared spectra of Connes et al. (1969) is 
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2.0 ± 0.8 x 1020 cm-2 (Young and Young, 1977). The large uncertainties given 
for the microwave measurements are due primarily to uncertainty in the 
difference between the continuum brightness temperature and atmospheric 
temperatures of Mars. We have accurately calculated the variation among the 
observations of the continuum (surface) brightness temperature of Mars, which 
is primarily a function of the observed aspect of Mars. A more difficult problem 
to consider is variability of global atmospheric temperatures among the obser-
vations, particularly the effects of global dust storms and the ellipticity of the 
orbit of Mars. The large error bars accompanying our estimates of CO column 
density from the three sets of microwave measurements are primarily caused by 
an assumed uncertainty of± 10 Kin our atmospheric temperature model due to 
possible dust in the atmosphere. A qualitative consideration of seasonal varia-
bility of global atmospheric temperatures among the measurements suggests 
that there is not strong evidence for variability of the column abundance of CO 
on Mars, although variability of 0-100% over a time scale of several years is 
allowed by the data set. The implication for the variability of Mars 02 (which is 
directly tied to photodissociation of C02) is, crudely, a factor of two less . We find 
that the altitude distribution of CO in the atmosphere of Mars is not well con-
strained by any of the spectra, although our spectrum is marginally better fit by 
an altitude increasing profile of CO mixing ratios. 
Finally, we consider variations in the CO content of the terrestrial meso-
sphere. The Earth's mesospheric carbon monoxide was observed ·in absorption 
against the Moon in early December of 1979 and late January of 1982 at a 
wavelength of 1.3 mm, and in early December of 1980 at a wavelength of 2.6 mm. 
The January 1982 spectrum was also measured in emission with very high signal-
to-noise ratios. The observed wavelengths correspond to the respective 
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rotational transitions of CO, J = 1 ~ 2 and J = 0 ~ 1. No significant change in 
the column density of CO above - 65 km is found between the 1979 and 1980 
observations, but the January 1982 measurement indicates an .... 30% reduction 
in column density relative to the December observations. Inversion of the spec-
tra did not provide unique CO mixing ratio profiles for a direct quantitative com-
parison of December 1979 and 1980 and January 1982 profiles, due to limited 
signal-to-noise ratios for the 1979, 1980 observations. One of the best con-
strained mixing profiles published to date is presented for the very high signal-
to-noise January 1982 emission spectrum. Comparison with other published 
spectra of mesospheric CO suggests a large seasonal variation (""' a factor of 2-
4) in the column density of CO above 65 km. with a maximum in winter and a 
minimum in summer. The phase of this seasonal variation in CO abundance is 
opposite to the phase of seasonal variation in insolation suggesting that a hem-
ispheric pattern of circulation is responsible for seasonal variations in the 
Earth's mesosphere. 
We summarize by noting the very different time scales for variations of 
CO in the upper atmospheres of Venus, the Earth, and Mars. The long diurnal 
period of Venus produces a very strong diurnal variation in mesospheric CO 
which is driven primarily by subsolar to antisolar circulation. CO in the terres-
trial mesosphere shows strong seasonal variation which is apparently produced 
by seasonally driven meridional circulation. By contrast, if atmospheric CO does 
vary on Mars, it is most likely controlled by long-term changes in the chemistry 
and/or vertical mixing in the Martian atmosphere. 
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PART I 
Diurnal Variations of Carbon Monoxide 
in the Mesosphere of Venus 
1 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A significant feature of microwave spectra of CO in the mesosphere of 
Venus is the striking variation of the CO spectra with the phase of Venus. 
Concerning published spectra, both Wilson et al. (1981) and Schloerb et al., 
(1980) noted that the nightside or Venus (towards inferior conjunction) is 
characterized by very deep and narrow CO absorption lines whereas the dayside 
(towards superior conjunction) is characterized by shallow, broad spectra (e.g., 
see Figure 15) . Implications for the variable distribution or CO in the 
mesosphere of Venus are very important particularly given our lack of 
knowledge of the Venus atmosphere between 70 and 120 kilometers altitude. 
Questions such as the extension or the 100 m/s zonal flow into the mesosphere 
of Venus are not well addressed by other data sets. On the basis of all available 
CO m icrowave spectra of Venus including our own measured spectra, we intend 
to show the constraints that such microwave data place on the dynamics and 
chemistry of the mesosphere of Venus. We proceed first with a summary of what 
is known about the mesosphere of Venus particularly with regard to what is 
known about the more completely measured lower (cloud tops and below) and 
upper (above ..... 120 kilometers) atmosphere of Venus. We follow with description 
and analysis of the CO microwave data in order to determine the variability and 
the altitude distribution of CO in the mesosphere of Venus. Finally we 
present the results of time dependent photochemical modeling and a 
qualitative circulation model for the mesosphere of Venus. We use the 
diagnostic behavior of CO to place constraints and boundary conditions on 
our mesospheric models of Venus. 
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2. THE IIESOSPBERE OF' 'VENUS 
2.1 Dynamics 
Apart from the sheer mass of the Venus atmosphere, one of its most 
interesting and least understood aspects is a truly global pattern of circulation. 
The atmosphere of Venus may be crudely separated into two regimes: the mas-
sive lower atmosphere (below ""'60 km), in which the radiative time constant is 
much greater than the solar day on Venus (117 days); and the upper atmo-
sphere, for which the radiative time constant is much smaller than the solar day 
(e.g., Chamberlain, 1978). For such conditions one would expect the lower atmo-
sphere to exhibit primarily equator to pole temperature gradients and a rather 
straightforward Hadley cell circulation between equator and poles, given the 
small inclination of the Venus rotational axis and the very slow rotation of 
Venus (Schubert et al., 1977) . On the other hand, the upper atmosphere should 
develop large day-night temperature gradients. Circulation in this region should 
be dominated by axially symmetric subsolar to antisolar ftow (e.g., Dickinson, 
1971). The transitional region of the atmosphere between these very distinct 
regimes of circulation is, roughly, the mesosphere of Venus. 
Before discussing the circulation of the mesosphere it is important to 
note that the circulation of the lower Venus atmosphere is far from what simple 
inferences had suggested. Measurements of the global circulation of Venus pro-
vide the following conclusions to be drawn about the dynamics of the upper and 
lower atmosphere of Venus. 
2.1.1 Below ?0 Jan 
Both spacecraft and ground observations indicate that the lower atmo-
sphere of Venus (below N 70 km) is characterized by retrograde zonal rather 
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than meridional ftow with peak velocities of approximately 100m/sin the cloud 
layers of Venus. The Doppler tracking of Venera and Pioneer Venus probes show 
that these zonal winds decrease in a roughly linear fashion to velocities of a few 
meters per second near the surface of Venus (Venera 7-10. - Marov et al., 1973; 
Ainsworth and Herman, 1975; Keldysh, 1977; Pioneer Venus -Counselman et al.. 
1980). Comparison of the individual wind profiles measured by these probes 
also indicates substantial variations in zonal ftow with time and position on 
Venus (Schubert et al., 1980). The global extent of zonal ftow on Venus is best 
studied by visual and spectroscopic observations of the roughly 4 day 
(- 100 m/s) circulation of the Venus cloud system and associated UV markings. 
The 4 day periodicity of the dark UV markings was first observed by Boyer and 
Carmichel (1961), with subsequent observations by Smith (1967), Boyer and 
Guerin (1969). Scott and Reese (1972). and Boyer (1973). By tracing the pro-
gress of these markings across the observed hemisphere of Venus, Scott and 
Reese (1972) and Boyer (1973) obtained respective velocity ranges of 66-127 m/s 
and 50-133 m/s (in the retrograde sense). The measured variability is a func-
tion of both time and position on Venus. Spacecraft observations of the dark UV 
markings indicate a latitudinal distribution of zonal velocities characteristic of 
constant angular velocity accompanied by midlatitude jets (Rossow et al., 1980; 
Limaye and Suomi, 1980; Rossow and Kinsella. 1982). These jets are much more 
pronounced in the Mariner 10 profiles relative to the Pioneer Venus data (Ros-
sow et al.. 1980), again indicating temporal variability of zonal ftow. Finally, 
Traub and Carlton (1975) measured wind velocities in the cloud regions of Venus 
directly, using Doppler shifts of a C02 absorption line of scattered sunlight at 
8710 A They found average zonal velocities of 83 ± 10 m/s with variability 
between 2 and 125 m/s on a "timescale greater than one week." They also 
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determined an afternoon-morning asymmetry in zonal velocities with higher 
average velocities in the afternoon (111 m/s) relative to the morning (73 m/s) 
on Venus . Boyer (1973) noted a similar asymmetry (morning, 63 m/s versus 
afternoon, 122 m/s) on the basis of his observations of the UV dark markings. 
Meridional tlow in the lower Venus atmosphere is substantially weaker 
and more poorly determined than the observed zonal circulation and 
correspondingly poorer determined. Meridional velocities are generally a few 
meters per second below 40 km (Counselman et al., 1960) and increase to values 
on the order of 10 m/s near the cloud regions (Counselman et al., 1960; Rossow 
et al., 1960). The general circulation of the lower atmosphere of Venus is pri-
marily retrograde zonal tlow with considerable temporal and spatial variation. 
2.1.2 Above 120 km 
Information on the circulation of the Venus atmosphere above 70 km is 
much more limited both because of the reduced mass of the atmosphere at 
these altitudes and the lack of any traceable markers comparable to the dark 
UV markings. At present, it appears that the assumption of subsolar to antiso-
lar tlow as the dominant circulation of the upper atmosphere is correct. The 
dynamical modeling of Dickinson and Ridley (1975, 1977) is by far the most com-
plete theoretical treatment of circulation in the thermosphere of Venus and 
very roughly corresponds to what is known about the Venus thermosphere 
(~ 120 km). Dickinson and Ridley constructed a nonlinear time-dependent 
hydrodynamic model in which mechanisms of heating, cooling, photodissocia-
tion of C02 and dynamical tlow lead to very strong asymmetry in day-night tem-
peratures and composition. The prognostic features of their model are: ( 1) hor-
izontal velocities on the order of 50-300 m/s from the subsolar to the antisolar 
point; (2) vertical velocities of 10-300 cm/s rising near the subsolar point and 
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descending near the antisolar point; (3) very strong concentration of maximum 
vertical and horizontal velocities near the terminators; (4) thermospheric tem-
peratures (above .... 150 km) of 150-250 K on the nightside versus 300-600 K on 
the dayside; (5) roughly equal number densities (to within "" 20%) at all altitudes 
between the day and nightside; (6) at identical altitudes (and pressures), larger 
mixing ratios of 0 and CO on the nightside relative to the dayside. This last 
effect is primarily due to the vertical motions in their models . Both 0 and CO 
mixing ratios increase with altitude in the thermosphere and, because the atmo-
sphere is rising on the dayside and descending on the nightside, altitude levels 
for particular mixing ratios of CO and 0 are lower on the nightside relative to 
the dayside by .... 15-20 km. The models of Dickinson and Ridley did not include 
vertical eddy diffusion which is found to be significant in the thermosphere of 
Venus (von Zahn et al., 1980) . Hence, their models predicted a nightside atmo-
sphere of predominantly 0 above .... 150 km, due to molecular diffusion. 
Many of the above predictions were considerably altered by Pioneer 
Venus measurements of the thermosphere of Venus. One of the more surprising 
discoveries is that day-night contrast in the thermosphere is much more 
extreme than suggested by the models of Dickinson and Ridley. Exospheric tem-
peratures drop much more sharply across the terminators, from 300 K on the 
dayside to 100 K on the nightside (Keating et al., 1980) . In addition atmospheric 
number densities fall sharply by two orders of magnitude across the termina-
tors at an altitude of 160 km (Niemann et al., 1980). This divergence in pressure 
and number density between day and night begins at ""100 km altitude (Seiff 
and Kirk, 1981). Concentrations of 0 and CO are enhanced on the nightside at 
altitudes of 160 km but the predicted bulge in 0 number density on the night-
side is not observed, possibly due to rapid downward transport of 0 by eddy 
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difi'usion (e.g., Niemann et al., 1980). 
The extreme gradients in number density and pressure across the termi-
nators suggest that the subsolar to antisolar circulation of Dickinson and Ridley 
does occur in the thermosphere of Venus. Horizontal fiow velocities are likely to 
reach sound speeds (""' 200 m/s) across the terminators from day to night 
(Niemann et al.. 1980) . However, as yet there is no direct measurement of wind 
velocities in the thermosphere of Venus. Betz et al. (1976, 1977) measured line 
of sight wind velocities near the lower boundary of the thermosphere ( 100-
120 km) using Doppler shifts of 10 J.L C02 emission spectra observed across the 
disk of Venus . They conclude that the"' 115 km region of the Venus atmosphere 
is roughly characterized by symmetric subsolar to antisolar fiow with 25-
130 m/s wind velocities and considerable temporal variability. Betz et al. found 
no evidence of zonal circulation (~ 10 m/s) at 115 km altitude. In contrast, 
Mayr et al. (1980) suggest that offsets of He, 0 and H maximum number densi-
ties from the antisolar point (Niemann et al., 1980; Brinton et al., 1979) indicate 
extension of 50 m/s zonal ftow to altitudes in excess of 160 km. 
2.1.3 ?D-120 km 
The circulation of the mesosphere of Venus (for our purposes defined as 
70-120 km) is more poorly constrained, by both theory and measurements. than 
either the lower or upper atmosphere of Venus. Hence there is much contradic-
tion among proposed models of circulation for this region. The mesosphere is 
likely characterized by transitional circulation between the predominantly zonal 
fiow of the lower atmosphere (~ 70 km) and the subsolar to antisolar circula-
tion of the thermosphere (~ 120 km). It remains unclear whether significant 
zonal circulation extends through the mesosphere into the thermosphere of 
Venus. The highest altitude for which zonal circulation has been measured is in 
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the region of 7D-80 km (Betz et al .. 1977) trom Doppler shifts of 10 p. 13CO spec-
tra. Betz et al. find average retrograde zonal circulation of 90 ± 7 m/s and 
significant temporal variation between 50 and 150 m/s. However. Betz et al. also 
report average vertical velocities of 45 m/s in the same altitude region. Such 
high vertical velocities in the 20 mbar level of a planetary atmosphere are surely 
unphysical. In addition Betz et al. find polar to equatorial flow on the order of 0-
120 m/s with striking asymmetry between the north and south poles. 
Present theoretical modeling of circulation in the mesosphere is based 
upon measurements of mesospheric temperature and pressure profiles as deter-
mined by Pioneer Venus probe entry data (Sei!I et al., 1980) and Pioneer Venus 
Orbiting Infrared Radiometry (OIR) observations (Taylor et al., 1980). The probe 
data are limited by poor global coverage, as only 4 regions over the globe of 
Venus were sampled. Comparing the north (latitude = 59.3°N) and day (lati-
tude= 31.2°S) entry pressure profiles, Sei!I et al. found higher relative atmos-
pheric pressures at all altitudes betl!een 65 km and 120 km for the lower lati-
tude day profile (i.e. constant pressure surfaces slope downwards from the equa-
tor to the poles). On the basis of this comparison Seiff et al. proposed that the 
global latitudinal gradient of atmospheric pressure above 65 km is in the sense 
of cyclostrophic balance with strong zonal circulation. Assuming cyclostrophic 
balance and a lower boundary zonal velocity of 150 m/s at 70 km altitude, they 
derive zonal wind velocities which remain above 100 m/s up to an altitude of 
100 km. More recently, Seiff and Kirk (1982) analyzed the nightside entry pres-
sure profile and find that zonal flow decreases to zero near 100 km altitude. 
Seiff (1982) also indicates that subsolar to antisolar flow should predominate 
above 100 km altitude. 
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The OIR data are far more global in coverage although the altitude reso-
lution is considerably reduced from the probe data. Taylor et al. (1980) deter-
mine that the global latitudinal geopotential gradient reverses sign from the 
behavior measured by Seiff et al. for the day and north probes so that at alti-
tudes above .... 70-80 km isobars are actually inclined downwards from the poles 
to the equator. For such a case the pressure gradient cannot be balanced by 
cyclostrophic flow. Elson (1979) constructed circulation models on the basis of 
the lOR determined pressure surfaces and concludes that the strong zonal flow 
of the lower atmosphere must be replaced by eClually strong meridional flow 
(from the poles to the equator) in the mesosphere of Venus. The altitude at 
which this transition occurs (~ 75 km) is a function of a number of model 
parameters, of which the most important are the lower boundary (70 km) zonal 
velocity and latitude. The transition is also quite abrupt, occurring over an 
.... 5 km altitude interval. 
At present it would appear that both modeling and measurements of the 
circulation of the Venus mesosphere are incomplete and somewhat contradic-
tory. The mesosphere may be characterized by zonal flow, meridional flow, sub-




The bulk of the Venus atmosphere is composed of C02 ( .... 967o) with N2 
(- 47o) as the next most abundant species (e.g. Hoffman et al., 1980) . The third 
most abundant species in the mesosphere of Venus is CO (- 0 .017o), which is the 
best measured trace component of the mesosphere due to extensive microwave 
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measurements (Waters et al., 1975; Gulkis et al. . 1977; Muhleman et al., 1978; 
Schloerb et al., 1980; Wilson et al., 1981). Observations of the chemistry of the 
mesosphere are in fact essentially limited to microwave spectra of CO. However, 
a number of important ground based and spacecraft measurements bear upon 
the abundances of H20 , HCl, HF, CO, 0 2 and S02 at altitudes between 60 and 
70 km in the Venus atmosphere. 
On the basis of infrared absorption lines, Fink et al. (1972) reported disk 
average water vapor mixing ratios of 0 .6-1.0 x 10-e at an altitude of -60 km. 
Barker (1975) measured 8798 A absorption lines to determine the H20 column 
abundance at- 60 km altitude as a function of time, Venus phase, and position 
of the Venus disk and found water vapor mixing ratios in the range 0.5 x 10-e to 
4 x 10-5. He attributed much of the variation to patchiness in the cloud layers 
which may affect absolute water vapor abundances, and certainly atrects the 
path lengths sampled by each spectrum. HCI. HF, and CO were measured by 
Connes et al. (1967 , 1968) observing infrared absorption of solar radiation 
reflected from the cloud layers of Venus. Connes et al. (1967) found mixing 
ratios of 6 ± 1.2 x 10-7 and 5 x 10-9 for HCl and HF, respectively. The accuracy 
of the HF measurement was reported to be "within a factor of two." Connes et 
al. (1968) also determined a CO mixing ratio of 4.5 ± 1 x 10~ in approximately 
the same region of the Venus atmosphere(- 60 km). 
Only upper limits have been reported for 0 2 which appears to be 
significantly depleted relative to CO (see page 11) between 60 and 70 km in the 
Venus atmosphere. Traub and Carlton searched for 0 2 absorption lines of scat-
tered solar radiation at 7635 J... Their failure to detect 0 2 places an upper limit 
of 10-e for the mixing ratio of 02 in the region of 60-70 km (Traub and Carlton, 
1974). From recent observations Trauger and Lunine (J. Trauger, personal 
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communication, 1982) have determined an even more severe limit of 5 x 10-7 
for the mixing ratio of 0 2 in this region. 
The chemistry of the Venus atmosphere between 60 and 140 km was not 
well sampled by the Pioneer Venus experiments. The Pioneer Venus orbiter UV 
spectrometer confirmed the presence of S02 in the cloud region of Venus 
(Stewart et al., 1979; Esposito et al., 1979), which was previously detected from 
Earth base measurements (Barker, 1979; Conway et al., 1979). From detailed 
study of Pioneer Venus UVS images of Venus, Esposito and Gates (1981) find 
significant spatial and temporal variation of S02 abundance at the - 40 mbar 
level ranging from "less than 5 ppb to more than 100 ppb." They tlnd a weighted 
average abundance of 2 x 1 o--a with S02 scale heights between 1 and 3 km at the 
40 mbar pressure level. The UV spectral refiectances measured by the Pioneer 
Venus UVS instrument have also been used to infer the existence of a second UV 
absorber in the upper cloud region of Venus (- 60 km). Pollack et al. (1980) 
suggest that a Cl2 abundance of 10--a would match the spectral reflectance of 
Venus above 0.32 p,m, but the presence of Cl2 is yet to be definitively proven. 
2.2.2 Modeling 
Photochemical modeling of the mesosphere of Venus was initially 
motivated by the relatively low abundance of CO measured by Connes et al. 
(1968) . On the basis of the very slow rate of CO recombination by 
CO + 0 + M _. C02 + M 
one would expect CO abundance to be substantially greater than 4 x 10~ in the 
mesosphere of Venus (e.g. Prinn, 1971). McElroy and Donahue (1972) proposed 
the catalytic scheme 
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CO + OH ... C02 + H (A) 
to explain a similar depletion of CO in the Mars atmosphere. For Mars, the OH is 
ultimately supplied by photodissociation of H20 . For the case of Venus the ulti-
mate source of the catalytic odd hydrogens is most likely photodissociation of 
HCl (Prinn, 1971) . Furthermore, catalytic cycles involving Cl rather than the 
odd hydrogen may control the recombination of CO in the Venus mesosphere 
(Krasnopolsky and Parshev, 1981; Yung and DeMore, 1982). 
COCl + 02 ... C02 + ClO (B) 
The particular catalytic scheme that dominates in the mesosphere of 
Venus appears to depend on the H2 abundance in the Venus mesosphere. Large 
amounts of H2 lead to recombination of free chlorine into HCl and diminished 
importance for (B); very low levels of H2 allow substantial buildup of free Cl 
(perhaps providing the Cl2 of Pollack et al., 1980), driving cycle (B) as the major 
recombination cycle of CO (Yung and DeMore, 1982). The abundance of H2 in the 
<" 
atmosphere appears to be unsettled at present. Measurements of the upper 
atmosphere detected a mass 2 ion which may be either H{ (Kumar et al., 1981) 
or D+ (McElroy et al., 1982). If H2 exists in the upper atmosphere in substantial 
amounts (20 ppm from Kumar et al.) then it must be supplied in the meso-
sphere by photochemistry, as thermochemistry cannot supply the required 
amount (Yung and DeMore, 1982). 
Regardless of the particular cycle that drives recombination of CO, the 
very low abundance of 0 2 in the lower mesosphere cannot be explained by 
recombination of CO alone. If recombination of CO were the only sink for 0 2, 
one would expect the ratio [02]/{CO] to be ""'*· Based on the measurements of 
Connes et al. (1968) and Traub and Carlton (1974), the ratio [02]1{CO] is < 0.02. 
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Using the more recent upper limit of [02] < 5 x 10-7 from Trauger and Lunine 
(1982) . the ratio [0 2]/[CO] becomes< 0.01. 
Sze and McElroy (1975) simply assumed a very rapid sink of 0 2 at the 
lower boundary of their photochemical model (62 km) . They set the concentra-
tion of 0 2 equal to zero at this boundary with the assumption that formation of 
H2S04 provided an adequate sink for 0 2 and determined a minimum value for 
the eddy diffusion coefficient (3 x 1015 cm2 /sec) in the lower stratosphere of 
Venus based on the upper limit of 02 from Traub and Carlton (1974) . 
Winick and Stewart (1980) attempted to photochemically model the sul-
fur chemistry of the lower mesosphere of Venus in addition to 0, H, Cl and C 
chemistry. While Winick and Stewart adequately reproduced the S02 abundances 
measured by the Pioneer Venus UVS, they could not reproduce the rapid deple-
tion of 02 in the lower mesosphere of Venus . Yung and DeMore (1982) succeeded 
in modeling both the S02 and 0 2 abundances (as measured by Traub and Carl-
ton) by including the important 0 2 bond breaking reactions 
SO + H02 .... S02 + OH 
Yun.g and DeMore also required increased eddy mixing below 90 km relative to 
the form 
K IX (atmospheric number density)-* 
which was used by Winick and Stewart. Faster vertical mixing is required to 
transport 0 2 down to the H2S04 forming region of the atmosphere (60-70 km). 
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At present there remain three important unanswered questions regard-
ing the photochemistry of the Venus mesosphere. Firstly, there is the lower 
limit for 02 as determined by Trauger and Lunine (1982) which is still roughly a 
factor of 2 less than the 0 2 abundances predicted by Yung and DeMore. 
Secondly, is Cl or OH the important catalytic reagent in the mesosphere of 
Venus? Finally, what are the constraints applied by CO mixing profiles and their 
variability as determined from microwave measurements? We will address the 
latter question in the following sections. 
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3. OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS OF CO IIICROlfAVE SPEC"''RA 
To date, upwards of 15 CO microwave spectra of Venus have been pub-
lished or presented in some form. The majority of these spectra have been 
presented in talks, and there have been only limited efiorts to intercompare the 
whole. body of CO microwave data. In this part of the data analysis section we 
present and analyze our own spectra with the partial intent of elucidating the 
information available in CO microwave spectra. Subsequently (section 4), we 
compare the entire body of available microwave spectra of CO in the Venus 
mesosphere in order to study the temporal behavior of the distribution of CO in 
the mesosphere of Venus. 
We have obtained measurements of six microwave spectra of CO in the 
mesosphere of Venus, taken between December 1978 and November 1982. Two 
of the spectra (Figures 2 and 3) are of the J = 0 ... 1 rotational transition of CO. 
The other four spectra (Figures 1, 4 and 5) measured the J = 1 -+ 2 transition, 
for which the absorption coefficient i; eight times increased over the absorption 
coefficient for the J = 0 -+ 1 transition. Before proceeding with a discussion of 
the analysis of these spectra, we provide a brief description of each measure-
ment and a description of the calibration of the spectra. 
3.1 The Observations 
3.1.1 December 1978 Spectrum 
We obtained the first J = 1 -+ 2 spectrum (230 gHz; 1.3 mm) of CO on 
Venus, which was observed for us by Dr. G.R. Knapp and Prof. T.G. Phillips. The 
spectrum (Figure 1) was measured on December 2, 1978 using a hot electron 
bolometer mixer receiver (Phillips and Jefferts, 1973) mounted on the first of 
the 10.4 meter telescopes at Owens Valley Radio Observatory (OVRO). Frequency 
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resolutions of 1 mHz and * mHz were achieved by stepping the variable width 
bandpass of the hot electron bolometer in frequency. The maximum total 
bandwidth for the spectrum was ± 16 mHz about the line center of the J = 1 -+ 2 
transition for CO. Observing at 230 gHz. the OVRO millimeter telescope has a 
30 arc second beam width (HPFW). compared to the 50 arc second diameter of 
Venus at the time of observation. The antenna beam was displaced by 
""' 10 arcseconds east, west, north, and south (relative to the equator, central 
meridian of Venus) from the sub-Earth point on Venus in order to search for 
spatial variations of CO on Venus. No apparent differences in the spectra were 
noted, probably due to poor spatial resolution, saturation of absorption in the 
line center, and limited signal/noise. so that the spectra were averaged to form 
a single spectrum of higher signal/noise. At the time of the observations Venus 
was at a phase angle of 135°, approximately four weeks past inferior conjunc-
tion. The aspect of Venus was characterized by a bright morning crescent (rela-
tive to the retrograde motion of Ve~us) covering ""'15% of the total disk area 
(see Figure 1). 
3.1.2 llay 1980 Spectrum 
We observed the J = 0 -+ 1 transition of CO in the Venus mesosphere on 
May 28, 29 of 1980 using a room-temperature Schottky-diode receiver con-
structed by Prof. P. Wannier and mounted on the OVRO 10.4 meter antenna. A 
one-bit autocorrelator assembled by Prof. A. Moffet was used to produce the 
spectrum of Figure 2. The spectral resolution is 195 kHz with a total bandwidth 
of ± 20 mHz about the J = 0 -+ 1 line center frequency of 115 gHz. The first 
twenty channels are very noisy in the spectrum of Figure 2 due to erratic 
behavior of the baseline produced by the autocorrelator in this region of the 
spectrum. Observing at 115 gHz, the half power-full width (HPFW) of the 
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antenna beam was 60 arcseconds, compared to the 50 arcsecond diameter of 
Venus at the time of observation. The phase of Venus was 145°. Venus exhibited 
a narrow evening crescent of illumination covering ..... 10% of the visible disk. 
3.1.3 December 1980 Spectrum 
We measured the J = 0 ... 1 transition of CO in the Venus atmosphere 
again on December 12, 1980, observing with the second 10.4 m OVRO antenna. 
The observed spectrum (Figure 3) was measured with a helium cooled SIS 
receiver (Phillips et al., 1980) and an acousto-optical spectrometer (Masson, 
1982). The total bandwidth was ±50 mHz about the line center frequency with a 
spectral resolution of 200kHz. The antenna beam ("" 60 arcseconds) was sub-
stantially larger than the observed angular diameter of Venus (12 arcseconds). 
The phase angle of Venus was 40°, with the morning terminator visible and 
approximately 88% of the visible disk illuminated. 
3.1.4 January 1982 Spectrum 
A 
Our most accurate measurement (in terms of signal-to-noise and base-
line) of CO in the mesosphere of Venus was taken on January 24 and 25, 1982 at 
the NRAO 36 foot radio telescope at Kitt Peak National Observatory, Arizona. For 
detection purposes we used the NRAO 200-240 gHz mixer-receiver and two sets of 
256 channel Kitt Peak filterbanks which were operated in parallel to produce the 
J = 1 ... 2 spectra of Figure 4. Over the course of two observing days we obtained 
CO spectra of 1 and 1/2 mHz resolution with total bandwidths of ± 128, and 
± 64 mHz, respectively. Operating at 230 gHz, the HPFW of the NRAO antenna 
was ""60 arcseconds, equal to the observed angular diameter of Venus 
(61 arcseconds) . Venus was at a phase angle of 167-169°, just several days past 
inferior conjunction. Less than 2% of the observed disk of Venus was 
illuminated. 
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3.1.5 September. N~ber 1982 Spectra 
We obtained our most recent CO spectra of Venus from Dr. Edward Sut-
ton who observed Venus on September 6 and November 4, operating with his 
newly developed 230 gHz SIS cooled receiver at OVRO. These J = 1 ... 2 spectra 
have total bandwidths of 500 mHz (with 1 mHz resolution) obtained with a 
second acousto-optical spectrometer developed by Dr. Colin Masson. Hence 
these newest spectra contain the largest bandwidth so far measured _ for CO 
microwave spectra of Venus. Unfortunately integration times for these spectra 
were short so that signal-to-noise ratios are poor. A more serious problem is 
introduced by large residual standing waves of short (5-10 mHz) and long (200-
500 mHz) periods which could not be removed from the spectra (see Figure 5). 
Nevertheless these September and November spectra are potentially important 
as they measure respective Venus phases of 15° and oo (i.e. just before and 
directly at superior conjunction). At these phase angles, Venus is greater than 
95% illuminated. 
A summary of the important observational parameters pertaining to 
each of the above CO microwave measurements is presented in Table 1. 
32 Observing Procedure and Calibration 
All of the above spectra were observed by position switching on Venus. 
Position switching is the standard observing procedure for absorption spectra 
(see Appendix I) as opposed to frequency switching for emission spectra. Spec-
tra are alternately measured with the antenna beam centered on Venus and 
ofi'set in azimuth from the position of Venus (ofi'set = 5 arcminutes for our 
observations). These on-off pairs of spectra are differenced to form individual 



















































































































































































































































































































































































FIGURE 1: The first J = 1 ~ 2 microwave spectrum of mesospheric CO on Venus 
taken on December 2, 1978. The phase angle (9') of Venus was 135° and the 
illuminated fraction (k) of the Venus disk was 0.15. Spectra of 1 mHz and 1/2 
mHz frequency resolution measured. The dots and the solid line indicate the 
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FIGURE 2: J = 0 ~ 1 spectrum of Venus mesospheric CO measured on May 28 
and 29, 1980. Description of figure symbols is the same as in Figure 1. Spectral 




















































































































































































FIGURE 3: J = 0 ~ 1 spectrum of Venus mesospheric CO measured on December 
12, 1980. Description of figure symbols is the same as in Figure 1. Spectral 
resolution is 200 kHz. 
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FIGURE 4: Very high signal-to-noise ratio, J = 1 ... 2 spectrum of Venus mesos-
pheric CO measured on January 24 and 25, 1982. Description of figure symbols 
is the same as in Figure 1. Spectral resolutions of 1 and l/2 Mhz were measured. 
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F1GURE 5: J = 1 ~ 2 spectra of mesospheric CO on Venus taken on September 6 
and November 4, 1982. Note that the measured spectra are indicated by the 
solid lines whereas the synthetic, fitted spectra are shown by the dotted lines. 
Spectral resolution is 1 mHz for both measurements. Both of these broad 
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Position switching removes emission from the earth atmosphere and the system 
(antenna, spillover, receiver, etc.) so that the difference spectra are a direct 
measure of the continuum of Venus diminished by the frequency dependent 
absorption of CO in the atmosphere of Venus. One of the more important cri-
teria for position switching is that the on and off source spectra sample nearly 
identical atmospheric and system conditions for adequate removal of their con-
tributions to the detected power. For reasonable weather conditions alternating 
30 second scans on and off source remove sky and system levels very effectively. 
However, for strong continuum sources such as Venus one has the addi-
tional problem of the effect of standing waves within the antenna/receiver sys-
tem that may not be adequately removed by position switching. Standing waves, 
which appear as periodic ripples in the baselines of the spectra, are generated 
by reflection of continuum radiation between the primary antenna dish and 
subrefiector or subretlector supports . Strong continuum sources such as Venus 
enhance the power of standing waves in the on scans relative to the off scans. 
Such waves may be reduced by using several LO frequencies (which is _not practi-
cal for the broad CO spectra of Venus) , moving the subretlector over a A/4 range, 
or by simple averaging in time of many spectra. If the phase of the standing 
wave drifts in time, averaging over a long period of time tends to beat down the 
standing waves. 
The spectra of Figures 1-4 were not strongly affected by standing waves. 
The spectra of Figures 3 and 4 contained residual standing waves of order < 57o 
of the line-to-continuum depth. These residual standing waves were removed by 
choosing a single frequency (in units of the number of channels in the spec-
trum) and solving for the phase and amplitude of the standing wave, which was 
then subtracted from the spectrum. Only channels near the fiat end regions of 
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the spectra were used to solve for the standing waves. One can still note residual 
ripples in the 1 mHz resolution spectrum of Figure 4, where the standing wave 
did not remain coherent across the bandwidth and, hence, was not effectively 
removed. The 1982 spectra of Figure 5 show substantial standing waves which 
could not be corrected for and which introduce serious limitations in the 
analysis of these spectra. 
The spectra of Figure 4 required a special observing procedure due to 
the filter banks employed to measure these spectra. The strong continuum 
power of Venus leads to a substantial difierence in the power levels of the on and 
off spectra. This difference is large enough to begin introducing non- linear 
response in the filter banks. Variable non-linear response in each of the chan-
nels effectively introduces artificial noise in the difierence spectrum (Dr. R. 
Howard, personal communication, 1981). In order to avoid this problem, we 
used a gain modulator to match the power levels of the on and off spectra. The 
gain modulator removed much of the continuum level in the on spectra. 
Because the continuum level is required for calibration purposes, we_frequently 
measured on-off pairs without the gain modulator to determine the continuum 
level. We found that this procedure optimized signal/noise for Venus spectra 
taken at Kitt Peak (e.g. see Clancy and Muhleman, 1982). 
For analysis purposes, CO microwave absorption spectra of Venus need 
not be calibrated in absolute temperature or fiux units. As long as the relative 
levels of the continuum and absorption line are retained, the spectra may be 
analyzed to determine profiles of CO mixing ratios in the Venus mesosphere. 
Absorption for the spectra of Figures 1-5 is given in units of fraction of the con-
tinuum. 
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1 - (measured spectrum /tontinuum) 
where the continuum is taken as the average level over some portion of the 
wings of the measured spectrum. The units of the spectra are then fractional or 
percentage absorption of the continuum of Venus. We note that due to the finite 
bandwidth of the measurements, the level in the wings of the spectra is not 
actually the microwave continuum but includes absorption due to CO. For con-
sistency in our analysis, we normalize our synthetic spectra to zero over the 
same frequency region of the wings as used for the measured spectra. 
However, there is an additional complication in the handling of the meas-
ured spectra. One of the important features of heterodyne observations is the 
introduction of double side bands (see Appendix I). Basically, two bandpasses 
(sidebands) separated in frequency by twice the IF of the observation are folded 
together to constitute the single measured bandpass. Thus, the measured power 
spectrum includes the continuum roughly twice relative to the CO absorption 
line which is located in either the upper or lower sideband only. If the gain of 
the receiver and the opacity of the atmosphere are identical for both sidebands, 
then the true absorption spectrum is exactly twice as deep as the measured 
absorption. For our December 1978 measurement, the IF was essentially zero so 
that the receiver gain and atmospheric opacity for the two sidebands were 
identical. In fact, atmospheric opacity remains very constant over frequencies 
near 230 gHz (Figure B in appendix I) so that for all of the J = 1 ... 2 spectra 
(December 1978, January, September and November 1982), atmospheric opacity 
should be equal for the two sidebands. We further note that for all of our meas-
urements, the receivers were tuned to maintain gain balance for the sidebands. 
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The main concern for sideband corrections is the considerable gradient 
in frequency for atmospheric opacity near the 115 gHz (J = 0 -+ 1) transition, 
which is located on the broad shoulder of the 118 gHz terrestrial 0 2 line (Figure 
B in appendix I). For our J = 0 ..... 1 spectra (May, December 1980) we centered 
the upper sideband on 115 gHz in order to minimize the ditference in atmos-
pheric opacities between the two sidebands (Tatmosphere < 0.3 for our observa-
tions) . The sideband correction factor is (Appendix I) 
1 + exp( -llT/JL) (1) 
for equal receiver gains in the two sidebands. llT is the difference in atmosphere 
opacities for the two sidebands and JL is the cosine of the observing zenith angle. 
Using the theoretical 0 2 opacities of Rosenkranz (1975) we find llT = 0.18 for an 
average sideband correction factor of 2.3 for the J = 0-+ 1 spectra. We note that 
the signal may be placed in the lower sideband so that the upper sideband falls 
on top of the terrestrial 0 2 line (depending on the IF of observation). In this 
case llT-+ ""' and the sideband correction factor approaches 1. The terrestrial 02 
line is effectively used as a sideband rejection filter for the sideband without the 
absorption line (e.g. Schloerb et al., 1980). We also note that sideband rejection 
filters may also be used, although we did not have access to one. 
In any case, the form of (1) indicates that calibration of the spectra is 
not terribly sensitive to the variation of atmospheric opacity between the side-
bands. The J = 1 -+ 2 spectra of Figures 1 and 4 are corrected for the double 
sideband to better than 57o. The calibration of the May 1980 spectrum (Figure 
2) is more uncertain (± 157o) because both the continuum and the absorption 
line were calibrated separately in the style of emission measurements (e .g. Ulich 
and Haas, 1976). The relative ditferences in calibration for the continuum and 
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absorption lead to added uncertainty in their quotient, which is presented in 
Figure 2. 
As a final note on the CO microwave observations we point out the vari-
able apparent velocity of Venus with respect to the rest frame of the observa-
tions . Both the orbital motions of Venus and the Earth and the rotation of the 
Earth require Doppler tracking of the observed CO line frequency in order to 
avoid frequency smearing of the spectra during averaging (Appendix 11) . The 
Doppler shift of the CO line frequency is illustrated in the J = 1 -+ 2 spectrum of 
Figure 1 by the ""' 7 mHz displacement of the weak terrestrial CO line from the 
line center of CO absorption on Venus. 
3.3 Analysis 
The spectra of Figures 1-5 are produced by absorption of microwave 
radiation emitted from the hot, lower atmosphere of Venus (~ 60 km). The 
absorption occurs predominantly in the relatively cold atmospheric region of 
? 
80-100 km altitude, where photodissociation of C02 leads to large concentra-
tions of CO (""' 200 ppm). The widths and depths of absorption spectra depend 
on the altitude distribupon of CO relative to the pressure-temperature profile of 
the mesosphere of Venus . 
The basic tools for analyzing CO microwave spectra are: 
1. Lower boundary brightness temperatures to specify the contin-
uum tlux of Venus 
2. Profiles of atmospheric temperatu.res and pressures throughout 
the mesosphere of Venus 
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3. A radiative transfer program including the proper pressure-
temperature dependent absorption coefficient for the rotational 
transitions of CO. 
With the above tools one may solve for the distribution of CO in the 
mesosphere of Venus either by non-linear least squares inversion of the data 
(e.g. Schloerb et al., 1980) or by trial and error fitting of the data with synthetic 
spectra (e.g. Gulkis et al., 1977). We have adopted the latter method partly 
because the inversion problem is very complicated and time consuming on a 
computer. More importantly, inversion techniques so far developed (Schloerb et 
al., 1980; Wilson et al., 1981) provide almost no error analysis . We found that 
trial and error analysis is particularly useful in determining upper limits for CO 
mixing ratios below 80 km and above 95 km altitude. As a working procedure we 
determined monotonically increasing CO mixing ratios (at a resolution of 2 km 
steps in altitude) between 68 and 120 km altitude that yield best fits to our 
spectra in a least squares sense (see Figure 10) . Subsequently we perturbed our 
derived mixing ratios at each altitude in order to test the sensitivity of our fits 
to the mixing ratio of CO at each altitude. By such procedure we arrived at the 
CO mixing profiles and error bounds of Figures 6, 7 and 8. Before discussing 
these profiles, we outline the important assumptions and features of the syn-
thetic line fitting analysis. 
3 .3.1 Continuum Brightness Temperature of Venus 
In order to analyze CO microwave spectra for mixing ratios of CO, one 
must know the absolute temperature difierence between the microwave contin-
uum of Venus and the CO absorbing-emitting region of the Venus atmosphere. 
The m icrowave continuum of Venus is produced by thermal emission in the 
lower atmosphere of Venus where roughly half of the radio opacity is due to C02 
35 
FIGURE 6: Altitude profiles (solid lines) of the volumetric mixing ratio of CO 1n 
the Venus mesosphere as derived from the J = 0 .. 1 spectra of Figures 2 and 3. 
The uncertainties in each of these profiles are shown by the respective boun-
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F1GURE 7: Altitude profiles (the solid and dotted lines) of the volumetric mixing 
ratio of CO in the Venus mesosphere as derived from the J = 1 -. 2 spectra of 
Figures 1 and 4 . Uncertainty in the January 1982, profile is indicated by the 
dashed boundary lines. Uncertainty in the December 1978, profiles below 82 km 
altitude is shown by the dash-dotted boundary lines. Above ..... 87 km altitude 
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FIGURE 8: Altitude profiles (the solid and dotted lines, which overlap above .... 87 
km altitude) of the volumetric mixing ratio of CO in the Venus mesosphere as 
derived from the J = 1 ... 2 spectra of Figure 5. Uncertainty for both of these 
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and another half to an as yet undefined absorber (Muhleman et al. , 1979b). 
Muhleman et al. constructed a comprehensive radiative model of the atmo-
sphere and surface of Venus that best fit a wide range of radio observations 
including radio brightness, spacecraft occultation, radar, and interferometric 
measurements. The model was constructed to agree with radio observations in 
the wavelength range of 1 to 78 em but also provides consistent results down to 
a wavelength of 1 mm. We have used their model to specify 1.3 mm and 2.6 mm 
radio brightness temperatures over the disk of Venus. Model results indicate 
that, at normal incidence, continuum radiation at 1.3 mm (2.6 mm) decouples 
from the Venus atmosphere at an altitude of -57 km (52 km) with a brightness 
temperature of 290 K (330 K) . Corresponding disk brightness temperatures of 
280 K (1.3 mm) and 318 K (2 .6 mm) from the Venus model of Muhleman et al. 
are plotted against available microwave observations of Venus in Figure 8 . 
The uncertainties in these lower boundary continuum temperatures are 
less than ± 10% and introduce similar uncertainties in the CO mixing ratios 
determined from the spectra. The actual uncertainty introduced is a function 
of the assumed temperature-pressure profile of the atmosphere. We note that 
the very broad error bounds (Figure 6) below "" 80-85 km and above 95 km are 
due to the specific nature of the radiative transfer. Uncertainties in assump-
tions for model continuum and atmospheric temperatures primarily introduce 
moderate ("" 20%) uncertainties in the absolute values of the CO mixing profiles. 
3.3.2 llodel Atmosphere 
In order to calculate black body emission by mesospheric CO and the 
absorption coefficient of CO, which is pressure-temperature dependent, we must 
adopt a p:-essure-temperature profile for the mesosphere of Venus . Because the 
observations average over the observed hemisphere of Venus we should ideally 
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FIGURE 9: Microwave brightness temperatures of Venus at 0.41 mm (Lowenstein 
et al., 1977), 0.45 and 0.75 mm (Whitcomb et al., 1979), 1 mm (Werner et aL, 
1978), 1.4 mm (Rather et al., 1974), 1.7 mm (Rowan-Robinson et al., 1978), 2.1 
and 3.5 mm (Ulich, 1974), 3 .1 mm (Ulich et al., 1973) , 8.6 mm (Kalaghan and 
Wulfsberg , 1968) , and 9.55 mm (Hobbs and Knapp, 1971) . The open circles at 1.3 
and 2.6 mm represent model values from the atmospheric opacity model of 
Muhleman et al. (1979b) . 
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specify the latitudinal and diurnal variation of atmospheric parameters over the 
disk of Venus. However, three important considerations allow us to analyze the 
spectra of Figures 1-5 with a single profile of atmospheric temperatures and 
pressures for the mesosphere of Venus. 
Firstly, we note that analysis of CO microwave spectra of Mars proved 
that large spatial va,riations of surface and atmospheric temperatures affected 
the results very little as long as the disk average values of these parameters 
were not changed (see part III). The response of CO microwave spectra to these 
spatial variations appears very linear and averages out with whole disk integra-
tion. This feature of CO m icrowave spectra makes it very difficult to determine 
the specific variation of CO over the disk of Venus with single dish observations. 
Secondly, we note that atmospheric temperatures and pressures below 
100 km altitude do not vary much with latitude or local time of day on Venus . 
Comparison of entry profiles from the sounder (latitude = 4.4°N) and north 
(latitude= 59.3°N) probes of the Pioneer Venus spacecraft indicate temperature 
differences (at a given pressure level in the mesosphere) less than 10 K and gen-
erally less than 5 K (Seiff et al., 1980) . The more global coverage of the Pioneer 
Venus OJR observations indicates a similar lack of diurnal contrast for global 
atmospheric temperatures between 70 and 100 km with a maximum equator to 
pole contrast of 10-20 Kat..., 80 km altitude (Taylor et al., 1980). Above 100 km, 
the day (local time= 6:46a.m .) and night (local time= 0:07a.m.) entry probes 
begin to show diurnal temperature contrast such that at 120 km altitude the 
measured temperature difference is - 80 K (Seiff and Kirk, 1982). 
Finally, we point out that our spectra primarily measure dayside or 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































spectra (Figures 1, 2, 4) we used a smoothed version of the night probe entry 
profile. For the predominantly dayside spectrum of Figure 3 we used a smoothed 
version of the day probe entry profile. Both our day and night temperature-
pressure profiles are presented in Table TI. 
3.3.3 Radiati~ Tnmsfer 
The fitted synthetic spectra, drawn in against the measured spectra in 
Figures 1-5, are calculated with a radiative transfer line synthesis program. The 





) e-T{:r,:ro) + J J(z') e-T{• .. ' ) k dz' 
•o 
(2) 
J(z) = intensity of radiation at altitude z 
J(z ') = source function for radiation 
1c = absorption coefficient (per unit length) 
T(z ,z0 or z ') = opacity betw~en level z and 
level Z0 or z' (given here for a normal path length) 
Z 0 = lower boundary for the problem (67 km altitude) 





em 2 Hertz steradian sec 
which approaches the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation at microwave wavelengths 
B(v,T) = 21c~vl! 
c 
(3) 
h = Planck's constant 
47 
v = frequency 
k = Boltzmann constant 
c = speed of light 
T = temperature 
We note that the submicron-size haze particles observed in the region of 
80 km by Pioneer Venus polarimetry (Kawabata et al., 1980) do not effectively 
couple with microwave radiation due to the small particle size. Taylor et al. 
(1980) found that this haze did not measurably effect OIR data either, further 
evidence that scattering is not an important process for microwave observations 
of the mesosphere of Venus. 
At the temperatures indicated in Table II, the Rayleigh-Jeans approxima-
tion overestimates radiation intensities at 2 .6 mm and 1.3 mm by 27o and 47o, 
respectively. However errors in brightness ratios (such as TB(v1)/TB(v2) where 
TB(II2) is the continuum brightness temperature for our calculations) are 
second order. Thus computational errors caused by use of the Rayleigh-Jeans 
-
approximation are respectively 1% and 2% for 2.6 mm and 1.3 mm radiation. 
Combining equations (1) and (2) results in 
where we have introduced a slant path length, dz 'A; (J.L) (see Appendix VI) and 
allowed the upper limit of integration to approach infinity. TB and T0 are the 
observed and lower boundary brightness temperatures where brightness tern-
perature is defined by 
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$)is defined as: 
-J k(v,z ') dz' 
•• 
where k ( v,z) is the frequency and pressure-temperature dependent absorption 
coefficient for CO (per unit length). 
Equation (3) refers to the brightness temperature for a particular posi-
tion, IJ., on the observed disk of Venus. We perform the integration of (3) for a 
distribution of points on the observed disk of Venus, corresponding to a distri-
bution of path lengths through the Venus atmosphere (Figure 10). These indivi-
dual spectra are averaged with appropriate weighting by area and the Gaussian 
beam pattern of the antenna. 
(5) 
A = HWHP/Rln2 
HWHP = half width half power of antenna beam (arcseconds) 
R = angular radius of Venus (arcseconds) 
TB(v) = disk brightness temperature of Venus 
TB(v,J.L) = brightness temperature as a function of position 
on disk of Venus 
= cos~where ~ is the angular distance of the position 
from the sub Earth point on Venus (Figure 10). 
3 .3.4 Numerical Integration 
The integrals of (3) and (4) must be calculated numerically. We discre-
tized the altitude integral of (3) in 2 km steps over the altitude region 67-
49 
FIGURE 10: Whole disk integration of Venus with the Gaussian beam of the 
observing antenna. The equally spaced vertical lines indicate ray paths of radia-
tive transfer integration through the Venus mesosphere for calculation of syn-
thetic spectra best fitting the measured spectra. 
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119 km. Contributions of CO opacity above 119 km and below 67 km were found 
to have negligible effects on the synthetic spectra due to the nature of the pres-
sure dependent line shape of CO absorption (see following section) . Thus (3) 
becomes: 
T" = atmospheric temperature of layer n 
u = upper most altitude interval ( 117-119 km) 
'T" (v) = opacity of layer n. J ~ ( v, z) dz" u 
dz" = altitude interval, 2 km 
s (J.L) = slant path length factor ( ..... J.L, see appendix VI) 
~(v,z) = absorption coefficient of CO in layer n 
For the integration of k (v,z) over each 2 km layer, atmospheric temperatures 
and the mixing ratio of CO were assumed constant. However, atmospheric pres-
sure decreases by 40-80% for 2 km l.ncrements in depth in the Venus meso-
sphere. Fortunately, due to the particular form of k ( v,z), the altitude integral 
J kn ( v,z) dz" may be calculated analytically in atmospheric pressure coordi-
u 
nates (see Appendix IV) . With such integration, 2 km increments provided a very 
accurate approximation to the exact integration of equation (3). 
The finite spectral resolutions of the observations (i.e. channel widths) 
were also approximated in calculations for the fitted synthetic spectra. We used 
a single point (midpoint of the channel) value of Ts(v) for frequencies in the 
linear wings of the spectra. For the central portion of the spectra we used three 
point trapezoidal integration of Ts(v) over each channel. For the December 
1978 (1 /2 mHz resolution) and May 1980 observations, the middle channels of 
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the spectra were centered on the line center of absorption. We calculated the 
absorption in the line center for these spectra by averaging ten equally spaced 
values of TB(v) over the frequency range v0 ± 1/2 channel width. For all of the 
above calculations we assumed a step function for the bandpass of the channels. 
The actual shape of the bandpass within the channels is well approximated by a 
step function. 
We performed the disk brightness temperature integration of ( 4) using 
Simpson rule integration for 10 points equally spaced from the center to the 
limb of the disk of Venus (see Figure 10). Circular symmetry is assumed. In 
order to test the accuracy of disk integration we doubled the number of integra-
tion points, which altered the disk integrated spectrum by less than 2%. 
3.3.5 CO Absorption Coefficient 
The microwave spectra of Figures 1-4 reftect dipole induced transitions 
between resonant rotational states of the linear CO molecule. The rotational 
energy, W, of a rigid, rotating molecule is quantitized into the discrete states 
(e.g. Townes and Schawlow, 1960): 
h2 
w = -2-J(J + 1) 
61r I 
h = Planck's constant 
I = principal moment of inertia 
J = angular momentum quantum number 
0, 1, 2, 3, ... (positive integer) 
The selection rule for transitions between rotational energy levels is 
6J = ± 1. Thus allowed frequencies of radiation are 
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2h = ~~~ + 1) = 2B(Jt + 1) 
6rr I 
(7) 
where B = (h/Brr2I) is called the rotational constant. The above expressions are 
only approximately correct for the CO molecule which centrifugally stretches 
with rotation and simultaneously exists in a vibrational state. Both of these 
motions change the moment of inertia for CO so that B is a slight function of 
frequency. 
The absorption coefficient, k (v), for the transitions of equation (6) is 
partially derived in Appendix TI , which includes a list of the important molecular 
parameters for CO absorption. We use the formulation of Waters (1976), 
corrected for a more recent determination of the dipole moment of CO 
(0.112 Debye, Kolbe et al. , 1977). 
(6) 
Nco = number density of CO molecules (cm-3) 
1 (v) = the normalized frequency line shape function 
Several important features of k (v) are its inverse temperature squared 
dependence, its linear proportionality to the abundance of CO, and its frequency 
cubed dependence. 
3 .3.6 Spectral Line Shape Function 
For purposes of analysis, the normalized line shape function, I (v), is the 
essential feature of the absorption coefficient. We use the Voigt line shape, 
which is the convolution of collisional and thermal (Doppler) broadening. 
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J
• 1 l!.vr; 
J (v) = - 1T (v- V
0 
- y )2 + l!.v~ (9) 
collisional thermal 
Thermal broadening results from the Doppler shift of the line frequency 
due to the Boltzmann distribution of kinetic velocities for the CO molecules. The 
HPFW of the Doppler broadened line, is 
where 
= line center rest frequency 
T = kinetic temperature of the CO molecules 
mco = molecular weight of CO 
The Doppler line width is a slowly varying function of altitude in the 
Venus mesosphere (see Table 2) due" to the ....tT dependence. As Table 2 indi-
cates. the Doppler line width is always less than 250kHz (125kHz) for the 
J = 1 ... 2 (J = 0 ... 1) transition and thus is never adequately resolved by our 
measurements. 
Equation (9) contains the Lorentz formulation for collisional (pressure) 
broadening line shape. Collisional broadening results from the random colli-
sions of molecules with C02 molecules of the background atmosphere. Collisional 
broadening may be regarded quantum mechanically as the perturbation of the 
Hamiltonian of the rotating CO molecule caused by molecular collisions. In clas-
sical terms. the collisions smear the line center frequency over a range of fre-
quencies which is roughly equal to the frequency of collisions (Waters, 1976). 
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The general collisional line shape was developed from classical mechanics by 
Van Vleck and Weisskopf (1946) 
(10) 
The second term of (10) becomes exceedingly small for the lower atmospheric 
pressures of the mesosphere, (i.e. !:.vc: << v0 ) . Hence we use the low pressure 
Lorentz line shape in (9) . The HPFW of collisional broadening for CO in a C02 
atmosphere is 
!:.vc: = 3300(300/1')0·715 P Hertz (Varanasi,l975) 
T = atmospheric temperature 
P = atmospheric pressure (dynes/cm2) 
The pressure dependence of !:.vc: introduces a very sharp altitude gra-
dient into the collisional line shape. An extrapolation for altitudes below 68 km 
;. 
in Table n indicates that the collisional line width exceeds the maximum 
bandwidth of our measurements (500 mHz) for altitudes below "' 65 km. Above 
"'100 km the collisional line width becomes much smaller than the nearly con-
slant Doppler line width. As Figure 11 schematically illustrates, higher layers of 
the atmosphere contribute narrower and narrower spectra until the Doppler 
line width is reached. Above this altitude spectra of roughly identical shape are 
contributed to the altitude-integrated spectrum we observe. 
We are able to solve for the altitude profile of CO abundance due to the 
strong altitude dependence of the collisional line width parameter. The signal 
(i.e. absorption depth) at frequencies farther from the line center measures CO 
abundance at increasing depth in the Venus atmosphere. CO mixing ratios 
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FIGURE 11: Pressure dependence for line shape of CO absorption in the Venus 
mesosphere. Horizontal bars indicate successive layers in the atmosphere. 
doppler> prenure linewidth 
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between 85 and 95 km are well constrained by this technique (see Figure 6). 
Below 80-85 km the CO abundance falls sharply in the Venus mesosphere. 
Furthermore, the signal due to CO in this region becomes diminished due to 
extensive broadening in frequency such that the contributed line shape is no 
longer determined by the limited signal/noise and bandwidth of the measured 
spectrum. Above 95 km the line shape of CO absorption becomes constant and 
the number density of CO molecules, Nco falls oti rapidly. Thus the error bounds 
for CO mixing profiles from CO microwave measurements increase dramatically 
below 80-85 km and above 95 km (Figure 6) . 
3.3. 7 The Line Forming Process 
As indicated by equation (3), CO microwave spectra reftect both emission 
and absorption in the mesosphere of Venus. For insight into the relative contri-
bution of emission and absorption we consider the simple case of continuum 
radiation of brightness temperature, T0 , passing through an atmospheric layer 
of constant temperature, T . Integration of (3) produces 
normalizing by the continuum level, T0 , gives 
Note that the baseline (i.e. far from line center, where T .... 0) of the spectrum 
approaches unity for large enough bandwidths. Thus for T > T0 one observes 
an emission spectrum and for T < T0 one observes an absorption spectrum. For 
CO spectra of the Venus mesosphere we may approximate T ~ 180 K and 
To~ 300 K. T /1'0 '!::!. 0.6 so that the basic character of the spectra of Figures 1-5 
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is absorption. However, we note that there is still significant emission which 
cannot be neglected. 
Both the competing influence of absorption and emission and the 
exponential dependence for CO abundance (r cc Nco) in equation (3) make it 
difficult to speak of a useful weighting function for CO abundance in the meso-
sphere of Venus. Wilson et al. (1981) defined an abundance weighting function, 
W(v,z ) . for the emission term of (3) such that 
Temialon = J Nco(z)W(v,z) dz 
z, 
apparently with the assumption that r(v) << 1. We reproduce a graph of their 
weighting functions in Figure 12 for illustrative purposes. The most important 
feature is the altitude decreasing position of the weighting function maxima for 
increasing frequency offsets from the line center. 
We note that the assumption r << 1 is good for (v- v0 ) ~ 8 mHz for the 
~ 
J = 1 ... 2 transition and (v- v0 ) ~ 2 mHz for the J = 0-+ 1 transition. These 
numbers are moderately dependent on the variable abundance of CO in the 
mesosphere of Venus . Table III presents microwave CO opacity as a function of 
(v- v0 ) for the CO mixing profiles of Figures 1-5. 
3.4 CO Uixing Profile. 
With the use of equations (5)-(8) and trial and error estimates of the CO 
mixing profile in the mesosphere of Venus, we calculated synthetic spectra 
which best fit the measured spectra (Figures 6, 7, and 8). We determined the 
best fit on the basis of m inimizing the sum of the squared residuals between the 
synthetic and measured spectra. We reemphasize that the error bounds of the 
CO profiles in Figures 6-8 are due primarily to physical limit ations in the meas-
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FIGURE 12: Normalized weighting functions for the J = 0-+ 1 transition of CO in 
the Venus mesosphere from Wilson et al. (19B l a) . The weighting functions peak 
at successively lower altitudes for increasing frequency offsets from line center. 
61 
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Table III. CO Liae Opacitiea froa DeriYe4 CO Misiaa Profilea 
(MB&f 
7 - 0 -> 1 7 - 1 -> 2 
••:r 10 Dec. 10 Dec. '71 7aa. 12 Sept. 12 NoY. 12 
400 
200 0.030 0.031 
100 0.004 0.067 o.ou 
so O.OH 0.015 0.12 o.u 
so 0.041 0.15 o.osa 0.17 o.u 
20 0.006 0.063 0.22 0.071 0.22 0.24 
10 0.015 o.ou o.u 0.21 o.u o.u 
5 0.027 o.u 0.51 0.44 o.so 0.51 
4 0.034 0.15 o.n 0.54 0.57 o.u 
, 0.046 0.16 0.7!1 0.67 0.67 0.75 
2 o.ou o.u o.n 0.11 o.u o.u 
1 0.13 0.24 1.4 l.J 1.2 1.2 
0.5 0.2S o.so 1.1 1.t 1.6 1.7 
0.2 0.43 0.40 2.7 
0.1 o.u o.so 
o.o o. 7J 0.57 3.4 4.t 2.f 2.f 
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urements and the specific nature of the line formation rather than uncertain-
ties in data calibration and analysis assumptions. 
For a given distribution of CO abundance in the Venus mesosphere, the 
total measured bandwidth and noise level in the wings of the observed spectrum 
determine the depth to which the mixing ratio of CO may be derived. For exam-
ple, we compare the J = 1 ~ 2 spectra of December 1978 and January 1982 in 
Figure 13, where we have used the average level of both the spectra at 
v- v0 ~ 26 m.Hz to determine the baseline continuum (i.e. they are both nor-
malized to zero at 26 mHz from line center). Note that the spectra have been 
folded about the line center to make the comparison clearer. The two spectra 
are remarkably similar other than the greatly extended bandwidth for the 1982 
spectrum. The derived CO mixing profiles of Figure 7 are correspondingly simi-
lar except for the much stronger constraints of the 1982 spectrum on CO mixing 
ratios below 82 km. CO mixing ratios in the range of 5-10 x 10-:s between 75 
and 82 km were able to fit the December 1978 spectrum (Figures 1 and 7). This 
fitted synthetic spectrum is plotted against both of the J = 1 ~ 2 spectra in Fig-
ures 14. It clearly shows too much curvature beyond the limited bandwidth of 
the December 1978 spectrum to fit the very flat wings of the wide bandwidth 
January 1982 spectrum. 
One might expect the very large bandwidths of our September-November 
1982, J = 1 ~ 2 spectra to more closely constrain CO mixing ratios below 80 km 
altitude. Unfortunately these 500 mHz bandwidth spectra are seriously affected 
by very large levels of noise and standing waves (see Figure 5) . The standing 
waves in particular introduce disappointingly high uncertainty for absorption in 
the broad wings of the spectra. Hence. CO mixing ratios below 85 km from these 
t 
spectra are more poorly determined than those found from our January 1982, 
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FIGURE 13: A comparison of the l = 1 .. 2 spectra of December 1978, (solld line) 
and January 1982 (dots). Both spectra measured a predominantly nightside of 
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Ji1GURE 14: The J = 1 ... 2 spectra of December 1978, (solid line) and January 
1982 (dots) are included with a full ± 128 m.Hz bandwidth synthetic spectrum 
(solid, smooth line). This synthetic spectrum was generated from the CO mixing 
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J = 1 ... 2 spectrum (compare Figures 7 and B). 
The comparison between bandwidth and the depth to which CO mixing 
ratios may be determined becomes less clear if the mixing profile of CO varies 
between measured spectra. Direct comparison of the J = 0 ... 1 spectra (Figure 
15) indicates considerable variation in the altitude distribution of CO. The 
nightside spectrum is narrow and deep relative to the very broad, shallow day-
side spectrum. Figure 6 presents the indicated difference in CO mixing profiles 
for these two spectra. The dayside CO mixing ratios are 2-4 times those of the 
nightside between 88 and 80 km altitude. Above 92 km, the nightside CO abun-
dance is 2-4 times the dayside CO abundance. 
We present a comparison of all of the spectra in Figure 16. The folded 
May (line) and December (dots) 1980 spectra are presented directly in Figure 16. 
We show a synthetic J = 0 ... 1 spectrum (smooth line) calculated from the 
derived January 1982 CO mixing profile to represent the J = 1 -+ 2 spectra. The 
limited bandwidth of the December 1978 spectrum and the poor baselines of the 
September, November 1982 spectra prevent the generation of separate J = 0 -+ 1 
comparisons for these spectra. The process of generating synthetic J = 0 ... 1 
spectra from J = 1 -+ 2 spectra is not accurate for frequencies near the line 
center (v- V0 ~ 5 mHz) where the opacity of the J = 1 -+ 2 line is large. As can 
be seen in Figures 6-8, the J = 1 ... 2 spectra constrain the mixing ratio of CO 
above 95 km much more poorly than do the J = 0 ... 1 spectra. The J = 1 ... 2 
spectra become opaque in the line center, where the line depth is determined by 
atmospheric temperatures above 95 km rather than the mixing ratio of CO. 
Above ,.., 105 km, the diminished number density of CO molecules no longer 
allows significant contribution of absorption for either transition. Hence 
microwave spectra do not constrain the mixing ratio of CO at all well above 
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FIGURE 15: A comparison of the J = 0 .... 1 spectra of May 1980, (solid line) and 
December 1980 (dotted line) . The May spectrum measured the nightside of 
Venus (10% illuminated) whereas the December spectrum measured the dayside 
of Venus (88% illuminated). These two spectra reflect the basic distinction 
between day and n ightside J = 0 .... 1 CO spectra of Venus, a broader but less 
deep spectrum for the dayside relative to the nightside of Venus . Both spectra 
have been folded in this presentation. ~ 
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FIGURE 16: Folded J = 0-. 1 spectra of May 1980, (solid line) and December 
1980, (dotted line) compared to a synthetic J = 0-. 1 spectrum (smooth solid 
line). This synthetic spectrum is generated from the CO mixing protlle as 
derived from our J = 1 .,. 2 January 1982, spectrum and allows an approximate 
























































.... 105 km altitude. 
Figure 17 compares the CO mixing profiles derived from the May, 
December 1980 spectra and the January, November 1982 spectra. We omit 
profiles from our December 1978 and September 1982 spectra, which are similar 
to profiles derived from our January and November 1982 spectra, respectively. 
Note that we include only the altitude portions of the mixing profiles which are 
moderately well determined by the respective spectra. The May 1980 and Janu-
ary 1982 spectra suggest that a common feature of the CO mixing profile is an 
order of magnitude decline in CO mixing ratios over a 5-7 k:m region of the 
Venus mesosphere. This fallofi of CO abundance begins at .... 92 km for the May 
1980 spectrum and at .... 84 km for the January 1982 spectrum. Note that both of 
these spectra are of the nightside of Venus. At present we can only assume that 
such a cutofi occurs for the dayside of Venus . The December 1980 (dayside) 
spectrum constrains the sharp decline in CO mixing ratio to occur at or below 
.... 80 km but does not convincingly require such a cutofi. Similarly, the 
November 1982 (dayside) spectrum constrains the cutotr to occur below .... 85 km 
but does not determine the cutofi due to considerable uncertainty in the base-
line for this spectrum. The large bandwidth November (and September) 1982 
spectrum does provide stronger constraints for the dayside mixing ratio of CO 
below 80 km than does the December 1980 J = 0 -+ 1 spectrum (see Figures 6 
and B) . Still, until much better baselines can be obtained for these large 
bandwidth spectra, we cannot make comparisons between dayside and nightside 
CO m ixing ratios below 80 km. 
We point out that the upper bound for the mixing ratio of CO at 80 k:m as 
found from the January 1982 (nightside) spectrum is 2.0 x 10~. This is approxi-
mately a factor of three less than the value Connes et al. (1968) determined for 
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F1GURE 17: A comparison of all of the derived CO m ixing profiles (Figures 6-8). 
Only the moderately well determined portions of each mixing profile are shown 
in this comparison. 
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the 60-70 km region of the Venus atmosphere. Figure 18 represents the best fit 
found for the January 1982 spectrum using a lower limit of 4.5 x 10-l5 (i.e., the 
Connes et al. value) for the mixing ratio of CO. There is clearly too much 
absorption in the wings of the synthetic spectrum to match the observed spec-
trum. 
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F1GURE 18: A best ftt synthetic spectrum (solid smooth line) to the January 
1982 J = 1 ... 2 spectrum (dots). A constraint on the best tit synthetic spectrum 
is that the lower boundary value of the CO mixing ratio (below ..., 82 km altitude) 
in the Venus mesosphere is equal to the value derived by Connes et al. (1968) for 
1967 (4.5 x 10--{j ). The broader wings of the synthetic spectrum relative to the 
measured spectrum in 1982 indicate that the mixing ratio of CO in the lower 
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4 . DIURNAL BEHAVIOR OF CO FROM MICROWAVE SPECTRA 
The spectra of Figures · 1-5 give evidence for variations of CO mixing 
ratios in the Venus mesosphere, but do not adequately define the pattern of 
variation. Ideally such definition requires simultaneous measurements which 
are spatially resolved over the globe of Venus. Spatial and temporal variations 
could thus be di.t!erentiated. However, present CO microwave measurements 
have not adequately resolved Venus, so that only disk average spectra taken for 
various phases of Venus are available. Under these conditions any variations 
observed are either temporal variations or hemispherically averaged diurnal 
variations. 
-t.l Obsenaticms 
In order to form a more complete picture of these observed variations, 
we compare the entire set of microwave CO spectra that have been presented by 
various workers to date. The most convenient form of direct comparison among 
the spectra is to consider the variation of the line depth at a given frequency 
offset from the line center. The otfsets can be chosen to semi-quantitatively 
reftect the variation of CO mixing ratios at a particular altitude in the Venus 
mesosphere, due to the relationship between line width and pressure. We 
present (Figures 19-22) the variation of the spectral line depth versus Venus 
phase (and local solar time of the sub-Earth point on Venus) for line center fre-
quency offsets of 0, 5, and 10 MHz. These frequency offsets correspond very 
roughly to the mixing ratio of CO at altitudes of > 95, 85, and 80 kilometers, 
respectively (e.g._ see Figure 12). Because the spectra do not have identical 
bandwidths, we reference the line depths at the 0, 5 , and 10 MHz offsets to the 
signal at 30 MHz from line center. Hence the line depths plotted are the line 
depth at the given offset minus the line depth at 30 MHz from line center. The 
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data were taken between 1975 and 1982 by (W), Kakar et al. (1976) , Gulkis et al. 
(1977) Wilson et al. (1981) , and Wilson and Klein (1982): (S), Schloerb et al. 
(1980, 1981), Schloerb and Good (1982): and (P), ourselves. The ordinate 
presents the depth of absorption at a particular frequency relative to the depth 
at 30 MHz from line center. The abscissa is given in both local solar time of the 
sub-Earth point on Venus and the phase angle of Venus. 
The measurements presented in Figures 19-22 cover 5 consecutive cycles 
of Venus phase (i.e., from superior to superior conjunction). We show the 
separate cycles by using ditferent symbols for each apparition of Venus. The first 
microwave spectra of Venus were taken by .Kakar et al. (1976) during the 1975-
1976 apparition of Venus (symbol =D). Two more spectra were taken (Gulk:is et 
al., 1977: Wilson et al., 1981) during the 1976-1977 apparition of Venus (symbol 
=* ). The most comprehensive observations of the Venus phase cycle were taken 
during the 1978-1979 apparition of Venus with a total of 8 measurements (sym-
bol = l:l ) by Muhleman et al. (1979a), Schloerb et al. (1980), and Wilson and 
Klein (1981) . Five more spectra were added during the 1979-1980 apparition of 
Venus (symbol= 0) by Schloerb et al. (1981) and Clancy et al. (1981) . Schloerb 
et al. measured a sixth spectrum_ near superior conjunction during the 1979-
1980 apparition. We do not include that spectrum in our comparison as its 
signal-to-noise was very poor. Finally, we include our most recent January, 1982 
measurement observed during the 1981-1982 apparition of Venus (symbol= 0 ). 
Note that we do not include our September-November 1982 spectra due to their 
severe baseline limitations. 
In principle, it is possible to partially separate temporal (cycle to cycle) 
and phase variations for the absorption depths of Figures 19-22. However, the 
phase coverage is limited for many of the individual cycles and there are 
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calibration biases among the ditferent data sets. In particular, the handling of 
sidebands is not identical among the data sets of Wilson et al. (W), Schloerb et al. 
(S) and ourselves (P) . Thus the relative absorption depths among these three 
data sets may be uncertain by ± 5%. This uncertainty makes it difficult to 
unambiguously demonstrate temporal variations of line center absorption 
depths among the 5 cycles of Venus that have been measured. We note that 
± 5% uncertainty is a negligible error term for the very low absorption depths in 
the wings of the spectra. 
The error bars shown in Figures 19-22 indicate uncertainty in the 
absorption depths due to system noise and systematic fluctuations in the base-
lines of the spectra. System noise is the most significant source of uncertainty 
only for the line center, narrow channel width absorption depths of Figure 19 
(and, to a lesser extent, Figure 20). The absorption depths of Figure 19 are 
based upon signal in one or two channels and are thus strongly e1Jected by 
channel-to-channel fluctuations. ~ 
The absorption depths of Figures 21 and 22 are measured in the nearly 
linear wings of the spectra and are thus determined from the signal in many 
channels. Uncertainty due to noise is subsequently smaller than the uncertainty 
introduced into the line center depths of Figure 19. However systematic baseline 
fluctuations in the spectra introduce proportionately large uncertainties in the 
low absorption wings of the spectra. We consider both standing waves and asym-
metry in the spectra about the line center in our estimation of uncertainty due 
to systematic baseline fluctuation. 
4.1.1 Offset= 0 11Hz 
Comparison of line center depths from different spectra requires special 
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care due to the steepness of the spectra 1n the line center. It is important to 
use equal filter widths (spectral resolution) when making such comparisons. We 
present line center depths with 200 kHz resolution in Figure 19 and 1 MHz reso-
lution in Figure 20. Line center absorption depths from the J = 1 -+ 2 spectra 
are not included in either Figure 19 or 20 because equivalent J = 0 -+ 1 line 
center opacities cannot be reliably obtained from J = 1 -+ 2 spectra, which are 
optically thick in the line center. The spectra of Schloerb et al. are not included 
in Figure 19 as these spectra were limited to 1 MHz filter resolution. 
Although the data set is far from complete, a general relationship 
between line center depth and Venus phase is readily apparent in Figure 19. 
Line center absorption peaks near inferior conjunction of Venus (phase angle = 
180°) when the sub-Earth point coincides with the antisolar point on Venus. The 
minimum line center absorption appears to occur near superior conjunction of 
Venus (phase angle= 0°) although the data do not extend to phase angles below 
40°. There may be an asymmetry between observations covering the morning 
and evening faces of Venus but, again, the data are not good enough to define 
such an asymmetry. We note that all of the above conclusions were first made 
by Wilson et al. (1981) on the basis of their data set alone. 
The behavior of the line center depth averaged over 1 MHz spectral reso-
lution (Figure 20) is similar to the phase relationship of the narrow, 200kHz 
resolution, line center depths but there are several significant dit!erences. In 
general, the level of phase variation is smaller. A filter width of 1 MHz intro-
duces much greater sensitiVity of line center absorption depths to CO below 
95 km. As Figures 21 and 22 show, absorption depths at 5 and 10 MHz from line 
center (and, hence, CO below 90 km) show a minimum near 180° phase and a 
maximum towards oo phase. In other words, the phase variation of absorption 
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FIGURE 19: Line center absorption depths (referenced to a continuum level at 
30 mHz from line center) versus Venus phase angle (or local solar time for the 
sub-Earth point on Venus) for J = 0-. 1 spectra from Wilson et al. [1981b (W)] 
and this work (P). Vertical bars indicate estimated error bars. The particular 
phase cycle of Venus for each measurement is indicated by the plotted symbols 
(1975-1976,0), (1976-1977,•), 1978-1979, 6), (1979-1980, 0), 1981-1982, 0 ). The 
line center absorption depths are averaged over ± 100 kHz about line center. 
The solid curves indicate the predicted behavior of absorption depths for a par-
ticular diurnal model of CO distribution on Venus. The dashed line indicates the 
level of absorption depth variation for a diurnally invariant protile of CO. Verti-
cal arrows near 3 and 4 a .m . local time on Venus indicate the position of hydro-
gen and helium bulges at -160 km altitude (Mayr et al., 1980). Note that the 
implied CO bulge (-100 km altitude) is located near oM' local time. 
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FIGURE 20: Description is identical to Figure 19 except that absorption at line 
center is averaged over ± 500 mHz about line center. Also included are meas-
urements by Schloerb et al. (1980, 1981. S) . The 1980 measurements of 






























































































































































































































depths reverses sign between the line center and 5 MHz from the line center. 
Thus the use of larger filter widths to measure line center absorption tends to 
dilute the effect of the strong phase variation of CO above 95 km. Furthermore, 
use of 1 MHz filter widths should lead to a shift towards oa in the phase for max-
imum measured line center absorption depths. This shift is not clearly demon-
strated in the data but is illustrated by the solid line model curves, which will be 
described shortly. 
Finally, in Figure 20 we note the unusual behavior of line center depths 
measured by Schloerb et al. during the 1979-1980 apparition of Venus (the cir-
cles, drawn in with lighter lines). In particular, the Schloerb et al. observation 
near a phase angle of 140° exhibits considerably deeper absorption than any 
previous or subsequent measurements. We also point out the near coincidence 
in time between the 140° phase measurement of Schloerb et al. and our own 
145° phase measurement, taken one day later in May of 1980 (the circle, labeled 
"P"). Yet the line center (1 MHz resolution) absorption depths for the two meas-
urements are very different. In the following section we point out that absorp-
tions depths in the wings of the spectra are also quite different for these nearly 
coincident observations. 
Two important conclusions are: (1) The abundance of CO above -95 km 
in the Venus atmosphere exhibits diurnal variation with average ni.ghtside abun-
dance approximately a factor of 2-4 times greater than dayside abundance (e.g. 
Figure 6). (2) On the basis of a least squares A cos11 + B sin't1 tit to the line center 
absorption depths of Figure 19 (where 11 is the local solar hour angle for the sub-
earth point on Venus) the nightside CO bulge above ""'95 km occurs at 0.6 ± .8:1 
hr local solar time on Venus. This is in contrast to measurements (Niemann et 
al., 1980; Brinton et al. , 1979) and models (Mayr et al., 1980) of Hand He bulges 
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in the upper atmosphere of Venus (> 150 km altitude). As indicated in Figure 
19, the observed H and He bulges are shifted from the antisolar point towards 
morning by 3-4 hr. 
4 .1.2 Offset= 5. 1011Hz 
The trend for absorption depth! at 5 and 10 MHz from line center is 
nearly opposite the behavior of line center absorption depths. As can be seen in 
Figures 21 and 22, maximum absorption occurs near the subsolar point on 
Venus . The maximum absorption level is not accurately constrained by the data, 
partly because there are no measurements between 0° and 40° phase. The 
minimum absorption depth appears to be otJset a few hours before midnight 
(i.e. antisolar point) on Venus . This minimum is reliably repeated for four con-
secutive apparitions of Venus. On the basis of A co~+ Bsin ftts to the data of 
Figures 21 and 22 we find maximum absorption depths in the wings of the spec-
tra to occur at 8 .5 ± 1.0 hr local solar time on Venus . There is, again, some 
indication of asymmetry between the morning and evening sides of Venus but 
coverage o1 the evening face of Venus is very limited. 
The nature of the transition between the very narrow (i.e. low absorption 
depths at 5 and 10 MHz from line center) spectra measured near 180° phase and 
the broad spectra measured towards oo phase is not well delineated by the data 
of Figures 21 and 22. The data may be taken to indicate either a sharp transi-
tion in spectral and line width after inferior conjunction (phase = 180°) or a 
more gradual transition between inferior and superior conjunction of Venus. 
Superimposed temporal variations, particularly between the ditferent appari-
tions of Venus, further obscure the exact pattern of phase variation. The 
clearest indication of phase variations is obtained by comparing the absorption 
line depths for the 1978-1979 apparition of Venus (symbol = A). for which the 
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FIGURE 21 : Absorption depths at 5 mHz from line center (referenced to a con-
tinuum level at 30 mHz from line center) versus Venus phase angle. Description 
of symbols is given in Figures 19 and 20. Maximum CO absorption falls near 9hr 
local time versus .... oM for line center absorption depths (Figures 19 and 20) 
indicating that the CO bulge at 80-85 km altitude is shifted towards the morn-
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FIGURE 22: Absorption depths at 10 mHz from line center (referenced to con-
tinuum level at 30 mHz from line center) versus Venus phase angle. Description 
of symbols is given in Figures 19 and 20. Conclusions are identical to those from 
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phase coverage is most complete. 
We note that the most recent results of Schloerb et al. do not fall into 
the pattern of phase variation described above for 5 and 10 MHz offsets from 
line center. In fact, comparison of the 1980 observations of Schloerb et al. and 
ourselves indicates striking disagreement. Our May 1980 spectrum was taken 
one day after the May 1980 spectrum of Schloerb et al. (the points labelled "P" 
and "0" near the local solar time of 22 hr) . Yet the May spectrum of Schloerb et 
al. implies 2 to 3 times greater CO abundance between 80 and 90 km altitude in 
the Venus mesosphere than our May spectrum. Furthermore, the November 
1980 spectrum of Schloerb et al. implies a factor of two less CO abundance in 
the same altitude range than our December 1980 spectrum (the points labelled 
"P" and "0" near 10 hr local time). These two measurements were separated by 
three weeks in time but sample very similar phase angles. 
As previously mentioned, the 1980 spectra of Schloerb et al. also show 
somewhat atypical line center absorption depths (Figure 20) . At present the 
cause of these disagreements is unclear. Either the distribution of CO in the 
Venus mesosphere fluctuates on a timescale as short as """ 1 day or there is 
inconsistency in the measurements. We note that we searched for variations in 
the CO spectrum of Venus during the 4 days of observation in January, 1982. We 
did not observe any significant variations. Still we have no idea what the time 
scale of such variations might be. It is interesting to note that for the 1981-
1982 apparition of Venus, Schloerb measured -15 J = 0 ... 1 spectra of Venus 
(Schloerb and Good, 1982) and found phase variations similar to the behavior 
shown in Figures 21 and 22. However, Schloerb finds maximum absorption in 
the spectral wings for local solar times of ""'5 am on Venus (F.P. Schloerb, per-
sonal communication, 1982). 
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The principle conclusions to be drawn from Figures 21 and 22 are as fol-
lows. (1) The general trend for CO between 80 and 90 km is an approximately 2-
4 times greater abundance on the dayside relative to the nightside of Venus. (2) 
There may be considerable fluctuations of the CO abundance between 80 and 
90 km altitude on a timescale as small as one (Earth) day. (3} The maximum 
abundance for the diurnal trend of CO between 80 and 90 km altitude is shifted 
towards morning hours on Venus. The minimum abundance of CO in the same 
altitude region occurs 1-2 hours before midnight on Venus. 
4.2 llodels of the Diurnal Variation of CO in the Venu. Mesosphere 
The variation of absorption depths in Figures 19-22 indicates an average 
phase dependence for the distribution of CO in the Venus mesosphere. For 
phase angles near 0°, the altitude distribution of CO is similar to the CO mixing 
profile derived from our December 1980 spectrum (Figure 6) . The mixing profile 
found from our May 1980 spectrum characterizes the mesosphere for phase 
angles near 180° (also Figure 6). We hote that the observations presented in Fig-
ures 19-22 represent whole disk average measurements for Venus. The data do 
not distinguish the latitudinal distribution of CO because the latitudinal cover-
age of whole disk measurements does not change with the variation of the phase 
of Venus as viewed from the Earth. The observations measure changing phase 
within the ecliptic plane; i.e., the variation of local solar hour angle on Venus as 
seen from the Earth. Hence we describe and model the phase variations of 
Venus as diurnal variations. 
In order to model the behavior of CO absorption depths as presented in 
Figures 19-22, we have constructed several basic models for the diurnal distribu-
tions of CO in the Venus mesosphere. Synthetic microwave spectra are gen-
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erated in essentially the same manner as described in section 3 except that the 
altitude mixing profile of CO is not assumed constant over the disk of Venus. 
The radiative transfer problem is solved for a two-dimensional grid of ray paths 
(Figure 23) covering the observed hemisphere of Venus. We use two models for 
the longitudinal variation of the CO mixing profile. For both cases we assume 
constant CO profiles along constant lines of longitude. In addition we use the 
dayside atmosphere of Table ll for illuminated portions of the observed disk of 
Venus and the nightside atmosphere of Table ll for shadowed portions of the 
disk. 
Before discussing the specific models of longitudinal variation, we point 
out that a small amount of phase variation for CO microwave spectra would 
occur even for a uniform global distribution of CO on Venus. A moderately 
important effect in the line center of CO microwave spectra is the day-night con-
trast in atmospheric temperatures above 100 km. Secondly, the relative sizes of 
the antenna beam and the disk of Venus change significantly between 0° phase 
and 180°. A result is that the longer path lengths (hence, deeper absorption) 
near the limb of Venus are partially excluded by the antenna beam when the 
angular dimension of Venus equals the beam size (near 180° phase). Hence, for a 
uniform global distribution of CO, spectra taken near 180° phase will show mar-
ginally decreased absorption relative to spectra taken near oo phase (where the 
angular size of Venus is much smaller than the antenna beam and the beam 
samples evenly over the disk of Venus). 
We show (dashed lines, Figures 19-22) the predicted phase variation for 
absorption depths, assuming uniform global distribution of CO on Venus. We 
assume the CO mixing profile found from our December 1980 spectrum for the 
calculation of absorption depths, so that the constant CO model (dashed lines) 
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FIGURE 23: Two dimensional grid (in latitude-longitude coordinates) used to 
generate synthetic spectra for model A and B diurnal distributions of mesos-
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coincides with the data near 180° phase. One can see that the effects of the 
antenna beam and the diurnal variation of mesosphere temperatures on Venus 
cannot account for the phase variation of CO absorption spectra of Venus, 
although the effect is significant for line center absorption. We include both of 
these effects in synthetic spectra generated from our models of diurnal CO dis-
tribution in the Venus mesosphere. 
4.2.1 llodel A 
The simplest model for global variation of CO in the Venus mesosphere is 
a bimodal distribution for the day and night hemispheres of Venus. We choose 
the CO profiles derived from our May 1980 and December 1980 spectra (Figure 
6) to specify the altitude distribution of CO for the nightside and dayside meso-
spheres of Venus, respectively. The transition between these two mixing profiles 
is modeled as a sharp discontinuity (i.e. step function) offset 2 hours (30°) 
before the evening and morning terminators of Venus. The ofiset is chosen so 
that the model coincides, approximately, with the phase angle for the observed 
minimum absorptions depths at 5 and 10 MHz from line center (Figures 20 and 
21). As a consequence, the maximum, line center absorption depth for model A 
(Figures 19 and 20) is also offset 2 hours prior to midnight on Venus. 
The behavior of the synthetic absorption depths from model A versus 
Venus phase are presented as solid-line curves in Figures 19-22. The model 
curves agree with the absorption depths of the May 1980 and December 1980 
spectra due to the use, in model A, of the CO profiles derived from these spectra. 
The synthetic absorption curves of model A are in approximate agreement with 
- the observed behavior of absorption depths in the wings of measured spectra 
(Figures 21 and 22). There is some indication that absorption depths in the 
wings of the spectra increase more sharply after inferior conjunction than 
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predicted by model A. However, we reemphasize that the data are not continu-
ous in time. but cover 5 apparitions of Venus . Inspection of absorption depths 
from the 1978-1979 apparition of Venus (symbol= 6) indicates that the phase 
transition absorption depths at 5 and 10 MHz from line center may well be as 
gradual as depicted by the model A curve. 
As shown in Figures 19 and 20, model A does not well describe the phase 
variation of CO line center depths for Venus. The maximum line center absorp-
tion for model A is offset 2 hours before midnight on Venus whereas the meas-
ured spectra appear symmetric about midnight (the antisolar point) on Venus. 
Note also the level of phase variation for 1 MHz resolution line center depths in 
Figure 20. Model A does not exhibit a sufficient amplitude of phase variation to 
match the observed behavior of the measurements. 
4.2.2 llodel B 
The inadequacies of model A suggest that the global distribution of CO on 
Venus cannot be simply described by 'separate day and night CO mixing profiles 
for the Venus mesosphere. The phase offset of line center variations with 
respect to variation of absorption depths in the wings of the spectra indicates 
that the abundance of CO above 95 km does not vary in phase (or exactly out of 
phase) with CO abundance between 80 an 90 km. It is necessary to specify a 
diurnal variation of CO mixing ratios that allows maximum CO mixing ratios 
above 95 km to occur approximately 1oM before maximum CO mixing ratios 
below 90 km. Furthermore it is useful to consider a smoothly varying longitudi-
nal distribution of CO mixing profiles as opposed to the step function variation 
employed in model A. For model B we describe the longitudinal (diurnal) varia-
tion of the CO mixing profile in the form 
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( 1) 
where rp is the longitudinal distance from the antisolar point on Venus. As with 
model A, we define the altitude mixing profile of CO in terms of the mixing 
profiles we derived from our day (December 1980) and night (May 1980) CO spec-
tra of Venus. J W (z) and I lJ} (z) are slightly modified day and night altitude 
mixing profiles derived from the day (December) and night (May) mixing profiles 
of Figure 6. We use a phase shift, A, of 30° in order to specify minimum CO 
abundance between 80 an 90 km to occur at 10 p.m. local solar time on Venus 
(i.e. to correspond roughly with the time of minimum absorption depths in Fig-
ures 21 and 22). The lack of a phase shift in the cos2 term assures that, to first 
order, maximum CO abundance above 95 km occurs at the antisolar longitude 
on Venus, although there is a slight shift due to the sin2(rp/G +A) term. Figure 
24 compares the bimodal distribution of CO mixing profiles from model A to the 
continuous longitudinal distribution ._of CO mixing profiles employed in model B. 
Note that the profiles are drawn as dashed lines above ""' 105 km and below ..... 85-
80 km. The data of Figures 19-22 are not very sensitive to the mixing ratio of CO 
in these altitude ranges (e.g. Figures 6 and 7). 
The agreement of model B with the data for line center absorption 
depths is considerably better than achieved with model A. The amplitude of 
phase variation for in line center absorption is greater for model B than model 
A. This is primarily because the May and December 1980 measurements (circles, 
labeled "P" in Figures 19 and 20) are constrained to fit the maximum and 
minimum line center absorption depths in model A, but represent only some-
what intermediate absorption depths in model B. The complete set of line 
center absorption measurements in Figures 19 and 20 indicates that the 
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FIGURE 24: Models of diurnally varying CO ml.xini profiles for the Venus meso-
sphere. Solid lines indicate the cos2, sin2 smoothed CO distribution of model B. 
The individual profiles are labeled by their appropriate local solar times on 
Venus. These profiles are represented by dashed lines where the data of the Fig-
ures 19-22 do not adequately define the CO mixing ratio (roughly below 80-85 
km and above ..... 105 km). The two dotted profiles indicate the day-night bimodal 
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assumptions of model B are more nearly valid. 
The tit of model B for absorption depths in the wings of the spectra (Fig-
ures 2 1 and 22) ditrers from model A in one important respect. The sin2 term in 
model B for daytime CO mixing ratios does not fall off fast enough towards the 
nightside of Venus to allow sufficiently narrow spectra at phase angles of 180°. 
Thus the minimum absorption depths for model B in Figures 21 and 22 are 
larger than the minimum depths indicated by the data. This deficiency may be 
partly alleviated by reducing the dayside CO mixing ratios below 90 km for 
model B. Such a procedure would also lower the maximum absorption depths at 
5 and 10 MHz from line center for model B. Alternatively, we could specify a 
larger gradient in dayside and nightside CO mixing profiles on Venus. For exam-
ple, rather than the cos2 and sin2 dependence on rp in equation (1) we might use 
I cos3 I and I sin3 I dependence. The implication of higher powers of sin and cos 
in equation (1) is that the CO "bulges" near midnight (180° phase) above 95 km 
and near 10 a .m . between 90 and 80 km are more t ightly confined in solar hour 
angle (basically rp in equation (1)) on Venus. Taking this argument one step 
further, we might specify ditrerent powers for the sin and cos terms of equation 
(1). There is no a priori reason to believe that the longitudinal confinement of 
the CO bulge above 95 km is identical to the longitudinal confinement of the CO 
bulge between 90 and 80 km. 
At present these more detailed models of the diurnal distribution of CO 
in the Venus mesosphere are not justified by the data. Scatter in the measured 
absorption depths, particularly between phase cycles, does not allow adequate 
definition of the phase variation. One requires more ext ensive measurements 
within separate cycles of Venus phase, especially between local solar times of 




5. CHEMlCA.lrDYNAMICAL MODELS OF THE VENUS MESOSPHERE 
Both the altitude profile and the phase variations of CO mixing ratios in 
the Venus mesosphere can be used to place constraints on the chemistry and 
dynamics of the Venus mesosphere. In the first section of Chapter 5 we com-
pare the predictions of Dickinson and Ridley's hydrodynamic modeling to the 
results of microwave observations of CO. We note that the n.ightside CO bulge 
above 90-95 km altitude as indicated by the microwave measurements is a pri- . 
mary characteristic of the Dickinson and Ridley models. The opposite phase 
behavior of CO between 80 and 90 km, as indicated by CO microwave spectra, is 
not predicted by the dynamical modeling of Dickinson and Ridley. These models 
do not extend below an altitude of ""' 95 km and, furthermore, do not consider 
the effect of zonal winds on the global distribution CO in the Venus mesosphere 
and thermosphere. 
In the second and third sections of Chapter 5 we present the results of 
diurnal photochemical models for the Venus mesosphere. On the basis of photo-
chemistry from Yung and DeMore (1982) we attempt to reproduce the phase 
behavior of CO between 80 and 90 km altitude in the Venus mesosphere. We con-
sider possible diurnal variations due to chemistry and vertical eddy diffusion. In 
the final section of Chapter 5 we return to dynamical mechanisms for the phase 
variation of CO between 80 and 90 km altitude. Due to the extreme complexity of 
constructing a relevant dynamical model. we limit ourselves to heuristic argu-
ments for these dynamical models. 
5.1 ComparisOn of JliCl'OWZlve ObserYBtion with the llodels of Dickinson and Ridley 
As outlined in Chapter 1, the hydrodynamic models of Dickinson and Rid-
ley show measures of success and failure in describing the chemical-physical 
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state of the upper atmosphere of Venus. The most serious failure is an inability 
to match the steep falloff in atmospheric density and temperature across the 
terminator from day to night in the Venus upper atmosphere. However this day-
night density contrast can only enhance the predicted subsolar to antisolar 
transport velocities of Dickinson and Ridley's models (particularly vertical velo-
cities in the Venus thermosphere). We note that differential vertical motions for 
the day and night sides of Venus are the primary cause for the CO nightside 
bulges predicted by Dickinson and Ridley. Hence it is still useful to compare the 
diurnal distribution of CO as determined from the microwave measurements to 
the predictions of Dickinson and Ridley. 
As a preface to this comparison we caution that the altitude domain of 
the models of Dickinson and Ridley only marginally overlaps the uppermost alti-
tude region sensed by the microwave observations. The lower boundaries for the 
Dickinson and Ridley models are at an atmospheric pressure level of .... 0.1 mbar 
(approximately at 95 km altitude). As illustrated in Figures 6 and 7, CO mixing 
ratios derived from microwave spectra are poorly determined above .... 105 km. 
We also note that the microwave measurements measure average altitude 
profiles of CO mixing ratios for the observed hemisphere of Venus and do not 
constrain the latitudinal variations of these profiles at all. Solutions for CO dis-
tributions from the microwave data do not assume latitudinal variations. The 
models of Dickinson and Ridley specify symmetry in solar zenith angle so that 
diurnal and latitudinal variations are derived. Hence comparison of CO profiles 
from Dickinson and Ridley models and CO profiles from microwave spectra can-
not be made on a one-to-one basis. 
These difficulties aside, we present the comparison of theory and obser-
vation in Figure 25. We show number density profiles derived from the May 
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FIGURE 25: A comparison of CO number density profiles from the J = 0 .. 1 May 
and December 1960 spectrum to the theoretical models of Dickinson and Ridley, 
and various other measurements. The Dickinson and Ridley profiles are given 
for solar zenith angles of 30°, 120°, and 150°. Also included are the day (D) and 
nightside (N) values at ..... 150 k:m altitude from the Pioneer-Venus ONMS experi-
ment (Niemann et al., 1960), morningside profile from the Pioneer-Venus BNMS 
experiment (Von Zahn et al., 1960), and a stratospheric value from the infrared 
spectra of Connes et al. (1966). 
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(nightside) and December (dayside) 1980 spectra, and profiles for solar zenith 
angles of 30", 120" and 150" from the models of Dickinson and Ridley. Also 
included are CO number densities derived for the day (D) and nightside (N) of 
Venus above -150 km frot:n the orbiter neutral mass spectrometer (Niemann et 
al., 1980), and for the morning side (- 7:40 a.m.) of Venus between 150 and 
140 km altitude from the bus neutral mass spectrometer (von Zahn et al., 1980). 
The agreement between the microwave results and the model results of 
Dickinson and Ridley is remarkably good given the before mentioned difficulties 
of the comparison. This agreement perhaps indicates that in the region 95-
105 km altitude where day-night contrast in atmospheric temperatures and 
number densities is not large, the models of Dickinson and Ridley approximate 
the circulation of the Venus atmosphere moderately well. We point out that the 
Dickinson and Ridley model implicitly assumes zero zonal wind velocities so that 
the nightside CO bulge is centered at the antisolar point (i.e. midnight on 
Venus). The minimal offset of the CO bulge from midnight as determined from 
the CO microwave measurements (e.g. Figure 19) may indicate that zonal tlow is 
indeed small in the 95-105 km altitude region of the Venus atmosphere. 
Pioneer Venus CO measurements in the region of 140 km altitude and 
above do not compare well with results of the Dickinson and Ridley model. 
Apparently the failure of the Dickinson and Ridley models to account for vertical 
eddy diffusion forces their models to overestimate CO and 0 bulges in the night-
side thermosphere of Venus (Schubert et al., 1980). Excessive buildup of 0 
above -140 km on the nightside thermosphere is the primary reason they do 
not reproduce the measured, large day-night contrast in atmospheric number 
density for the Venus thermosphere. Hence, the comparison of day and night 
CO number densities at 140-150 km for the measurements and models is poor. 
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Nevertheless, we point out that in terms of mixing ratios there is indeed 
an enhancement of 0 on the nightside relative to the dayside of Venus as meas-
ured near and above 160 km by the orbiter neutral mass spectrometer 
(Niemann et al., 1980). The CO/C02 ratio is also enhanced on the nightside in 
this region. Between 105 and 150 km there are no measurements for CO abun-
dance on the dayside versus the nightside of Venus although, presumably, 
higher CO mixing ratios should also be found for the nightside in this altitude 
region. 
The extension of the CO number density profiles below 90 km from the 
microwave data (Figure 25) indicates a shift in the CO bulge from the nightside 
towards the dayside of Venus in the altitude region 90-BO km. This behavior is 
not reproducible from the models o_f Dickinson and Ridley given the axi-
symmetric nature (in solar zenith angle) of their model. In the following several 
sections we consider important physical processes that may help to explain the 
phase behavior of CO in the lower (9o-=ao km) mesosphere of Venus. 
5.2 Diurnal-Photochemical Modeling of the Venus Mesosphere-
The depletion of CO between 90 and BO km altitude in the nightside rela-
tive to the dayside Venus mesosphere indicates diurnal variation in the chemis-
try or dynamics of this region. One expects some diurnal variation given the 
fact that C02 is not photodissociated on the nightside of Venus. In order to 
analyze the magnitude of this effect, we must estimate recombination rates for 
CO in the nightside mesosphere and a residence timescale for CO molecules on 
the nightside (i.e., the rotation rate of the atmosphere in the altitude region of 
the mesosphere). The product of these two parameters allows an estimation of 
the depletion of CO on the nightside of the Venus mesosphere between 80 and 
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90 km due to photochemistry alone. One indication that recombination of CO 
on the nightside might be an important process below 90 km altitude is the alti-
tude profile of CO recombination rates from photochemical models of Venus . 
Figures 26 and 27 (from Yung and DeMore, 1982) indicate that for schemes 
involving OH (Figure 26) or Cl (Figure 27), recombination of CO peaks sharply 
between altitudes of 70 and 90 km. 
However, we should also point out several potential weaknesses of a pho-
tochemical explanation for the CO depletion on the nightside of Venus between 
80 and 90 km altitude. At present it is not clear from the observations that CO 
below 80 km is depleted on the nightside relative to the dayside of Venus. This 
point alone does not rule out a photochemical explanation although a steep 
decline in CO mixing ratios for the dayside mesosphere below 80 km altitude (as 
suggested by the September 1982 spectrum) corresponding to the steep decline 
on the nightside below 90-85 km would appear to suggest a dynamical rather 
than photochemical explanation (see section 5.4) . Furthermore, the microwave 
observations indicate a minimum (maximum) concentration of CO for the 80-
90 km altitude region at local solar times before midnight (noon) on Venus. If 
recombination of CO on the nightside is the important process one might expect 
minimum (maximum) CO concentrations to be found after midnight (noon) on 
Venus . Nevertheless, it is important to consider the diurnal character of CO 
photochemistry in the Venus atmosphere. 
5.2.1 The Photochemicalllodel 
The photochemical model employed in this study is a modified version of 
Yung and DeMore's model C for the Venus mesosphere (1982). Their model C 
specifies only photochemically produced atmospheric H2 through dissociation of 
HCl and H20. OH levels are, thus, very low and Cl reactions become the 
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FIGURE 26: Diurnally averaged profiles of CO recombination rates from model C 
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FIGURE 27: Diurnally averaged profiles of CO recombination rates from model C 
of Yung and DeMore (1982) in which Cl plays the major role for recombination of 
co. 
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predominant pathway to CO recombination. Cl is introduced through photodis-
sociation of HCl, which is held constant at a mixing ratio of 10-7 (i.e. consistent 
with the measurement of Connes et al., 1967). The low levels of H2 ensure 
sufficiently high levels of free Cl to drive the catalytic recombination of CO. We 
note that Yung and DeMore's model A, which specifies [Hz] = 2 x 10~. is charac-
terized by very low levels of free CL Recombination of CO is catalyzed by OH 
rather than Cl. We use model C rather than model A because of the somewhat 
arbitrary assumption of high levels of Hz in model A. However both models pro-
duce similar recombination rates for CO in the Venus mesosphere (see Figures 
26 and 27). 
The model is one-dimensional, covering an altitude range of 7Q-90 km 
with 2 km altitude resolution. The continuity equation 
(where 1L(, ,,, P,, and L;, are the concentration, vertical tlux, production and loss 
rates of each chemical species, i, at altitude z) is solved with a time-dependent, 
diffusive-photochemical computer program developed by Mark Allen and Yuk 
Yung (see Allen et al., 1981; Yung and DeMore, 1982) . . 
Vertical fiux, ,,, is primarily driven by eddy mixing in the mesosphere. 
We use a nearly constant value of 6 x 10-4 cm2 /sec for eddy di!!usivity (.K) that 
is roughly consistent with the altitude profile of K derived by von Zahn et al. 
(1979) for the upper atmosphere(""' 150-120 km) of Venus (see model I in Figure 
29). 
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K(z) = 2 x 1015,1VlT(ZJ cm2~ec 
where M(z) is the atmospheric number density in molecules/cm5 • 
The time dependence of the model (i.e. &n.,.~t) follows from the diurnal 
cycling of incident solar UV fiux which drives photodissociation of C02 , ~0. CHl, 
ClO, and C~. Short lived species such asH, Cl, OH, 0 and 0 5 show very drastic 
diurnal variation. We are primarily interested in the diurnal variations of the 
longer life CO molecule which is in turn tied to abundances of the above, cata-
lytic short lived species. 
For further details of the specifics of the photochemical model we refer 
readers to Yung and DeMore (1982). The significant distinctions between this 
present work and the work of Yung and DeMore are: 1) the time- dependent 
nature of the present work versus the diurnal average nature of the Yung and 
DeMore model, 2) the present work contains only a limited subset of molecular 
species and reactions taken from the model of Yung and DeMore, 3) the altitude 
range of the present model (70-90 km) is limited in comparison to the altitude 
range of the Yung and DeMore model (58-110 km) as we do not treat sulfur 
chemistry and the cloud regions of the Venus atmosphere, 4) boundary condi-
tions are somewhat modified, as will be described. 
5.2.2 Chemistry 
Our photochemical model involves 17 chemical species [three of which 
are held fixed ([HCI] = 10-7, [H20] = 2 x 10-7, [C02] = 0 .95)] and 29 reactions. 
The reactions and rate coefficients (Table IV) are taken from Yung and DeMore 
(1982). Only the atomic species C, H, 0, and Cl are used in the present model. 
The reactions and species of Table IV were founci to sufficiently model the alti-
tude region 70-90 km by a comparison of diurnally averaged model results to 
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Table IV. Photocleaical •o4el leactioDa &D4 leactioD late 
Coe!ficieDta <••• YUD& &D4 De•ore. 1911) 
Ieactioaa late Coe!!icieat 
(1) ~+lui -> co+ 0 
(1) ~0 + kll -> • + Cll 
U> BCl + kll -> B + Cl 
(4) ClO + kll -> 0 + Cl 
(5) 0 + ~ +. -> o, + • 1.3 z 10_, 
(') • + ~ +. -> .01 +. u., z 1o-19>1T 
(7) • + o, -> OB+~ U.4 z 1o-10> ,-410/T 
(I) 0 + .01 -> Cll+~ J.l :1 10-11 
(9) CO+CII -> 
~·· 
1.4 z 10-u 
(10) • + .,1 -> ~0 + 0 '·' z 10-u 
(11) I + ICl -> ~ + Cl (1.44 :1 10-11) 1-1740/T 
(11) Cll + BCl -> Cl + ~0 (3.0 • 1o-11> ,-415/T 
(13) 0 +Bel -> Cll + Cl (1.1 z 10-11) 1 -3370/T 
(14) Cl + ~ -> B + BCl (4.7 z 10-11) 1-1340/T 
(15) Cl + BD1 -> ICl + ~ '·' z 10-
11 
(U) Cl + o3 -> ClO + 02 (1.1 z 10-
11) .-157/T 
(17) 0 + ClO -> Cl + ~ (7.5 z 10-11) .-120/T 
(11) CO+ Cl + • -> COCl + • (l.J z 10-34) ,1000/T 
(lJ) COCl +. -> CO+Cl+. (f.O z 10-11) 1 -2250/T 
(10) COCl + 02 -> ~ + ClO (1.0 z 10-
12) 1 -500/T 
(11) COCl + 0 -> C02 + Cl 2.0 z 10-
11 
(22) Cl + Cl +. -> Cl2 + • •1.0 z 10-Jl 
(23) C12 + kll -> Cl + Cl 
(24) I + Cl2 -> BCl + Cl <1•5 • 10-10> ,-593/T 
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(25) Cl + B02 -> ClO + OB 4.0 lt 10-
12 
(26) COCl + Cl -> CO + C12 1.0 lt 10-
12 
(27) COCl + COCl -> COC12 + CO 1.0 lt 10-
12 
(21) COC12 + k&l -> COCl + Cl 
(29) ClO + ClO -> Cl + Cl + 02 •s.o x 10-12 
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the diurnally averaged results of the complete model (which includes sulfur and 
nitrogen chemistry) of Yung and DeMore. This is consistent with prior analysis 
of the Yung and DeMore model which indicated sullur and nitrogen species do 
not play a significant role in photochemistry above 70 km altitude. 
The important reactions for recombination of CO are 
COCl + 02 .... C02 + ClO 
COCl + 0 .... C02 + Cl 
R20 
R21 
The complex, COCl, reaches an equilibrium concentration through the 
reversible reaction 
CO + Cl + M < => COCl + M R18,R19 
Thus the availability of free Cl drives recombination of CO. The concen-
tration of free Cl is governed largely by the reactions 
HCI + hv .... H+Cl R3 
~ 
H2 + Cl .... HCl+ H R14 
Cl + Os .... ClO + 02 R16 
ClO + 0 .... Cl + 02 R17 
Cl + Cl + M .... c~ +M R22 
Cl2 + hv .... Cl + Cl R23 
ClO+ ClO .... 2 Cl + 02 R29 
where R14 is slow due to the low levels of H2 in the model. Although balance of 
reactions R3, R22, and R23 provide sufficiently rapid recombination rates for CO 
on the dayside of Venus (as shown by Yung and DeMore), we are primarily 
interested in CO recombination on the nightside of Venus, where reaction rates 
for R3 and R23 fall to zero. For our photochemical model. the stability of free Cl 
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on the nightside of Venus determines whether or not CO may be depleted by 
recombination on the nightside of Venus. 
5.2.3 Boundary Conditions 
For our study of the diurnal etfects of photochemistry in the Venus 
mesosphere, we have generally retained the boundary conditions of Yung and 
DeMore (1982) . That is: 1) zero fiux at the boundaries for the short lived odd 
hydrogen and odd oxygen species, 2) a vertical velocity ( -1 x 10-2 em/sec) at 
70 km and zero fiux at 90 km for the longer lived Cl species (Cl2, Cl, COC12, COCl) 
and H2 . As opposed to Yung and DeMore, we fixed the mixing ratio of CO at the 
top of our model to be consistent with the microwave observations (i.e 
""2 x 10"""' at 90 km altitude). The lower boundary condition for CO is a bit more 
complicated and requires a short discussion. 
Yung and DeMore fixed the mixing ratio of CO to 4.5 x 1 o-5 at the lower 
boundary of their model (58 km) on the basis of the 1967 observation of Connes 
et al. (1969) . As we stated in section ~3.4, our January 1982 CO spectrum places 
an upper limit of 1.5 x 10-5 for [CO] near 80 km altitude. Figure 28 compares 
the CO mixing profile derived from the diurnally averaged Yung and DeMore 
model C to the CO profile found from our January 1982 (predominantly night-
side) spectrum. Also included in Figure 28 is a model profile from a specially 
modified version of Yung and DeMore's photochemical model A. For this model 
we artificially specified the same profile of CO recombination rates over the 
same altitude range (58-110 km) as in the Yung and DeMore model A. (We chose 
model A for this test because recombination rates of CO are most easily 
specified in this model. We point out that CO mixing profiles found for all three 
of the Yung and DeMore cases are nearly identical.) We also used the model A 
profile of eddy ditfusivity from Yung and DeMore (see Figure 29). However, 
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FIGURE 28: A comparison of diurnally averaged CO mixing profiles from photo-
chemical models of Yung and DeMore to the CO mixing profile derived from our 
J = 1 .... 2, January 1982 CO spectrum. Model C of Yung and DeMore was con-
strained to produce a CO mixing ratio of 4.5 x 10-5 at 60 km altitude. The 
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F1GURE 29: Vertical profiles of eddy diffusivity for the diurnal photochemical 




























instead of fixing the CO mixing ratio at the lower boundary, we used the same 
velocity boundary condition (-2 x 10-2 em/sec) Yung and DeMore used for all of 
the other long lived chemical species in their models . The important conclusion 
is that the models of Yung and DeMore are quite consistent with lower strato-
spheric values of [CO] (i.e. J co < 4.5 x 10-5) when the lower boundary mixing 
ratio of CO is not held fixed. 
This last point holds true only for models which span the entire altitude 
region of CO recombination, which is approximately 60-100 km (e.g. Figures 26 
and 27). For the limited altitude domain of our diurnal models, CO mixing 
ratios between 70 and 80 km are far more sensitive to assumed boundary condi-
tions and more poorly determined by model chemistry. We use a vertical velo-
city of -1 x 10-2 em/sec for the lower boundary condition of CO which produces 
model CO mixing ratios of 7 x 10J.i at 70 km. For our study of the diurnal pho-
tochemistry of the Venus mesosphere, we were forced to choose a lower boun-
dary of 70 km in order to avoid inclusion of sulfur and nitrogen chemistry. 
which would be prohibitively expensive (for instance, Yung and DeMore's model 
includes 114 reactions) . Of course, the primary objective of the diurnal models 
is to look for diurnal variations due to photochemistry rather than an accurate 
absolute level for CO abundance. We chose an upper boundary of 90 km for our 
diurnal model because the CO microwave spectra indicate a relatively constant 
CO mixing ratio at this altitude (i.e., no diurnal variation). In section 5 .3 we will 
study the possible effects of diurnal CO variations above 100 km on the model. 
5.2.4 Diurnal Period for the llesosphere of VenWI 
Finally, it is necessary to discuss the diurnal period or length of day for 
the Venus mesosphere. The solar period at the surface of Venus is 117 Earth 
days while the period defined by 100m/sec zonal tlow in the cloud regions of 
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Venus (50-60 km) is roughly 4 Earth days. Because our model is one-
dimensional, we can only specify a single solar day or, in etfect, a single value for 
zonal wind velocity in the Venus mesosphere (70-90 km). Given the uncertainty 
in zonal flow for the mesosphere (see section 2.1), any diurnal period between 4 
and 117 days appears to be allowed. The length of the diurnal period deter-
mines the duration of nighttime in the Venus mesosphere and, hence, the time-
scale over which CO recombines without any offsetting production term on the 
nightside of Venus. 
We note that if recombination of CO does produce a factor of two deple-
tion in CO abundance on the nightside between 80 and 90 km then the residence 
time for CO on the nightside must be substantially greater than 2 days. This 
point can be seen from the following relation. 
timescale ...... 6 CO /(loss rate) 
If we consider an altitude of 85 km, the required loss of CO (6CO) is roughly 
4 x 1012 molecules/ems. We can estimate the loss rate from the day~ide recom-
bination r~te of CO at 85 km from Yung and DeMore (1982) which is roughly 
3 x 108 molecule/cm5sec. Hence, it would take on the order of 15 Earth days for 
CO on the nightside of Venus to be depleted by a factor of two, assuming that 
recombination of CO on the nightside proceeds as rapidly as it does on the day-
side. We also point out that it takes roughly the same amount of time to repro-
duce the CO by photodissociation of C02 on the dayside of Venus. 
From the above discussion it should be clear that any photochemical 
explanation for the diurnal CO variations below 90 km requires long diurnal 
periods (~ 40 days) for the Venus mesosphere. The nominal period for our 
models is 58.5 days corresponding to a retrograde zonal wind velocity of 
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... 5 m/sec. If the diurnal model produced a substantial depletion of nightside 
CO given the assumption of a 60 day diurnal period, we might argue that the 
microwave CO spectra suggest very low zonal velocities for the Venus meso-
sphere. However, as the model results indicate, photochemistry does not pro-
duce strong diurnal variations of CO even on timescales as large as 100 days. 
5.2.5 lilodel L Diurnal Photochemistry lilodel Result. 
The key to photochemically produced diurnal variations of CO in the 
Venus mesosphere is the retention of the CO recombining catalysts, Cl or OH, on 
the nightside of Venus. The results of our diurnal model indicate (Figure 30) 
that concentrations of odd oxygen species fall to zero approximately one hour 
after sunset in the Venus mesosphere. All of these species rely on photolysis for 
their production. As expected, OH cannot play an important role for recombina-
tion of CO on the nightside of Venus . Figure 30 also demonstrates that free Cl 
concentrations will decrease considerably (by a factor of 10-100) on the night-
side of Venus . As can be seen, Cl is incorporated into Cl2 (and, to some extent, 
ClO) on the nightside of Venus , where there is no efficient mechanism for disso-
ciation of Cl2 . It is interesting to note that free chlorine does not disappear 
entirely on the nightside as do the odd hydrogen and oxygen species. This is 
because the primary sink for Cl on the nightside is the reaction 
Cl + Cl + M ~ Cl2 + M R22 
which is quadratic in [Cl] (i.e., the destruction rate of free Cl decreases as the 
square of free Cl concentration). 
Nevertheless, the 10-100 fold decrease in free Cl on the nightside severely 
lim its recombination of CO on the nightside. The peak-to-peak amplitude of 
model diurnal variation of CO abundance is less than 30% (as indicated in Figure 
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F1GURE 30: Diurnal variations in Cl, 0 and H chemistry from the diurnal photo-
chemical model of this study. Cl provides the major recombinative path for CO 
in this model. The horizontal axis is referenced to local time of day in the Venus 
mesosphere with the assumption of a 58.5 day diurnal period. Both Cl and OH 
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31) and is predominantly an effect of eddy ditiusive removal of CO on the night-
side of Venus . The phase of the CO variations is also in disagreement with the 
diurnal variations implied by the microwave data. Maximum (minimum) model 
CO abundance at 85 km occurs at the evening (morning) terminator on Venus 
rather than just before noon (midnight) as required by the microwave data. 
5.3 Vertical Transport as a llechanism for Diurnal CO Variations between 80 and 90 km 
As we noted at the end of the last section, eddy transport can contribute 
in some degree to depletion of CO on the nightside mesosphere below 90 km alti-
tude. To properly model diurnal variations driven by eddy diffusion we include 
the observed diurnal CO variation above 90 km in the model. For this purpose 
we have extended the diurnal photochemical model to an altitude of 100 km and 
imposed, as a boundary condition, a diurnally varying mixing ratio for CO at 
100 km altitude. We specify the diurnal variation of CO mixing ratios at 100 km 
according to the cos2H parameterization of model B in Figure 24 although we 
use a somewhat larger amplitude ~for the variation at 100 km (minimum 
J co (noon) = 1.5 x 10""""', maximum f co (midnight) = 1.5 x 10-s). 
For our preceding study of diurnal chemistry in the mesosphere, we used 
moderately low values of eddy ditiusivity which were based upon the extrapo-
lated profile of von Zahn et al. (Figure 29). We consider larger values of eddy 
diffusion in this section partly because we wish to estimate the maximum effect 
CO mixing ratios at 100 km might have on CO abundances at 80-90 km altitude, 
through downward transport by eddy ditiusion. 
The level of eddy diffusivity in the mesosphere of Venus is not well con-
strained by observations. Woo and Ishimaru (1981) found a value of 
4 x 104 cm2 /sec for eddy diffusivity in the vicinity of 60 km altitude from 
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FIGURE 31 : Predicted diurnal variation in the CO mixing ratio at 85 km altitude 
from the diurnal photochemical models I. n. and m. Also shown is the observed 
diurnal variation as approximately defined by the diurnal variation of model B 
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Pioneer Venus radio scintillation measurements. The stable lapse rate of the 
mesosphere may indicate that an extrapolation of the von Zahn et al. profile of 
eddy diffusivity is appropriate (Yung and DeMore, 1982). On the other hand, if 
100m/sec zonal ftow diminishes to predominantly meridional ftow in the meso-
sphere, as suggested by Elson in Taylor et al (1980), the implied shear may 
enhance vertical mixing in the mesosphere. We remark that eddy diffusivity 
profiles derived by Yung and DeMore to model the photochemistry of the Venus 
mesosphere considerably exceed the extrapolated eddy diffusivities of von Zahn 
et al. (see Figure 29). At present. values for eddy diffusivity in the mesosphere 
of Venus are simply not well determined. 
Figure 29 presents the eddy diffusivity profile we use for our model 
(labeled model II) . One important constraint for the level of eddy diffusivity at 
100 km altitude is that the implied downward vertical ftux of CO in the nightside 
atmosphere (where f co (100 km) reaches 1.5 x 10-3) does not exceed the 
column production rate of CO above ....,100 km on the dayside of Venus. An 
upper limit of ..... 106 cm2 /sec for eddy diffusivity at 100 km altitude is consistent 
with this constraint. 
We have also fixed the mixing ratio of CO at the lower boundary of model 
II (70 km) to 10-5. Our intent is to fix the boundaries of the model as close as 
possible to the constraints implied by the microwave results. As we found in the 
previous section, the limited altitude range of our models does not allow 
sufficiently low values of CO mixing ratios below 80 km to match upper limits set 
by the microwave spectra of January 1982 (nightside) and September 1982 (day-
side) . We do not assume a diurnal variation of the CO mixing ratio at the lower 
boundary partly because the microwave data do not specify such a variation. 
Furthermore, one expects less diurnal variability at lower altitudes in the Venus 
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mesosphere due to the increased atmospheric densities and shorter diurnal 
periods (i.e .. substantial zonal tlow probably extends to at least an altitude of 
70 km). 
Finally, we use the shorter diurnal period of 33 days for the mesosphere 
(70-100 km). A diurnal rotation period of 33 days roughly corresponds to 
10m/sec zonal tlow, which is marginally more realistic than the 5 m/sec velo-
city of model I. 
5.3.1 llodel II. A Single Profile of Eddy Di.fiwrivity for the Day and Nigh bides of Venus 
We initially specify a single profile of eddy difiusivity for both the day and 
nightsides of the Venus mesosphere. We are interested in the effects of down-
wards propagation of diurnal CO variations at 100 km altitude by eddy diffusion. 
The phase of diurnal variation at 100 km (extrema at the anti- and subsolar 
points) is offset with respect to diurnal variations driven by eddy diffusion when 
the mixing ratio of CO was held fixed at 90 km (extrema at the terminators, 
;-
modell. Figure 31 ). 
The results of model II are presented in Figure 31 against the results of 
model I. Again, the levels of CO abundance for models I and II are not identical 
due to the different lower boundary conditions and eddy diffusion profiles for 
the two models. As can be seen, the phase of diurnal CO variation at 85 km alti-
tude is shifted by nearly 180° for model TI with respect to model 1. Also note 
that the amplitude of diurnal variation is considerably reduced in model II. The 
depletion of CO on the nightside by eddy diffusion is offset by higher mixing 
ratios at 100 km on the nightside so that the resulting amplitude of diurnal 
variation is very small. 
Model I and model TI effectively consider minimum (i.e., no effect) and 
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maximum effects of diurnal CO variation above """' 90 km on diurnal CO variation 
below 90 km for the basic photochemical diffusive model. In neither case can 
model results approximate the observed CO variations between 80 and 90 km in 
the Venus mesosphere . 
5.3.2 llodel llL Separate Profiles of Eddy Di1fwlivity for the Day end Nightsides of 
Venus 
We consider next the possibility of different eddy ditfusivities for the day 
and nightsides of Venus. Justification for diurnal variability of eddy diffusion is 
rather weak, but there are several points which suggest that the attempt is 
worthwhile. At an altitude of 160 km, Niemann et al. (1980) find turbulence to 
be significantly greater on the nightside relative to the dayside of Venus. 
Niemann et al. speculate that the strong nightside turbulence is due to the Dic-
kinson and Ridley tlow field exceeding the Reynolds number on the nightside of 
Venus. However one would not expect stronger mixing at 160 km altitude on the 
nightside to necessarily imply stronger eddy mixing below 100 km for the night-
side. 
In fact, the most compelling motivation for changing eddy diffusion 
between the day and nightside of Venus mesosphere is the strong diurnal effect 
such a change can clearly have on CO mixing ratios below 90 km altitude. An 
important characteristic of altitude increasing eddy diffusivity profiles (as are 
all the eddy diffusivity profiles in Figure 29) is an effective bottleneck for down-
ward transport of CO below 90 km altitude. If eddy diffusivity is increased below 
90 km on the nightside of Venus, then CO below 90 km altitude can be tran-
sported downwards in a much shorter time scale. Very long diurnal periods 
would not be required to deplete CO on the nightside of Venus . 
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We propose a fairly simple form of diurnal variability for eddy difiusivity 
in the mesosphere of Venus for our model III. The eddy diffusivity profile of 
model II (Figure 29) is shifted downwards 10 km in altitude (dotted line in 
figure) to model eddy diffusivity in the nightside Venus mesosphere. We use the 
unchanged model II eddy diffusivity profile for the dayside of our model liT. The 
consequence of increasing eddy diffusion below 90 km altitude for the nightside 
relative to the dayside of Venus is that CO abundance can build up below 90 km 
on the dayside, where eddy diffusion is slow, yet be quickly transported down-
wards on the nightside, where eddy dit!usion is fast. Other than the diurnal vari-
ability of eddy diffusivity, we retain the model II parameters for our model liT. 
The results of model III are represented in Figure 31 by the diurnal varia-
tion of the CO mixing ratio at 85 km. The average level of CO abundance is lower 
for model Ill relative to models 1 and 11 because of the increased eddy diffusion 
below 90 km for the nightside of model 111. The amplitude of diurnal variation is 
also greater for model III but is still not as large as required by the microwave 
observations. The limiting factor for the amplitude of diurnal variation in model 
III is not the time scale for removal of CO on the nightside, but rather the time 
scale for reproduction of CO by photodissociation of C02 on the dayside of the 
planet. Also note that the phase of the diurnal variation from model 111 is not 
consistent with the phase determined from the microwave observations. 
Both of these weaknesses are intrinsic to photochemical-diffusive models 
for the diurnal variation of CO below 90 km in the mesosphere of Venus. Photo-
dissociation rates of C02 on the dayside of Venus are well constrained and are 
the basic limiting rate for photochemical or diffusive models of diurnal variabil-
ity of CO in the Venus mesosphere. Furthermore, any process which operates to 
remove CO on the nightside of Venus (where CO is not produced) will lead to 
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maximum (minimum) CO mixing ratios near the evening (morning) terminator 
of Venus. The observed opposite phase behavior of CO mixing ratios between 80 
and 90 km altitude appears to reject a photochemical or diffusive transport 
explanation for the diurnal variability of CO in this altitude region. 
5.4 General Circulation between 80 an 100 km in the Venus llesosphere 
All of the preceeding models for the lower Venus mesosphere suffer from 
the above-mentioned drawbacks. In this section we briefly argue possible effects 
on CO abundance between 80 and 90 km due to general circulation of the meso-
sphere in this region. The important elements of circulation we consider are 
vertical motions characterized by the Dickinson and Ridley sub-solar to anti-
solar fiow and horizontal motions characterized by the 4 day zonal rotation of 
the lower atmosphere. Our intention is to develop a qualitative model for the 
global distribution of CO that does not suffer the most serious problems of 
photochemical-diffusive models. 
An important assumption for this discussion is that the mixing protlle of 
CO on the day and nightsides of Venus is characterized by a sharp -cutoff at a 
particular altitude in the Venus mesosphere. The variable location, in altitude, 
for this cutoff is assumed to produce the observed diurnal variation of CO 
between 80 and 90 km altitude. Figure 32 graphically illustrates this point. We 
note that CO mixing profiles derived from our May 1980 and January 1982 
profiles indicate such a cutoff exists on the nightside of Venus. To a lesser 
extent the September, November 1982 spectra indicate such a cutoff for the 
dayside of Venus. Comparison of the May 1980 and January 1982 mixing protlles 
(Figures 6 and 7), convincingly demonstrate a temporal variability for the alti-
tude of this cutoff. We assert that the phase dependence of absorption depths in 
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FIGURE 32: A schematic representation of day to night variation in the CO mix-
ing profile for the Venus mesosphere. The day profile is assumed to be shifted 
""10 km lower in altitude relative to the nightside profile. Both profiles are 


















the wings of microwave CO spectra (as shown in Figures 2 1 and 22) describes an 
average diurnal cycle for the altitude of the cutoff. · However, we point out that 
the limited bandwidths of the spectra represented in Figures 2 1 and 22 do not 
determine a sharp cutoff in CO mixing ratios for the broad, dayside spectra. We 
rely on the 500 MHz bandwidth J = 1 ... 2 spectra taken in September-November 
1982 to indicate a cutoff for the dayside CO mixing profile at an altitude near or 
below 80 km. 
A sharp decline in CO mixing ratios with decreasing altitude is generally 
predicted by photochemical models (e.g. Yung and DeMore, 1982; Sze and McEl-
roy, 1975) . The fall-off of CO below a certain altitude follows from a correspond-
ing cutoff in CO recombination rates above that same altitude. For example, Fig-
ures 26 and 27 (from Yung and DeMore, 1982) indicate that recombination of CO 
by OH or Cl falls off by nearly 2 orders of magnitude between 85 km and 95 km 
altitude, primarily because the catalyst species (Cl and OH) are strongly 
confined below ,.... 90 km altitude. Hence, rapid recombination of CO below 90 km 
altitude leads to a strong decline in CO mixing ratios. Of course, the exact 
profile of CO m ixing is affected by the profile of eddy difiusivity. An altitude 
increasing profile of eddy ditiusion (such as the von Zahn et al. eddy diffusivity 
profile) tends to increase the gradient of CO mixing because downwards eddy 
transport of CO is diminished for lower altitudes . An altitude increasing profile 
of eddy diffusion in effect creates a bottleneck for downward transport of CO (as 
we noted in model Ill). 
We schematically present our proposed model of zonal and vertical 
motions for the Venus mesosphere in Figure 33. Due to the latitudinally aver-
aged nature of our observations we do not attempt to specify meridional circu-
lation. Above ""' 90 km zonal ftow is assumed to diminish to zero and the 
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Dickinson and Ridley model of rising motions on the dayside and sinking 
motions on the nightside is presumed to characterize vertical flow for the atmo-
sphere. Both of these assumptions are borne out by the phase behavior of line 
center absorption depths for microwave CO spectra (Figures 19 and 20) . Below 
...., 90 km we assume zonal wind velocities become substantial (> several tens of 
meters/sec) and the pattern of rising and sinking vertical velocities below 90 km 
becomes shifted with respect to the day and nightsides of Venus. We can 
roughly estimate the magnitude of the phase shift at a given altitude by the fol-
lowing simple argument 
Ill - u (Az /r.J) 
We assume a zonal wind velocity, u, and an average vertical velocity, c.>, 
for the mesosphere below ...., 90 km. As an initial condition, maximum downward 
vertical velocities at 90 km altitude are centered at the antisolar point on 
Venus, as in the Dickinson and Ridley ptodels . A parcel of atmosphere initially at 
the antisolar point sinks to a distance llz below 90 km and is displaced horizon-
tally by Ill . Hence, maximum downward velocities at llz below 90 km are dis-
placed with respect to the antisolar point on Venus. The minimum altitude for 
the cutoff in the CO mixing profile, which is roughly tied to maximum downward 
velocities, is similarly shifted in phase with respect to midnight on Venus. 
The above model assumes that the vertical momentum of the atmo-
sphere as set up by subsolar to antisolar flow above 90 km is transported hor-
izontally without substantial modification by zonal rotation of the atmosphere 
below 90 km. It is difficult to assess the validity of such an assumption given the 
complexity of the complete circulation problem. However, it is important to 
note that a similar process is modeled to explain the 3-4 hr shift towards 
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FIGURE 33: Proposed general circulation for the Venus mesosphere. Vertical 
velocities are on the order of 2-10 em/sec and horizontal velocities are on the 
order of 50-100m/sec. 
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morningside for He and H bulges above 150 km on the Venus nightside thermo-
sphere (Mayr et al., 1981). 
Our circulation model also implies that the CO mixing profile is displaced 
vertically by vertical velocities without substantial modification in the process; 
at least to the extent that higher {lower) mixing ratios at higher (lower) alti-
tudes are shifted downwards (upwards) for sinking (rising) motions. Dickinson 
and Ridley showed that this process should occur for the thermosphere of 
Venus, and the microwave CO observations appear to confirm that this aspect of 
their model also applies to the mesosphere. An important comparison to make 
is between the time scales of eddy diffusion and bulk transport in the meso-
sphere of Venus. If one assumes the extrapolated eddy difiusivity profile of von 
Zahn et al., then transport time scales for eddy diffusion are ~ 10 times the 4 
day period of rotation for the lower atmosphere. The model A profile of eddy 
difiusivity from Yung and DeMore {Figure 29) produces a factor of 3 times the 4 
day rotation period of the lower atmosphere. In either case we might expect 
eddy diffusion to play a very limited role in the diurnal variability of the CO mix-
ing profile if zonal fiow on the order of tens of meters per second extends 
through the lower mesosphere. 
If we consider reasonable {but fortuitously chosen) values of 10 km, 50 
m/sec {retrograde), and 4 em/sec for ~z , u, and CJ, respectively, we find a phase 
shift for maximum downward vertical velocities of,.... 8 hr from midnight towards 
the morningside of Venus. A vertical displacement (~z) of 10 km is roughly the 
diurnal amplitude for the altitude of the cutoff in CO mixing ratios as implied by 
the microwave data. A zonal wind on the order of 50 m/sec is consistent with 
mesospheric circulation models of Elson (in Taylor et al., 1981) and Seifi et al. 
(1981) . Furthermore, the circulation models of Elson indicate a very sharp 
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decrease in zonal winds in the region of 85 to 90 km altitude which is generally 
consistent with the assumptions of our model. Finally, although there are no 
useful measurements of vertical velocities for the mesosphere of Venus, a value 
of 4 em/sec would be a reasonable extrapolation of vertical velocities from the 
thermospheric models of Dickinson and Ridley. Vertical velocities of a few 
em/sec are also consistent with the observed lack of diurnal contrast in atmos-
pheric temperatures and pressures for the mesosphere of Venus . 
The principal conclusion to be drawn is that global circulation in the 
mesosphere of Venus based on reasonable assumptions of vertical and horizon-
tal motions can explain the pattern of diurnal CO variations found from 
microwave observations. Retrograde zonal fiow below 90 km shifts the phase of 
diurnal CO variations produced by vertical motions associated with the subsolar 
to antisolar fiow of Dickinson and Ridley. The shift in maximum CO abundance 
is towards the morningside of the Venus mesosphere and can be roughly the 
same amplitude as implied by the microwave observations( ..... 8-10 hr). 
One serious drawback for this model is the extreme complexity of a com-
plete, quantitative analysis . Such an analysis (which is unfeasible at present 
and probably not justified by the present data set) could provide estimates of 
vertical velocities and zonal winds in the mesosphere of Venus through careful 
comparison with a more complete microwave data set. 
The model is successful in that it reproduces the correct phase behavior 
for CO abundance between 80 and 90 km and does not req~e long diurnal 
periods for the Venus mesosphere. In fact, the implied time scale for diurnal 
variations is on the order of the 4 day rotation period of the cloud regions of 
Venus. The model also implies that temporal variations of microwave CO spectra 
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could be tied to the temporal variations of zonal fiow reported by Traub and 
Carlton (1975), Boyer (1973), and Betz et al. (1976, 1977). We note that the most 
recent observations of Schloerb and Good (1982) indicate a CO bulge between 80 
and 90 kilometers altitude that is centered near 5 a .m . local time on Venus com-
pared to a local time of 8:30 am presented in the study. Changes in the mean 
zonal fiow in this altitude region could well lead to such a change. 
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6. Conclusions 
We have developed a fairly simple and consistent picture of general cir-
culation in the Venus mesosphere based on the diurnal distribution of CO, which 
is in turn based upon analysis of CO microwave spectra. Antisolar to subsolar 
circulation dominates in the Venus atmosphere down to an altitude of ..... 90 km. 
This circulation also extends below 90 km altitude, but is strongly modified by 
rapid, retrograde zonal rotation of the atmosphere, which becomes the dom-
inant pattern of circulation below 90 km altitude. The onset of zonal ftow 
occurs quite abruptly near 90 km altitude. Such a pattern of circulation is pro-
posed to explain a nightside CO bulge which is centered near the antisolar point 
at an altitude of 100 km, but becomes shifted to near or past the morning ter-
minator at altitudes between 90 and 80 km. We also note the similarity of our 
proposed circulation model to the results of Betz et al. ( 1979), and Seifi ( 1982) 
[see section 2.1]. 
At present, available microwave spectra of CO do not place adequate con-
straints on CO mixing ratios below 80 km altitude. An implicit prediction of our 
circulation model is that day-night contrast in CO mixing ratios should 
approach zero below""' 80 km altitude. The vertical motions that are associated 
with subsolar to antisolar motion and produce enhancement of nightside CO 
abundances should decrease with depth in the Venus mesosphere as atmos-
pheric density increases and the effects of day-night temperature and pressures 
contrast in the thermosphere decrease. Hence, we assume that the higher day-
side values of CO abundance at 80 km altitude decrease with depth in the Venus 
mesosphere to match the lower nightside values found at BO km altitude. 
Furthermore, if there is indeed no substantial CO production in the 
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lower atmosphere of Venus (as indicated by Yung and DeMore, 1982), then the 
mesospheric minimum value of the CO mixing ratio determined from m icrowave 
spectra places an upper limit on the lower atmospheric abundance of CO. Our 
present minimum value for the mixing ratio of CO is found from our nightside, 
January 1982, spectrum which constrains the mixing ratio of CO to be less than 
2 x 10-5 at .... 82 kilometers altitude. We note that this upper limit is a factor of 
2-3 less than the Venus stratospheric CO mixing ratio determined by Connes et 
al. (1968, for the year 1967). This discrepancy may indicate a long term varia-
tion in CO abundance of the lower atmosphere (and presumably the mesosphere 
of Venus). One major uncertainty is the dayside CO mixing ratio below 80 km 
altitude, which can be determined by very broad bandwidth spectra J = 1 ... 2 
(that are not seriously affected by baseline problems such as our September, 
November 1982, spectra) or by infrared transitions such as the 2.35 J.L CO band 
observed by Connes et al. (1968). 
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PART II 
A Measurement of the 11COI"3CO Ratio 
in the Mesosphere of Venus 
R. Todd Clancy and Duane 0 . Muhleman 




In this paper we report our attempts to measure the isotropic ratio 
12C160!3C160 in the mesosphere of Venus . i.e . from about 80 km to 110 km above 
the Venus surface. This ratio was measured near the cloud tops ( .... 60 km) by 
Connes et al. (1968) who obtained a value of 100:1, using infrared spectroscopy. 
The carbon dioxide isotope ratio was determined from Pioneer Venus Mass 
Spectrometer measurements by Hoffman et al. (1980). They interpreted their 
measurement as the ratio 12C}3C ~ 84, a value that they refer to as a lower 
limit due to ambiguities among several mass peaks. This result comes from the 
lower atmosphere below 30 km. These results are fairly consistent with the 
12C!3C ratio for the earth of 89. 
The column content of CO on Venus can be determined from microwave 
measurements of the rotational spectrum of CO which appears as a strong 
absorption line created in the relatively cool layers of CO above the warm 
atmosphere of Venus. In practice, the isotope ratio can be estimated from the 
measurements of the 12CO and 13CO spectra in either the (0-1) rotational 
transitions (115.27 and 110.2 GHz) or the (1-2) transitions (230.5 and 
220.4 GHz). However, the (0-1) 13CO line in the Venus atmosphere is extremely 
weak (- eight times weaker than the (1-2) line) and nearly impossible to 
measure with currently available instrumentation. Nevertheless, Wilson et al. 
(198 1) did detect the depth of the (0-1) 13CO line center which, when combined 
with their 12CO measurem ents . yielded a value of 12C0!3CO = 85 ± 15. This 
result was presented without any d iscussion and we feel that the uncertainty 
may be underestimated. 
Our measurements of the spectra for the two isotopes were done 
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utilizing the (1-2) transitions with the NRAO 36 foot telescope (as did Wilson et 
al.) at 230 and 220 GHz. The absorption in the 13CO line is about a factor of ten 
stronger than that obtained by Wilson et al. for the lower transition. 
Our formal result for the 12COJ3 CO isotope ratio in the mesosphere of 
Venus is 185 ± 69. If this result is correct, significant isotopic fractionation 
takes place in the upper atmosphere of Venus . Most of the text that follows 
focuses on the error analysis of our determination which is as complete as we 
can make it. Although our result is marginal we believe that it does point to a 
fractionation process in the mesosphere of Venus or, much less likely, a slight 
but significant difference in the 12CJ3C ratio on Venus with respect to that for 
the earth. We are presenting this preliminary report at this time since the 
measurements cannot be repeated until the next inferior conjunction of Venus, 
i.e. the fall of 1983. 
Observations 
Our observations were carried out on January 24, 25, and 27, 1982 at the 
NRAO 36 foot radio telescope at Kitt Peak National Observatory, Arizona. We 
employed the NRAO 200-240 gigahertz mixer-receiver which operated with a 
single side band noise temperature of 1100 K. For spectral analysis, the NRAO 
facility operates a variety of 256 channel filterbanks, two of which may be used 
in parallel producing pairs of spectra with different resolution. Over the course 
of three observing days we obtained 12CO (v0 = 230.538 gHz) spectra of 1000, 500 
and 250 kilohertz resolution; and 13CO (v0 = 220.399 gHz) spectra of 500, 250 
and 100 Kilohertz resolution. 
We achieved maximum sensitivity for the experiment by observing Venus 
just several days after inferior conjunction when its apparent diameter was 
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61 arcseconds. This was approximately the same size as the HPFW of the 
antenna beam. It was particularly important to measure the J = 1 -+ 2 
transition as it provides a gain of a factor of eight over the J = 0 -+ 1 transition 
with a corresponding decrease of about 60 in integration time required to obtain 
a given signal-to-noise ratio. A 12CO spectrum was measured on three separate 
days within a six day period. Since no day-to-day variations in the spectra were 
noted they were averaged to form a single spectrum with a very high signal-to-
noise ratio. In Figure 1 we present the 1 megahertz resolution spectrum 
containing a total bandwidth of 256 megahertz. The spectrum is given in units 
of fraction of the Venus 230 gHz continuum, i.e. the signal in each channel is 
divided by the signal/channel averaged over the 256 megahertz bandwidth. 
It is important to note that by presenting the spectrum in units of 
fraction of continuum, we are left with a spectrum that is essentially self-
calibrated. Measured "raw" spectra of the Venus CO line consist of a continuum 
level in arbitrary units that is diminished (absorbed) by the frequency 
(channel) dependent absorption of CO in the Venus mesosphere. For single 
side band observations, the absorption line depth scales exactly with the 
continuum level (i.e., terrestrial atmospheric absorption, antenna efficiency, 
gain, etc., produce identical scaling factors in the continuum level and depth of 
the absorption line) . Hence by dividing the spectrum, channel by channel. 
with the continuum level, one is left with an internally calibrated spectrum 
in units of fraction of continuum. This resultant spectrum can be analyzed 
for the mixing profile of CO in the Venus mesosphere without any further 
calibration (e.g., see Gulkis et al., 1977; Schloerb et al, 1980). One 
consequence of this method is that no information can be found for the 
Venus atmosphere below a certain altitude since the CO absorption below this 
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Figure 1. Rotational J = 1 ... 2 spectrum of 12CO 1n the Venus mesosphere. The 
data are presented as 1llied circles. Before fttting this spectrum the 
slight linear baseline was removed by folding the data. The solid line is a 
synthetic spectrum generated with a radiative transfer program. The 
12CO mixing pro Ole of Figure 4 was derived to obtain a ftt of the synthetic 
spectrum with the data. 































































altitude is pressure broadened beyond the measured bandwidth. The greater 
the total bandwidth of the spectrum, the lower the altitude for which CO 
mixing ratios may still be determined. For the case of the 12CO spectrum in 
figure 1, information on CO mixing ratios is available down to an altitude of 
approximately 75 km in the Venus mesosphere. 
We point out two important caveats to the internal calibration of our 
spectra, as described above (and in Appendix I). Firstly, our observations were 
double sideband rather than single sideband. The CO absorption line was 
present only in the upper sideband, whereas the Venus continuum was 
present in both sidebands. The resultant spectrum, which is the sum of the 
two sidebands, required rescaling in order to present the absorption line in 
units of fraction of the continuum. We have assumed that both the system 
gain and the terrestrial atmospheric opacity are identical for the two 
sidebands. Thus, we rescaled the absorption line by a factor of two after 
subtracting off the continuum level channel by channel. Subsequently we divided 
the spectrum, channel by channel. by the continuum level. For an estimate of 
the error in this rescaling factor, we rely on sideband balance measurements 
by Richard Howard in November of 1981 which suggest 5-10.% level sideband 
balance for the receiver at both the 12CO and 19CO J = 1 .... 2 frequencies . We 
also include in this error term the very small (- 1.%) di.fference in atmospheric 
opacities for the two sidebands. 
A second source of potential error in the internal calibration was 
introduced because the continuum levels for the spectra were not measured 
simultaneously with the spectra. The data of figures 1, 2, and 3 were taken 
using a gain modulator to remove the continuum of Venus. This was 
necessary because of m ismatch between power levels in 'on' and 'off' scans 
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(introduced by the continuum level of Venus in the 'on' scans) which induced 
nonlinear response in the filter banks. This nonlinearity effectively appears as 
enhanced noise in the on-off spectra and is particularly destructive when trying 
to measure the weak 13CO line. Every third spectrum was measured without the 
gain modulator in order to determine the continuum level. From day-to-day 
variation in the 12CO absorption line depths, we estimate that the maximum 
calibration uncertainty introduced by the nonsimultaneous measurement of 
the continuum and line spectra is ..... 3% which, due to high opacity of the 12CO 
line, introduces and 11% uncertainty in our derived 12C0/3 CO ratio (see Table 
2). 
The 12CO spectrum of Figure 1 was obtained with a total of 45 minutes of 
integration of on-source (Venus) and off-source (5 arcm.inute offset in azimuth) 
scans. A total of 5 hours of on-off source pairs were taken to produce the 13CO 
spectrum of Figure 2 (250 kHz resolution) and a total of 2 hours integration for 
the 13CO spectrum of Figure 3 (1 00 kHz resolution). Note that the total 
bandwidth of the spectrum in Figure 2 is 128 megahertz, and, correspondingly, 
64 megahertz for the spectrum of Figure 3. Also note the much reduced signal 
for the 13CO spectrum. 
Although the CO signal is clearly evident in several channels at the 
proper Doppler frequency, an immediate concern for the t:'!co spectra is the 
unfortunate double spike on the left-hand side (-8 to -4 mHz from line center) 
which was apparently introduced in the mixer-receiver. The width and position 
of this "glitch" is stationary in frequency in the spectra of both Figures 2 and 3. 
The presence of this feature introduces considerable uncertainty in 
determination of the 12COI3CO ratio. 
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Figure 2. Rotational J = 1 ~ 2 spectrum of tsco 1n the Venus mesosphere. The 
data are presented as a solid line. The best fit synthetic spectrum 1s the 
dotted line and corresponds to a constant ratio of 12CO}sco = 185. The 
dashed line synthetic spectrum employs a ratio of 11co}sco = 89, 
corresponding to the earth 12C}sc ratio. For both synthetic spectra the 

























































































































































































Figure 3 . High frequency resolution of the 19CO spectrum in the Venus meso-
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Analysis 
The optimum method by which a 12COJ5 CO ratio may be calculated from 
the spectra of Figures 1, 2 and 3 is determined in part by limitations of the line 
forming process and in part by limitations of our particular data set. Neither 
ratios of spectral line areas or spectral line depths are applicable, primarily 
because the 12CO line is optically thick in the center part of the spectrum. We 
point out that even the very thin 15CO line is part emission, part absorption, a 
fact that makes the line area difficult to use. 
We settled on a two part method which exploits the high signal-to-noise 
of our 12CO data and avoids most of the ambiguities of the complicated line 
forming process. As a first step, we fit the folded 12CO spectrum with synthetic 
spectra from a spectral line synthesis program (see Part I and Appendix IV). By 
trial and error, a 12CO mixing ratio profile was determined along with upper and 
lower error bounds on this profile. The final fit spectrum is drawn against the 
data in Figure 1. For line synthesis we employed the nights ide P, T model of 
Seiff et al . (1982) . We have also analyzed the spectra using an earlier nightside 
model from Pioneer Venus probe data. Lines synthesized with the two 
atmospheres give an estimate of the sensitivity of our results on the assumed 
model atmosphere. We note that because we are solving for the ratio of 12CO 
and 19CO, our results are not very sensitive to the choice of a model 
atmosphere. The derived 12CO mixing profile, presented in Figure 4, has several 
important features. The profile is well determined between 80 and 
95 kilometers. Below 80 kilometers the limited bandwidth (and, ultimately, 
signal-to-noise ratio) allows only upper limits to be set on the 12CO mixing ratio. 
Above 95 kilometers we lose resolution of the 12CO mixing ratio because the 
opacity in the line center of the spectrum has become large and that part of the 
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Figure 4. A protile of 12CO volume mixing ratios in the mesosphere of Venus. 
This protlle was derived from the Venus 12CO spectrum in Figure 1. The 
dashed boundaries about the solid line, best tit protlle indicate the 
uncertainty in the 12CO mixing protlle as derived from the data. 
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spectrum is saturated. The uncertainty in the mixing ratio of 12CO between 95 
and 100 kilometers is another important source of uncertainty in the 
det ermination of the 12C0/3 CO ratio. The CO above 100 km is unimportant in 
this study. 
As the second step in the process of deriving a value for 12COI'3CO, we 
synthesized 13CO spectral lines using the same model atmosphere and a 13CO 
mixing profile which is some constant fraction of the derived 12CO profile. The 
isotope fraction was varied in discrete steps and the sum of squares of the 
residuals for each synthesized spectrum was computed. A value for the 
constant ratio 12C0/3CO was found by finding the value which yielded minimum 
variance in the post-fit residuals. This process was repeated using the upper 
and lower bounds (Figure 4) found for the 12CO mixing profile. The variation in 
the least squares value of 12C0/3 CO found for these separate 12CO mixing 
profiles was used to estimate an error in the 12C0/3 CO ratio due to the 
uncertain 12CO profile above 95 kilometers (Table 1) . The most probable value 
found for 12C0/3 CO is 185. 
As a final step in the error analysis, we considered a worst possible case 
for the receiver "glitch" in the 13CO spectra of Figures 2 and 3. The concern in 
this case is not simply the effect of the very evident spike, which is included in 
the error from the least squares analysis. The main problem is that we cannot 
assume that the "glitch" did not persist into the line center of the spectrum. 
We have tested the pathological case that a spike of the same size and shape and 
of a direction such that it would reduce our measured 13CO line has occurred at 
line center frequency. To do this we synthesized a 18CO spectrum using the 12CO 
mixing profile from Figure 4 and the nominal value of 89 for 12COI8 CO. We then 
added our hypothetical spike to the synthesized spectrum and proceeded via 
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Table 1. llinimum variAnce values for 11C0/ 11CO with formal 
error bounds. A ran1e of 11CO/ssco 11 foWld due to Wleertainty 
in the 12CO mixini pro&e. 
12CO Mixin~ Protllc Lower BoWld Bestnt. Upper BoWld 
250KHz (Fiiure 2) 1~9 j: 24 182 j: 30 212 j: 45 
l 00 KHz (FiiUn 3) 185 j: 42 198 j: 42 233:80 
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brute force least squares to determine a new value for 12co;t5co from this 
spike-altered spectrum. We found the 12COI5CO ratio had risen to 105, 
suggesting the worst-case error that the IF spike may have given us . 
We summarize the results of our analysis in Table n. We have shown a 
standard deviation attributed to each error source except for the pathological 
IF spike hypothesis. Its error allotment of ± 20% is not really statistical but we 
will treat it as a standard deviation. Thus, the quadrature sum of the 7 error 
terms yields a conservative statistic which we interpret to be one standard 
deviation on our estimate of the isotope ratio, i.e., 185 ± 65. Also, on Figures 2 
and 3 we have drawn in both the best fit synthesized spectrum for the isotope 
and the spectrum which we would have measured if the ratio was indeed 89 
(dashed curve) . It is obvious with out any analysis that the measured 15CO 
absorption is about a factor of two less than the dashed line both in the center 
channels and, more importantly, in the spectral wings. 
Discussion 
As we have stated in the introduction, our value for 12CO;i8CO is not an 
expected value. It is in direct confiict with the determination of Wilson et al. We 
should point out that Wilson et al. measured the J = 0 .... 1 transition of 15CO 
arriving at a 4a detection in the line center channel. compared to our lOa 
measurement of Figure 2. They were, in effect, forced to estimate the 12COI8CO 
ratio from the line centers of their spectra. Although the J = 0 .... 1 transition is 
not as optically thick as the J = 1 .... 2 transition, the J = 0 .... 1 transition is not 
optically thin. In fact, their derived CO mixing profile indicates a line center 
opacity greater than 1.0 for the J = 0 .... 1 transition. From the discussion of 
Wilson et al. (1980) on their line searches and estimates of upper bounds for 
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Table D. Summary of error a.ne.l73is for aac0/ 1SCO 
Source of Error 
Uncertainty 1n model 
atmosphere 
Uncertainty in lower boun-
dary bri£btness tempera-
ture of synthetic spectra 
program 
Uncertainty in double Bide-
band correction for apec-
tra 
Uncertainty in the relati~e 
continuum tlu.x of Venus 
Uncertainty 1n nco mix1n& 
ratios above 95 km 
Possibility of. IF spike 
occurring e.t line center 
Formal error in least 
square tittin& analysis 





12C0/ 1sco = 185 :1: 89. 
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various molecular species, it is apparent that they have assumed an optically 
thin line center 12CO opacity. It also appears that they have derived their 
12CO;i3CO ratio by the same method, ratioi.ng 13CO and 12CO line center 
intensities. For such a case, the 12COJ3CO ratio may be seriously 
underestimated because the relative abundance of 12CO is considerably 
underestimated. 
The discrepancy between our measurement and Connes et al. 's 
measurement may possibly be explainable although a specific mechanism is not 
yet apparent. There is, for example, fractionation of ozone isotopes in the 
Earth's atmosphere. Cicerone and McCrumb (1980) predicted an enhancement 
of heavy ozone in the Earth's stratosphere due to a higher dissociation rate for 
180 160 than for 160 160 . This effect was subsequently measured by Mauersberger 
(1981) who showed that the enhancement (about 50%) decreased to zero at an 
altitude of 25 kilometers in the earth's atmosphere. We are, however, suggesting 
a reduction in the heavy isotope 13CO over 12CO. In addition, the doubling of the 
dissociation rate for 180 160 is due primarily to the resulting asymmetry in the 
oxygen molecule (Cicerone and McCrumb, 1980). No such obvious alteration 
occurs from 12C02 to 
13C02 . Any change in dissociation rates for 13C02 over 12C02 
is thought to be slight (William DeMore, personal communication, 1982). 
A potential mechanism for separation of CO isotopes in the upper 
atmosphere of Venus is some form of mass fractionation. The mass of 13CO is 
3.5% greater than the mass of 12CO. At first glance this mass difference 
appears too small to explain a factor of two depletion of 13CO relative to 12CO. 
Furthermore, gravitational separation of atmospheres begins above the 
homopause, which occurs at ...., 130-140 kilometers altitude on the dayside of 
Venus (von Zahn et al., 1980). 
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However, an important feature of CO in the mesophere of Venus is its 
striking diurnal variation . Microwave observations indicate factors of two to 
four greater abundance of CO on the nightside relative to the dayside of Venus 
between altitudes of 90 and 110 kilometers (Gulkis et al., 1977: Schloerb et al., 
1980: Wilson et al. , 1981). Dickinson and Ridley (1975, 1977) predicted such a 
nightside CO bulge on the basis of hydrodynamic numerical modeling of the 
upper atmosphere bf Venus (..., 100-200 kilometers). Solar heating of the 
dayside atmosphere leads to steep subsolar to antisolar gradients of 
upper atmospheric temperatures which in turn lead to strong subsolar to 
antisolar mass transport. Lighter molecules such as CO become enriched on the 
nightside of Venus. Measurements made by pioneer Venus instruments (e.g .. 
Niemann et al., 1979) indicate even larger day to night temperature gradients 
than those calculated by Dickinson and Ridley. The additional discovery of a 
sharp gradient in atmospheric density across dawn and dusk terminators 
would support wind velocities approaching sound velocities across the 
terminators . 
We raise the possibility that transport of CO in the upper atmosphere of 
Venus may lead to fractionation of CO isotopes in the nightside upper 
atmosphere. The dynamics of day to night circulation in the upper atmosphere 
of Venus are still poorly understood, but it is possible that such transport 
may be significantly more efficient for the lighter 12CO isotope relative to 
13t:O. Still, at present it remains far from clear that dya-to-night transport in 
the upper atmosphere of Venus can fractionate CO isotopes to anywhere near 
the level our measurement requires. As direct mass transport from day to 
night should not significantly d istinguish 12CO and 13CO, some form of diffusive 
separation would appear to be required. 
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Finally we note that equilibrium partitioning of 15C into C02 will always 
segregate 15C into C02 to some degree. From the formulation of isotope 
partition studies by Urey (1946) , we found that the ratio (15C02J2C02) I 
( 15CO.I2CO) increases from 1.09 to 1.25 between 300 K and 120 K. Assuming 
equilibrium partioning of 13C, the cold nightside of Venus upper atmosphere 
would be depleted .... 257o in 15CO relative to the dayside atmosphere. We note 
that rapid photodissociation of C02 would tend to drive the ratio ( 
15C02}
2C02) 
/(13C0}2CO) towards 1.0 on the dayside, assuming there are no substantial 
dit!erences in photodissociation rates for 15C02 and 12C02 • Whether or not 
18C 
equilibrium partioning is reached in the nightside atmosphere depends on the 
number density of co+ ions , which permit exchange of 18C between C02 and 
co+ due to ion-molecular reaction (S. Epstein, personal communication, 1982). 
The Pioneer Venus ion mass spectrometer indicated peak co+, Nt 
concentrations (the spectrometer could not distinguish CO and N2) of 
..... 104 em-s near 140 kilometers altitude on the nightside of Venus (Taylor et 
al., 1980; see also Nagy et al., 1980). Unfortunately, rate coefficients of 18C 
exchange between C02 and CO, and the residence time of CO on the nightside of 
Venus are unknown. Without knowledge of these parameters, we cannot 
estimate the likelihood of equilibrium partitioning of carbon isotopes in the 
nightside upper atmosphere of Venus. Thus , we have at present no clear 
mechanism for depleting 13CO in the Venus mesosphere. 
As a final caveat we ot!er the following. A major weakness in the 
microwave spectral technique is the uncertainty in the flatness of the baseline 
across the entire spectrum. It is possible but unlikely that our baselines in the 
13CO spectra have a gentle curvature which et!ectively removed about half the 
area under the spectra. It is not possible to estimate the likelihood of such a 
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circumstance. However, no such curvatures were suggested in many other 
measurements using this system during the observing run. 
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PART Ill 
Variability of Carbon :Monoxide in the Mars Atmosphere 
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INTRODUCTION 
Measurements of carbon monoxide in the atmospheres of Mars and 
Venus have provided one of the more difficult challenges to modern photochemi-
cal modeling of planetary atmospheres . Simple photochemical models of pure 
C02 atmospheres predict equilibrium states substantially photodissociated into 
CO and 0 2 (Donahue, 1968; McElroy and Hunten, 1970; McElroy and McConnell, 
1971). Three body recombination of CO (CO+ 0 + M _. C02 + M) is forbidden by 
angular momentum conservation and, hence, proceeds at a very slow rate. Yet 
infrared and m icrowave observations of Venus (Connes et al., 1968; Waters et al., 
1976) and Mars (Kaplan et al., 1969; Kakar et al., 1977; Good and Schloerb, 1981) 
reveal CO abundances orders of magnitude below predicted levels . The apparent 
resolution of this disagreement between modeling and observations requires 
catalytic recombination of CO and 0. Atmospheric trace constituents such as 
OH (McElroy and Donahue, 1972; Parkinson and Hunten, 1972) and Cl (Prinn, 
1971; Krasnopolsky and Parshev, 1981; Yung and DeMore, 1982) must play criti-
cal roles in the overall chemical composition of these planetary atmospheres. 
Unfortunately, -investigation of the important processes requires 
extremely difficult measurements due to the trace levels of the catalysts. 
Present knowledge of the photochemistry ot the lower atmosphere of Mars 
( < 100 km) rests upon atmospheric column density measurements of 0 2 (Carl-
ton and Traub, 1972; Barker, 1972; Trauger and Lunine, 1982) and CO (Kaplan et 
al., 1969; Kakar et al., 1977: Good and Schloerb, 1981). Yet even this limited 
data set has provided both insight and controversy. The very low levels of 0 2 
observed require either high rates of eddy di.ffusion (McElroy and Donahue, 
1972) or very high levels of odd hydrogen (Parkinson and Hunten, 1972) in the 
Martian atmosphere. Hunten (1974) has described both cases as somewhat 
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extraordinary and unstable, with the consequence that CO and 0 2 should be 
variable on a timescale of ~ 1 year in the Martian atmosphere. 
Total 0 2 abundance appears to show negligible variation as determined 
from measurements in 1972 and 1982. Carlton and Traub (1972), and Barker 
(1972) determined respective values of 10.4 ± 1.0 and 9 .5 ± 0.6 em amagat of 02 
in the Martian atmosphere in 1972. Recent measurements of Trauger and Lun-
ine (J. Trauger, personal communication), are consistent with these earlier 
results. On the other hand, measurements of CO appear to show significant 
variability of CO abundance in the atmosphere of Mars. Good and Schloerb 
(1981) reported a four-fold increase in CO abundance between 1967 and 1980. 
Assertion of this large variation was based upon the initial measurement of CO 
by Connes et al. (1969) in 1967, as analyzed by Kaplan et al. (1969), and 
microwave observations of Good and Schloerb, taken in 1980. 
The question arises, how can CO abundance increase by a factor of four 
while 02 abundance shows no apparent variation. Higher levels of CO imply a 
greater release of 0 which quickly recombines to form 0 2 . A lack of correlation 
between CO and 0 2 variations in the Martian atmosphere would suggest that the 
photochemistry of Mars is not well understood. In an effort to further constrain 
the behavior of CO in the atmosphere of Mars we obtained a microwave spec-
trum of Martian CO in January of 1982. Our spectrum is of the J = 1 .... 2 rota-
tional transition of CO, which is eight times stronger than the J = 0 .... 1 transi-
tion measured by Good and Schloerb. We have also reanalyzed the data of Good 
and Schloerb and Kakar et al. (1977) in an attempt to determine consistency 
among CO abundances from CO microwave spectra of Mars and the initial meas-
urement of Connes et al. (1969) . 
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PREVIOUS OBSERVATIONS 
Before proceeding with a discussion of our own measurement of Martian 
CO, we should begin with a brief history of preceding observations and analyses. 
The discovery of CO in the Martian atmosphere was made some 15 years 
ago when Connes et al. (1969) measured infrared absorption spectra of reflected 
solar radiation from both Mars and Venus. Kaplan et al. (1969) published the 
initial analysis of the Martian spectra, reporting a total CO column density of 
1.5 ± 0.3 x 1020 molecules/cm2 . From spectra of C02 in the same data set, 
Kaplan et al. determined a CO/C02 mixing ratio of B ± 3 x 10"""'. Although there 
were no subsequent infrared measurements of Martian CO, several reanalyses of 
the Connes et al. spectra were published in the 1970's. Young (1971) published 
the first such reanalysis which produced CO abundances about twice those 
reported by Kaplan et al. Young also significantly broadened the error bars of 
the CO abundance, reporting an uncertainty of a factor of four in the CO column 
density due to uncertainties in Martian surface pressure, pressure broadened 
halt width of CO, and systematic measurement errors. Carlton and Traub (1972) 
reanalyzed the Connes et a l. spectra using CO lines less sensitive to uncertain-
ties in CO pressure broadened line widths and also using recent laboratory 
measurements of these line widths. The authors published a value of 
2.0 ± 0.3 x 1020 molecules/cm2 for the column density of CO. Finally, the most 
recent reanalysis of the original Connes et al. spectrum was published by Young 
and Young (1977), reporting a "very conservative estimate of the CO abun-
dance" (i.e., in terms of uncertainty) equal to 2 .0 ± 0.8 x 1020 molecules/cm2 . 
It was not until 1975 that a second measurement of CO in the atmo-
sphere of Mars was obtained. Kakar et al. (1977) observed the microwave 
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J = 0 .... 1 rotational transition of atmospheric CO as an absorption feature 
against the continuum emission of the surface of Mars. The authors obtained a 
best fit of their spectrum with a constant CO mixing ratio of 1.9 x 10-s in the 
Martian atmosphere, corresponding to an approximate CO column density of 
4.4 x 1020 molecules/cm2. Although this value is more than a factor of two 
greater than the best estimate from the Connes et al. infrared spectra, the 
Kakar et al. determination is uncertain by more than ± 70%. The large error 
bars are primarily due to the extreme sensitivity of the analysis to the 10% 
uncertainty in the 2 .6 millimeter radio brightness temperature of the Mars con-
tinuum rather than noise in the data. Uncertainty in the relative temperature 
difference between the Martian atmosphere and continuum is the main error 
term in the analysis of CO microwave spectra of Mars. 
Good and Schloerb (1981) obtained the most recent published measure-
ment of CO in the Martian atmosphere in 1980. Their J = 0 .... 1 spectrum (Fig-
ure 5) included a much larger bandwidth than Kakar et al.'s spectrum (Figure 7) 
and revealed emission wings peaking some 20 megahertz from line center. From 
fitting synthetic spectra to their data, they obtained a CO mixing ratio of 
3.2 ± 1.1 x 10-3 , yielding an approximate column density of 7.4 ± 
2.6 x 1020 molecules/cm2. Their error analysis included several models of 
atmospheric temperature profiles but did not include any uncertainty in the 
continuum brightness temperature of Mars. Based on the CO mixing ratio of 
8 x 10-4 from Kaplan et al. (1969) and their own value, Good and Schloerb con-
cluded that a four fold increase in CO occurred between 1967 and 1980. 
OBSERVATION OF THE J= 1-2 TRANSITION 
From the 24th to the 27th of January 1982, we observed the J = 1 .... 2 
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rotation transition (at 230.538 gigahertz; 1.3 mm) of CO in the atmosphere of 
Mars. We used the 36 foot, millimeter radio telescope of the NRAO at Kitt Peak, 
Arizona and the NRAO 200-240 gigahertz mixer receiver, which operated with a 
single sideband noise temperature of 1100 K. For spectral analysis, we used two 
sets of NRAO filter banks, each set consisting of 256 channels. The individual 
channel widths were 1 megahertz and* megahertz, allowing spectra of 256 and 
128 megahertz total bandwidth. The observing procedure was standard position 
switching with the on position centered on Mars and the ofi position separated 
by 5 arcminutes in azimuth from the position of Mars. Differencing the on and 
off measurements provided the basic, uncalibrated spectrum of Mars, although 
the quantity actually stored for each channel was this signal minus the average 
signal per channel. The average signal per channel (called BL) was stored with 
each on-off pair so that the basic spectrum could be reproduced. 
While the spectra proved to be remarkably free of standing waves, we 
were warned (Richard Howard, personal communication, 1981) that strong con-
tinuum sources introduced non-linear response due to mismatch in power levels 
between on and off source spectra in the filter banks. Subsequent tests proved 
that noise levels in spectra of Mars and Venus were abnormally high unless a 
gain modulator was used to remove the average continuum level (BL) of Mars in 
the on scans before detection in the filter banks. During the observations we 
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measured spectra of Mars with the gain modulator and separate spectra without 
the gain modulator for a determination of BL. With this procedure we obtained 
spectra which were reproducible to within 5% from day to day. 
We did not attempt to calibrate our spectra in absolute temperature 
units. For the purpose of inverting microwave absorption spectra it is not gen-
erally necessary to calibrate the spectra (although such calibration does provide 
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further information). As long as the continuum level is retained in the absorp-
tion spectrum, one can invert the data for mixing ratios of the observed species. 
Still, an essential requirement for this procedure is that one know the relative 
temperatures of the background continuum (the surface of Mars) and the 
absorbing medium (the atmosphere of Mars) . The closer these temperatures 
are to one another, the more accurately their difference must be known. We will 
return to this point in the discussion of our analysis. 
One other caveat in the calibration of our spectra is the double sideband 
correction. The essential point here is that we measured the continuum of Mars 
in two bandpasses (sidebands) that were separated in frequency by ..... 4 gHz. The 
CO line transition was contained in only one of these bandpasses . In order to 
represent the absorption in fraction of the continuum we must reduce the con-
tinuum level by roughly a factor of two relative to the line absorption level. This 
factor becomes exactly two if the terrestrial atmospheric opacity is the same for 
the two sidebands (which is true to within ..... 1% for an observing frequency of 
230 gHz) and if the system gain is identical for the two sidebands. We rely on 
sideband balance measurements by Richard Howard in November of 1981 which 
indicate 5-10% level sideband balance for the NRAO 12CO J = 1 .... 2 observing sys-
tem at Kitt Peak. Hence we feel that the absorption depths of Figures 1 and 2 
are accurately calibrated to within the 5-10% level. 
At the time of our observations, Mars was 9 arcseconds in diameter. We 
found that observing at 1.3 mm wavelengths, the half power full width of the 
36 foot NRAO telescope beam was ..... 60 arcseconds indicating that our spectra 
sampled evenly over the entire disk of Mars. Other important aspects of Mars 
were the latitude (24°N) and local time (2:30 p.m.) for the sub-Earth point on 
Mars. At Mars transit the range of central meridian longitudes for our 
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observations was 130-105°W, approximately the position of the Tharsis plateau. 
Efforts to model the effects of Martian topography on synthesized J = 1 -+ 2 
spectra showed remarkable insensitivity, although we note that average hem-
ispheric temperatures of the Mars continuum and lower atmosphere ( < 10 km) 
are very similar. Our spectra do not strongly constrain CO abundance in this 
altitude region. 
We present our total averaged spectra of Mars with 1 megahertz resolu-
tion in Figure 1, and* megahertz resolution in Figure 2. Included in the figures 
are fitted synthetic spectra from our model line fitting analysis. 
I. ANALYSIS OF THE 1982 J = 1 -+ 2 SPECTRUM 
The essential component for analysis of our spectra of Figures 1 and 2 is 
a radiative transfer program which computes synthetic CO spectra. We refer 
readers to Waters (1976) for a good description of microwave spectroscopy and 
the physics of microwave line formation in planetary atmospheres . The central 
process producing our spectra is pressure broadened, resonant absorption of 
microwave continuum by atmospheric CO over a generally warmer, solid surface. 
Appendix IV contains a description of the radiative transfer equation and the 
absorption coefficient of CO. 
Schematically, we subdivided the Martian atmosphere into a set of 
discrete horizontal layers and traced, as a function of frequency, the microwave 
radiation from the Martian surface upward through these layers. The relevant 
characteristics of each layer are its temperature, atmospheric pressure, and 
mixing ratio of CO. Each layer effectively adds an emission and absorption spec-
trum to the upwelling radiation. The net effect of the layer is proportional to 
the mixing ratio of CO and to the difference between the brightness temperature 
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Figure 1. Rotational J = 1 .. 2 spectrum of CO in the Martian atmosphere. The 
measured spectrum (represented by a solid line) was taken in January 
1982 with a full bandwidth of ± 128 MHz and a spectral resolution of 
1 MHz. The dotted line is the best fit synthetic spectrum (using model E) 
for a constant CO mixing ratio in the Martian atmosphere. The dashed 
line is the best fit synthetic spectrum for an altitude varying CO mixing 
































































































Figure 2. Rotational J = 1 ~ 2 spectrum of CO 1n the Martian atmosphere with 
± 64 MHz bandwidth and spectral resolution of M MHz. Explanation is 
same as for Figure 1. 
































































of the upwelling radiation and the atmospheric temperature of the layer. If the 
temperature of the layer is greater (less) than the brightness temperature of 
the upwelling radiation, the net effect of the layer is emission (absorption). This 
holds true separately at each frequency. The width in megahertz of the spec-
trum contributed by each layer is proportional to the atmospheric pressure of 
the layer. This pressure dependence of the spectral line width allows the possi-
bility of determining the mixing ratio of CO as a function of altitude in the 
atmosphere of Mars. 
The entire process of tracing the CO spectrum through a column of 
atmospheric layers was repeated at 132 separate horizontal positions on the 
disk of Mars. This allowed the inclusion of horizontal variations in surface 
brightness temperature, atmospheric temperature, topography. and path length 
of the received radiation through the Martian atmosphere. We formed the final 
synthetic spectrum by averaging the 132 individual spectra with proper weights . 
Model Surface Temperatures 
As we have noted, an important element in the analysis of CO microwave 
spectra of Mars is the assumption for the lower boundary brightness tempera-
ture of Mars . Radio observations of the Martian brightness temperature at mil-
limeter wavelengths are few in number and limited by 10-15% uncertainties in 
calibration (Epstein et al., 1970; see also Guzzi and Muhleman, 1972) . Martian 
surface temperatures are much better determined from measurements made 
by the Viking Infrared Thermal Mapping (IRTM) experiment (Kieffer et al., 1977; 
Palluconi and Kieffer, 1981). However, a necessary and difficult effect to include 
is the depth in the Martian regolith to which 1.3 mm (J = 1 -+ 2) and 2.6 mm 
(J = 0 -+ 1) radiation penetrate. Scattering and microwave absorption proper-
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ties of the Martian surface are poorly defined (Jakosky and Muhleman, 1981) but 
the effect of a finite radio skin depth is significant (Cuzzi and Muhleman, 1972). 
Average dayside temperatures at a depth of 2 em can be 20 K cooler than aver-
age dayside surface temperatures. One must also consider the effect of the 
large variation of surface temperatures on Mars ("" 100 K) . We note that Good 
and Schloerb used a single surface temperature (220 K) for a dielectric sphere 
(dielectric constant = 2.5) to estimate their microwave continuum of Mars. {It 
turns out that this procedure is surprisingly accurately.) 1n an effort to treat 
the lower boundary continuum more accurately, we modeled Martian surface 
and subsurface temperatures as a function of local time and latitude on Mars. 
We provide a brief discussion of our thermal modeling and assumptions in 
appendix VU. 
Our models· of local surface and subsurface temperatures on Mars are 
particularly useful in allowing an accurate comparison among the different 
microwave observations of Mars. The centimeter radio brightness temperature 
of Mars exhibits a 5-10 K rotational variation due to longitudinal variations in 
Martian surface properties (Jakosky and Muhleman, 1980; Andrew et al., 1977: 
Doherty et al., 1979) . Furthermore, the average disk temperature of the surface 
of Mars as seen from Earth varies by ± 15 K as the sub-Earth point on Mars 
moves from afternoon (pre-opposition) to morning (post-opposition) hours and 
from mid to equatorial latitudes. At the time of Good and Schloerb's 1980 
observation, the local time of the sub-Earth point on Mars was 10:10 a .m. (lati-
tude, 25°N), compared to 2:30 p.m. for our observations. From our thermal 
modeling we found that the average surface temperature of Mars for our obser-
vations was 10 K warmer than for Good and Schloerb's 1980 observation. On the 
other hand, we found that the average surface temperature for Kakar et al.'s 
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1975 observation was 10 K warmer than our own. The sub-Earth point for their 
apparition of Mars was near the equator of Mars (local time- 2 p .m .). We sum-
marize the important observational parameters of Mars for all three of the 
microwave observations in Table 1. 
Model Atmosphere 
Uncertainty in the disk average atmospheric temperatures of Mars may 
also introduce large uncertainties in the analysis of microwave CO spectra. We 
note that, at altitudes above a few kilometers, variations of atmospheric tem-
peratures across the dayside of Mars are generally less than 15 K (e.g., Pollack 
et al., 1981). Variations of observed, hemispheric average temperatures due 
simply to the changing aspect of Mars should be less than 10 K. A more difficult 
problem to consider is actual temporal variability of average atmospheric tem-
peratures on Mars . In particular, global dust storms on Mars may raise atmos-
pheric temperatures by as much as 20-40 K globally (Pollack et al., 1979; Martin 
et al., 1979) . The Martian atmosphere appears to have the least amount of 
suspended dust between solar longitudes (L.) of 30 and 150° (Pollack et al., 
1979). It may be argued that the safest microwave observations to compare 
should be taken between these solar longitudes. In any case variability of 
atmospheric temperatures among the different CO observations must be con-
sidered as an uncertainty when making comparisons. L. for our 1982 observa-
tion, Good and Schloerb's 1980 observation, and Kakar et al.'s 1975 observations 
were 77°, 86°, and 340°, respectively. We might expect the 1982 and 1980 obser-
vations to be most easily compared with a bit more reservation in comparison 
with the 1975 observation. 
We rely on the atmospheric measurements taken by the VIking space-
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craft for our model atmosphere of Mars, which is based upon the VIking entry 
probe data of Sei.fl' and Kirk (1977) . Model pressure _and temperature profiles 
(Figure 3) are based upon smoothed averages of the profiles measured by Viking 
1 (L. = 97°) and Viking 2 (L. = 11 7°) entry probes. The pressure-temperature 
profile of Figure 3 agrees with the average of the two Vlking entry profiles to 
within ± 2 Kat and below an altitude of 40 km in the Mars atmosphere (see The 
Mars Reference Atrrwsphere, COSPAR, published by JPL, 1978). We also made an 
attempt to include the solar zenith angle dependence of atmospheric tempera-
tures on Mars . 15 J.Lm brightness temperatures (Martin and Kieffer, 1979) and 
Viking lander temperature sensors (Hess et al., 1977) indicate significant diurnal 
variation of atmospheric temperatures with highest temperatures near 2 p .m . 
local time . The large variations measured by the landers (± 25 K) are likely to 
converge rapidly (within the first few kilometers of altitude) to the more 
moderate variations (± 10 K) at 20-30 kilometer altitudes (Pollack et al., 1979) 
measured by the 15 micron channel of the IRTM (Martin and Kieffer, 1979) . We 
chose to model atmospheric temperature variations according to the diurnal-
latitudinal behavior of 15 J.Lm temperatures determined by Martin and Kieffer 
(1979). 
For analysis of our CO spectra we computed least-squares fit synthetic 
spectra using successively complex models of the Martian surface and atmo-
sphere. This procedure allowed us to selectively determine aspects of the model 
that seriously affected our derived column density and latitude profile of CO. 
Before discussing the results, ~e describe the models separately in ascending 
order of complexity. 
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Figure 3. Pressure-temperature protUe of Martian atm.o.sphere employed for 
spectral line analysis. The profile is obtained from a smoothed average 
of the Vlking 1 and 2 descent profiles (Seitf and Kirk, 1977) and is used to 
specify the average atmospheric state for models A and B. For globally 
varying temperature profile of models C-G, the above protlle represents 
the atmospheric state for a local solar hour angle of 3 hr at subsolar 
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For our simplest case we adopted model assumptions similar to those of 
Good and Schloerb. The lower boundary was treated as a dielectric sphere of 
constant surface temperature and zero radio skin depth. On the basis of our 
thermal models, we found an average surface temperature of 232 K for our 
apparition of Mars. We chose a dielectric constant, &, of 2.5 although at millime-
ter wavelengths this parameter is not well known. The resulting disk brightness 
temperature of Mars was 208.5 K. Uncertainty in the dielectric constant pro-
duces approximate ± 3% and ± 6 K uncertainties in surface emissivity and 
brightness temperature, respectively. (For all of our models we calculated emis-
sivity from the average of the two polarizations.) For model A, a single profile of 
atmospheric temperature (Figure 3) was used for the entire hemisphere of Mars . 
Model B 
Our second case tested sensitivity of our spectra to the large variation of 
surface temperatures on Mars. At the time of our observations the visible hemi-
sphere of Mars included the very cold temperatures of the north polar cap 
( ..... 150 K) and the much warmer temperatures (250 K) of lower latitudes in the 
• afternoon hours. We used the results of our thermal modeling to specify surface 
temperatures across the visible disk of Mars. As in model A, radio brightness 
temperatures were calculated treating Mars as a dielectric sphere (t = 2.5) of 
zero radio skin depth. The disk-average surface and brightness temperatures of 
model B and model A were identical. Modeling of the Martian atmosphere was 
also identical for the two cases. 
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Model C 
Model C incorporated variability of atmospheric temperatures across the 
visible hemisphere of Mars . We used a simple parameterization of the latitudinal 
and diurnal temperature variations measured by the 15 J.Lm channel of the VIk-
ing orbiters (Martin and Kieffer, 1979) . These ·model temperature variations 
were assumed constant in altitude. We note that the local times sampled by the 
Viking 1 and 2 entry probes ( ..... 4 :10p.m . and 10:00 a.m.) reflect intermediate 
temperatures of the Martian atmosphere. The addition of diurnal-latitudinal 
variability lowered the average atmospheric temperatures of our model by 
approximately 2 K. Surface brightness temperatures were calculated as in 
model B. 
Model D 
We allowed for the effect of surface topography in model D. This was 
done by choosing the appropriate lower boundary of the atmosphere for each of 
our 132 points on the disk of Mars. The central meridian longitude of Mars 
rotated by about 120° during each of our "'8 hour observation periods. The 
range of observed longitudes also shifted by about 25° during the four days of 
our observations. For the boundary conditions of model D we used the average 
Mars longitudes of our observations to specify surface elevations. All other 
parameters for model D are identical to those of model C. We note that our 
observations could have been binned to separate the observed longitudes of 
Mars but the effect of Martian surface elevations on our spectra proved to be 
negligible. The J = 1 -. 2 CO spectrum of Mars is less sensitive to CO below 
10 kilometers, due to nearly equal atmospheric and Mars continuum tempera-
tures in this region. The signature of CO below 10 km is also spread out in fre-
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quency by pressure broadening due to exponentially increasing atmospheric 
pressures. We found that our J = 1 ~ 2 spectrum is most sensitive to CO 
between 10 and 50 kilometers in altitude. 
ModelE 
For our fifth case we considered the effect of a non-zero radio skin 
depth. Radio waves penetrate homogeneous media to a depth that is roughly 
proportional to the wavelength of radiation (e.g., Muhleman, 1972). Radio 
absorption properties of the lunar regolith indicate penetration depths (opacity 
= 1) of approximately seven wavelengths (Muhleman, 1972). We applied this 
rough scaling analysis to estimate the radio skin depth for the microwave con-
tinuum of Mars at 1.3 and 2.6 mm radio wavelengths. We note that the effects of 
surface scattering tend to diminish the depth of radio penetration. Surface 
roughness on the order of the wavelength of observation tends to dilute contri-
bution of subsurface temperatures in favor of surface temperatures. However, 
the relative importance of surface scattering is not well known, particularly at 
millimeter radio wavelengths. We used a 1.3 mm radio skin depth of 1.0 em, sub-
surface temperature profiles from our thermal modeling, and the emissivity of a 
dielectric sphere (t = 2.5) to specify the lower boundary brightness tempera-
tures of model E. Because temperatures at depth are cooler than surface tem-
peratures on the Earth-facing dayside of Mars, the disk average brightness tem-
perature for model E was 5 K cooler than for models A-D. The atmospheric tem-
perature variations of model C were retained in model E. 
Models F and G 
Models A-D investigated the sensitivity of our synthetic spectra to varia-
tions of surface temperature, atmospheric temperatures, and topography 
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across the visible hemisphere of Mars. We generally found (see Table II) our 
J = 1 -+ 2 spectra to be insensitive to these variations as long as the average 
value of each of the parameters over the disk of Mars was not changed 
significantly. In model E we measured the effect of 5 K cooler lower boundary 
temperatures in an attempt to include the etiect of finite radio skin depths at 
1.3 millimeter wavelengths . 
In order to derive the sensitivity of our analysis to assumptions of 
atmospheric temperatures, we perturbed our model atmospheric temperature 
profiles and refit our spectra. These perturbations can be considered as uncer-
tainties in the ditierence between atmospheric and lower boundary tempera-
tures on Mars. In model F we added 10 K to atmospheric temperatures of model 
D. For model G we subtracted 10 K from the atmospheric temperatures of 
model D. 
Model Results 
For all of the above models we computed synthetic spectra that minim-
ized the sum of the squared residuals of fitting against the measured spectra 
(abbreviated as '2:r 2) . In each case we solved for both a constant and altitude 
varying profile of CO mixing ratio in the atmosphere of Mars. The results of our 
line fitting analysis are presented in Table II. '2:r2 and total CO column density 
are given for the two CO profiles of each model. CO column densities were calcu-
lated from our derived CO mixing ratio profiles, using a base surface pressure of 
6.5 mbar. From measurements of noise in the wings of our spectra, we found 
that fitting the spectra to the noise level should produce 'l:r2 of 470 and 870 for 
1 and * megahertz resolution spectra, respectively. The results in Table II sug-
gest that for all models (with the possible exception of model F) we adequately 
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Table n. Sum of the aqua.red rft1due.lt of t!ttJn& a:"'> to 1 lOU Uld *][Hz 
reaolutioD meaaured apeetra. I;r1 and total CO column denaity an pen 
for aolutiona o( conatant and altitude •arytn& CO prot!ln for Modell A-G. 
co lfu:iJ:l& Ratio Connant CO K1zin& Ratio Variable 
m Altitude Yitb Altitude 
CO Column CO Column ty-a tr• Density tr• ty-a Dena1ty 
Kodels (111Hz (M KHz (moleeulea/em-> (1KHz (MKHz (moleeul .. /cm-> 
tpeetrwn) spectrum) apeetrwn)apeetrwn) 
A 648 1058 6 .0 X 11)10 482 886 lUX 10'0 
B 1528 1000 4 .8 X 1()111 487 114 S.4 X 1o'l' 
c &42 1053 4 .S X 1()111 478 11S S.3 X 1o'l' 
D 1544 1037 4 .4 X 1()111 478 883 S.S X lo'l' 
:r: 1571 1137 6.8 X 1()111 487 145 4 .4- X 1o'l' 
For En-or Anal,..U Only 
F teB 1S73 8.3 X 1()111 1534 174 8.3 X 1o'l' 
G 612 182 2.6 X 1()111 1515 140 2.0 X lo'l' 
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fitted our data, particularly when we used altitude varying profiles of CO. 
Profiles of constant CO mixing ratio generally gave 10% higher 2:r2 for models A-
E. The increased atmospheric temperatures of model F more strongly favored 
altitude varying over constant CO profiles. However, the lower atmospheric tem-
peratures of model G allowed our spectra to be fitted equally well by both CO 
profiles. 
Solutions with constant CO mixing ratios also produced CO column den-
sities which were an average (models A-F) of 30% higher than those for solutions 
of altitude varying CO mixing ratios . Figure 4 presents both profiles of CO mix-
ing ratios for each of our models. For models A-G the derived, altitude varying 
profiles have a similar shape, with CO mixing ratios falling ofi by a factor of 4-10 
below 20 kilometers altitude. This fall-ofi accounts for the lower CO column den-
sities of the altitude varying CO profiles . We again point out that our spectra are 
less sensitive to CO below 10 kilometers and, hence, do not adequately constrain 
this fall-off of CO mixing ratios below 20 kilometers. In Figures 1 and 2 we have 
drawn synthetic spectra (from model E) for constant (dotted spectra) and alti-
tude varying (dashed spectra) CO profiles. One can see that the tit with constant 
CO mixing ratios is poorer although the difference between the two is slight, as 
suggested by comparison of 2;r2 . We feel that improvement of a factor of 2 in 
signal-to-noise ratios for the measured spectra is necessary before we can con-
vincingly distinguish the altitude dependent profile of CO mixing ratios in the 
atmosphere of Mars. 
For all our models, with the possible exception of model F, we found CO 
mixing ratios to fit the data equally well. The fits of models F and G indicate 
that our J = 1 .... 2 spectra do not adequately discriminate surface and atmos-
pheric temperatures on Mars , and that analysis is very sensitive to these 
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J'i&ure 4. Altitude protlles of CO mixing ratios 1n the Martian atmosphere 
derived from the microwave spectra of Figures 1 and 2. Mixing protlles 
of CO are found for models A-G for both constant CO mixing (dashed 


















parameters. From the analysis of models A-G we estimate the column density of 
CO on Mars to be 4.6 ± 2 .0 x 1020 molecules/cm2 . This estimate is based on a 
constant mixing profile of CO as there is insufficient evidence to suggest an alti-
tude varying CO mixing ratio. The large error bars are primarily due to the sen-
sitivity of our measurement to model assumptions of atmospheric tempera-
tures. 
II. ANALYSIS OF THE 1980 J = 0-. 1 SPECTRUM 
We first point out that our own analysis of Good and Schloerb's 1980 
spectrum produced a discordance with the original results of Good and Schloerb 
(1981) . Our reanalysis suggested that they overestimated their CO mixing ratio 
by approximately a factor of 2 which, if correct, would considerably weaken evi-
dence for CO variability on Mars. Good and Schloerb (P. Schloerb, personal com-
munication, 1982) have since discovered a minor numerical error which pro-
duced a 30% overestimation of the CO mixing ratio on Mars. We arrive at an 
abundance of CO that is yet another 50% lower because we adopt different sur-
face and atmospheric temperatures from those of Good and Schloerb. We 
present our reanalysis brietl.y in order to compare CO column abundances indi-
cated by our spectrum, Good and Schloerb's spectrum and Kakar et al. 's 1975 
spectrum, using a global model of surface and atmospheric temperatures that is 
self consistent among the observations. 
Features of the J = 0 - 1 Transition 
The J = 0 -. 1 spectrum of Good and Schloerb (Figure 5) is different 
from our J = 1 _. 2 in several important respects . At a given frequency, 
J = 0 -. 1 opacities are a factor of eight less than J = 1 -. 2 opacities. Conse-
quently, at each frequency, the weighting function of the J = 0 -. 1 transition 
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Figure 5. 
Rotational J = 0 ... 1 spectrum of CO in the Martian atmosphere (from Good 
and Schloerb, 1981) measured in March-April of 1980 with ±110 MHz bandwidth 
and 1 MHz resolution. Best tit synthetic spectra for the present reanalysis of 
the Good and Schloerb spectrum are drawn in for derived constant (dashed 


























































































compared to the J = 1 -> 2 transition peaks about 20 kilometers lower in the 
atmosphere of Mars. With reasonable bandwidths ( .... 200 megahertz) both transi-
tions can be used to measure CO between 10 and 30 kilometers altitude in the 
Martian atmosphere. Given measurements of equal signal-to-noise ratios, the 
J = 0 .... 1 transition is more sensitive than the J = 1 .... 2 to CO below 10 kilome-
ters altitude. However, J = 1 .... 2 spectra place constraints on CO mixing ratios 
up to altitudes of 50 kilometers compared to 30 kilometers for J = 0 .... 1 spec-
tra. 
The above relations are very dependent on the atmospheric and contin-
uum brightness temperatures of Mars. It Martian atmospheric temperatures 
below 10 kilometers altitude are equal to the continuum brightness temperature 
of Mars, spectra of neither transition will be sensitive to CO below 10 kilometers 
altitude. If (as is generally the case) temperatures of the lower atmosphere are 
warmer than the continuum brightness temperature of Mars, the CO spectrum 
becomes a broad emission line with a central absorption peak. The cooler, low 
pressure atmospheric layers above 10 kilometers lead to reabsorption near the 
center of the spectral line. This central core of absorption extends much 
further in frequency from line center for the optically thick J = 1 .... 2 transition 
(50-100 megahertz) than for the J = 0 .... 1 transition (10 megahertz). Hence, 
the broad emission wings of the CO microwave spectrum are much more 
apparent with the lower opacities of the J = 0 .... 1 transition. This point is evi-
dent in the comparison of Figures 1 and 5. 
Another factor which affects the strengths of the emission wings in par-
ticular is the variable continuum brightness temperature of Mars as observed 
from the Earth. At the time of Good and Schloerb's observation, the continuum 
brightness temperature of Mars was near a minimum. They observed the cool 
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morning hours of the northern hemisphere of Mars (L. ..... goa, pre-opposition). 
Assuming that observed atmospheric temperatures were not equally reduced, 
Good and Schloerb's observation measured the maximum contrast between sur-
face and lower atmospheric temperatures on Mars . (As the latitudinal-diurnal 
variations of atmospheric temperatures above ..... 2 km are only± 10 K compared 
to the large latitudinal-diurnal variations in sur! ace temperatures (±50 K), 
changes in disk average surface temperatures are much larger than correspond-
ing changes in disk averaged atmospheric temperatures .) The spectrum of Good 
and Schloerb (Figure 5) may represent the maximum intensity of the emission 
wings for CO microwave spectra of Mars . One should see a gradual decrease 
(-over 3 months) in the level of emission as Mars moves through opposition. 
Another interesting point to consider is the efiect of atmospheric warming by 
global dust storms. If such storms produce an isothermal warming of the Mar-
tian atmosphere (Pollack et al., 1979), one should expect to measure nearly 
pure emission spectra of microwave CO transitions during global dust storms. 
Microwave CO observations should in fact be ideal for studying atmospheric tem-
peratures of Mars during global dust storms. Of course, it is useful to determine 
the distribution of CO in the atmosphere of Mars beforehand. 
Models and Results 
We analyzed the Good and Schloerb spectrum using two models of lower 
boundary and atmospheric temperature conditions on Mars. We did not attempt 
to specify the topography of Mars for our J = 0 ... 1 analysis. However, we 
extended the lower boundary of our model atmosphere by 1 kilometer to 
approximate the efiect of the generally lower regions of Mars observed during 
Good and Schloerb's observations (see Table 1). The resulting 8.% increase in 
atmospheric surface pressures did not affect our J = 0 ... 1 synthetic spectra 
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significantly. One further point regarding surface pressures is the seasonal vari-
ation of surface pressure due to condensation of C02 at the polar caps of Mars . 
We do not attempt to model this phenomenon primarily because the column 
abundance of CO should not be strongly affected by seasonal condensation of 
C02. 
Models 1 and 2 of our J = 0 -+ 1 analysis correspond roughly to models D 
and E of our J = 1 -+ 2 analysis . We calculated the 2.6 mm continuum bright-
ness temperature of Mars assuming a radio skin depth of zero (model 1) and 
2.0 em (model 2). For both cases we used our thermal models to specify surface 
and subsurface temperatures across the observed hemisphere of Mars. Treating 
Mars as a dielectric sphere (e = 2.5), we arrived at whole disk brightness tem-
peratures of 198.6 K (model 1) and 187 K (model 2). Atmospheric temperatures 
of models 1 and 2 followed the procedure of model C of our J = 1 -+ 2 analysis. 
We note that peak atmospheric temperatures of Mars were offset from the 
center of the Mars hemisphere observed by Good and Schloerb. The morning 
sub-Earth point of Good and Schloerb's 1980 observation had the effect of 
decreasing average model continuum and atmospheric temperatures by about 
10-15 K an·d 4 K. respectively, compared to our 1982 observation. Other varia-
tions in these model parameters which could not be estimated from the chang-
ing apparition of Mars must remain as uncertainties in the comparison of the 
1980 and 1982 spectra. 
Table III presents the results of our model fits to Good and Schloerb's 
1980 spectrum. For model 2 we found constant and altitude varying CO mixing 
profiles (Figure 6) which fitted the spectrum equally well. The best fit of model 1 
(assuming constant CO profile) did not adequately fit the spectrum (see Figure 
5). The high continuum brightness temperatures of model 1 prevented 
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Table m. Sum of the .quared residuals of 1lttmc (trl) to the I • 0 .. 1 
~ectra of Xakar et al. (1;77) and Good and Schl.oerb (1981). I:,.a end 
total CO column density are ctven for 10lutions of constant and alUtude 
ftryin& CO prol!let for Modell 1 and 2. 
CO Jlixin& RaUo Conltant CO lfix1n& Rauo Variable 
in AlUtude in AlUtude 
CO Column Denstty 
I:r' 
CO Column Dc.nty 
Jlodel.l I:r' (moleculn/ em1) (molecule1/ emil) 
Good and Schloerb (1181) 
1 (radio akin depth z: D) &83 usx 1QIC 
2 (radio akin depth • 2 .0 em) 483 S.O X lo'D 45'7 2.Sx 1QIC 
Xalcar et. aL (19'7'7) 
1 (radio •kin depth • 0) 112 1.1 X 1o'D 
2 (radio 1kin depth ., 2.0 em) 1'7 1.'7 X lo'D 102 1.2 X lo'D 
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Figure 6. Altitude protues of CO mixing ratios in the Martian atmosphere 
derived from the J = 0 .. 1 spectra of Good and Schloerb (Figure 5, 
labeled G$) and Kakar et al. (Figure 7, labeled K). Constant (dashed 
lines) and altitude-variable (solid lines) protues are found for both spec-
tra using two models for the 2.6 mm brightness temperatures of Mars 
(e.g. Kl versus K2) . 
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sufficient emission in the wings of the synthetic spectrum. However, an increase 
in atmospheric temperatures of "'5 K would allow a fit of the data with model 1. 
We also note that all of our J = 0 .... 1 synthetic spectra are "'6 K too deep at line 
center, as shown by the model spectra in Figure 5. A better fit of the line center 
would require either an altitude decreasing CO mixing ratio or an increase of 
"'6 K in model atmospheric temperatures above ,..., 25 k:m. The latter is much 
more plausible physically. 
Rather than adopt separate models of atmospheric temperatures for 
analysis of the individual microwave spectra, we quote error bars for the effect 
of ± 10 K uncertainty in atmospheric temperatures on each of the microwave 
measurements . From the 1980 spectrum of Good and Schloerb, we found a best 
estimate of the CO column density on Mars (assuming a constant CO mixing 
ratio above the 6.5 mbar reference pressure) to be 
3.0 ± 1.0 x 1020 molecules/cm2 . 
ill. ANALYSIS OF THE 1975 J = 0 .... 1 SPECTRUM 
The Kakar et al. J = 0 .... 1 spectrum (Figure 7) differs in two important 
aspects from the Good and Schloerb J = 0 .... 1 spectrum. As pointed out by 
Good and Schloerb (1981), the limited bandwidth of the Kakar et al. spectrum 
prevented detection of the broad emission wings of the CO J = 0 .... 1 transition 
on Mars . Hence, the Kakar et al. spectrum is less sensitive than the Good and 
Schloerb spectrum to CO in the lower 10 kilometers of the Martian atmosphere. 
Secondly, the sub-Earth point for Kakar et al.'s observation fell in mid-afternoon 
hours and equatorial latitudes on Mars (Table 1). Our thermal models indicated 
20 K higher continuum brightness temperatures for Mars at the time of the 
Kakar et al. observation compared to the Good and Schloerb observation. Any 
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Figure 7. Rotational J = 0 ~ 1 spectrum of CO in the Martian atmosphere (from 
Kake.r et al., 1977) measured 1n November of 1975 with :l: 32 Jamz 
bandwidth and a maximum resolution (near line center) of M Jamz. The 
best 1it synthetic spectrum (dashed line) is for model 1 With a constant 






































































































emission in the Kakar et al. spectrum would be correspondingly weaker. 
Models and Results 
Our analysis of Kakar et al.'s spectrum followed closely our analysis of 
Good and Schloerb' s spectrum. Due to the similar Martian longitudes observed 
by both measurements (Table 1), we retained the increased surface pressures 
used in the analysis of the Good and Schloerb spectrum. Our thermal models 
determined continuum brightness temperatures of 218.5 K for zero radio skin 
depth (model 1) and 205.7 K for a radio skin depth of 2.0 em (model 2). The 
sub-Earth point on Mars during Kakar et al.'s observation coincided with peak 
atmospheric temperatures on Mars (as it did for our J = 1 -+ 2 observation). 
Based on our model of d iurnal-latitudinal variation of atmospheric tempera-
tures on Mars, we found that average atmospheric temperatures sampled by 
Kakar et a l. 's observations were .... 5 K warmer than those sampled by Good and 
Schloerb's observation. 
Table III includes the results of our model fits to the Kakar et al. spec-
trum (also Figure 7) . As with the spectra of Figures 1 and 5, we could not distin-
guish constant and altitude varying profiles of CO mixing ratios. The ~r2 seem 
to indicate a s light preference for the lower continuum brightness temperatures 
of model 2 (or, alternatively, a warmer model atmosphere) . Profiles of CO mix-
ing ratios derived from the Kakar et al. spectrum are presented in Figure 6 . . 
Allowing an uncertainty of ± 10 K in model atmospheric temperatures, 
we determined a CO column density of 1.7 ± 0.9 x 1020 molecules/cm2 (above 
6.5 mbar) from analysis of the 1975 Kakar et al . spectrum. This result is con-
sistent with the value of ...... 2 .2 x 1020 molecules/cm2 for a Martian continuum 




A summary of our microwave analysis is presented in Table IV. Here we 
compare CO column densities in the Martian atmosphere (assuming an altitude 
constant CO mixing ratio) as derived from the CO microwave spectra of 1975, 
1980, and 1982. If we allow for an altitude varying CO mixing ratio, the derived 
values of CO column density are roughly 30% lower than those of Table IV. We 
again note the correction for CO abundance from Good and Schloerb's 1980 
spectrum. A value from the 1967 infrared observation of Connes et al. (1969) as 
most recently interpreted by Young and Young (1977) is also included. 
The large error bars listed in Table IV are the effect of uncertainty in the 
difference between continuum and atmospheric temperatures on Mars. We 
believe that we have specified relative continuum temperatures among the 
microwave observations to a precision of 5 K. However, while we may adequately 
model the variation of the continuum temperature of Mars as seen from the 
Earth, we cannot estimate temporal variation of global atmospheric tempera-
tures on Mars . We -used a single model of global atmospheric temperatures, 
based on Viking measurements in 1976, to fit all three of the microwave spectra; 
taken in 1975, 1980, and 1982. In order to estimate the sensitivity of the CO 
microwave measurements to possible variations of global atmospheric tempera-
tures, we perturbed the average level of our global model of atmospheric tem-
peratures ± 10 K and refit each of the microwave spectra. The large error bars 
of Table IV are primarily a result of the sensitivity of the CO microwave spectra 
to these ± 10 K perturbations. This sensitivity makes comparison of the 
infrared and microwave observations very difficult. CO column densities derived 
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Table N . Summary of CO column abundances from our 
reanalyses of 1975, 1960 microwave spectra and analysis 
of our 1962 spectrum. These column densities assume an 
altitude-constant CO mixing ratio. CO column densities 
derived for altitude increasing CO mixing profiles are 
roughly 30% lower in value . Also included is the reanalysis 
by Young and Young (1977) of the 1969 infrared spectrum 
from Connes et al. (1969). 
CO Column Density above 
6 .5 mbar Pressure Level 
Measured Spectrum (molecules/cm2) 
Connes et al. (1969) as 2.0 ::t: 0.6 x 1020 
reanalyzed by Young and 
Young (1977) (measured in 
1967) 
Kakar et al. (1977) (meas- 1.7 ::t:0.9 x 1020 
ured in 1975) 
Good and Schloerb (1961) 3.0 ::t: 1.0 x 1020 
(measured in 1960) 
This work (measured in 
1962) 
4.6 ::t: 2 X 1020 
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from infrared spectra are far less sensitive to assumptions of atmospheric tem-
peratures. 
Assuming that global atmospheric temperatures did not change 
significantly (i.e ., less than 5 K) among the microwave observations. Table N 
would indicate a significant increase of CO in the atmosphere of Mars between 
1975 and 1982. On the other hand, the apparent increase may be explained by 
± 10 K variations in global average atmospheric temperatures on Mars. The 
1975 observation of Kakar et al . was taken during winter of the northern hemi-
sphere of Mars, a time when considerable dust is usually suspended in the atmo-
sphere of Mars (Pollack et al., 1979). In contrast, the 1980 and 1982 observa-
tions were taken during the typically minimum dust conditions of late spring in 
the northern hemisphere of Mars. Radiative models indicate that the dust 
observed in the atmosphere of Mars can lead to considerable warming of the 
atmosphere. Atmospheric temperatures may vary by as much as 40 K between 
minimum and maximum dust conditions in the atmosphere of Mars (Pollack et 
al., 1979) . Global insolation on Mars is also ,... 40% increased during winter rela-
tive to summer season in the northern hemisphere of Mars due to the ellipticity 
of the orbit of Mars . Both factors would indicate warmer atmospheric tempera-
tures for the 1975 compared to the 1980, 1982 observations. Hence, the most 
appropriate comparison of CO column densities in Table IV may be between the 
upper limit for the 1975 observation and the lower limits of the 1980, 1982 
observations. 
The apparent 50% increase in CO column densities between the 1980 and 
1982 observations may indicate a real change of CO abundance in the atmo-
sphere of Mars. The two measurements were both taken during late spring in 
the northern hemisphere of Mars when atmospheric dust is at a minimum. One 
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might expect global atmospheric temperatures to be nearly identical for these 
two measurements. Yet we find that global atmospheric temperatures are 
required to be 10 K warmer for the 1980 observation relative to the 1982 obser-
vation in order to fit both spectra with the same CO abundance on Mars. Alter-
natively, we require a 10 K greater contrast in continuum temperatures between 
the two observations in order to fit both with a single profile of CO mixing ratios. 
It is hard to estimate the likelihood of either of these possibilities although we 
feel it would be difficult to increase the contrast of model continuum tempera-
tures for the two observations. By assuming finite radio skin depths we have 
probably calculated the maximum contrast in continuum brightness tempera-
tures between the 1980 and 1982 observations . Still, the sensitivity of the calcu-
lations for CO column abundance to model temperatures makes unambiguous 
comparison of the 1980, 1982 observations very difficult. As variability of global 
atmospheric temperatures on Mars is no less plausible than variability of CO 
abundance , we cannot conclude that CO abundance is indeed variable on Mars. 
In summary we do not find sufficient evidence for temporal variability of 
CO abundance in the Martian atmosphere. Due to uncertainties in temporal 
variations of global average atmospheric temperatures, the data allow a range 
of CO variability from 0-100%. If the Martian CO abundance is indeed variable, 
we may still face the contradiction of CO variability without corresponding varia-
tions in 02 . Present theory indicates that any variation of 02 is likely to be about 
one half the variation of CO and in phase with variations of CO abundance (e.g. 
McElroy and Donahue, 1972). Column abundances of 0 2 and CO are roughly 
equal and the production of 02 requires the photodissociation of two C02 
molecules . However, we note that measurements of CO column abundance on 
Mars have now been made in 1967, 1975, 1980, and 1982; in comparison to 
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measurements of 02 column abundance taken in 1972 and 1982. Taking into 
consideration the ~ 1 year timescale for large variation (factors of two or more) 
of 0 2 and CO suggested by Hunten (1974), the abundances of 0 2 and CO may be 
inadequately sampled in time to observe correlated variations, particularly 
given the measurement uncertainties. Thus, at present, substantial correlated 
year-to-year variation of CO and 02 cannot be entirely ruled out. 
A best estimate of the average CO column abundance on Mars from 
analysis of available microwave spectra is 2-5 x 1020 molecules/cm2 . The sensi-
tivity of our analysis to atmospheric temperatures on Mars suggests that 
individual microwav;e spectra of CO are not the best tool for measuring varia-
tions of CO abundance on Mars. However, simultaneous measurement of the 
J = 0 .... 1 and J = 1 .... 2 transitions could provide much stronger constraints on 
both CO abundance and atmospheric temperatures of Mars . Such measure-
ments could also determine the altitude distribution of CO in the atmosphere of 
Mars, as the two transitions are sensitive to CO and atmospheric temperatures 
at different altitudes in the atmosphere of Mars . 
CO microwave spectra of Mars should be most useful in measuring 
changes of atmospheric temperatures during global dust storms on Mars. In 
this case, the sensitivity of the spectra to atmospheric temperatures is an 
advantage. The time constant for _changes in global atmospheric temperatures 
(months) is relatively short compared to the time constant of possible CO varia-
bility(~ 1 year; Hunten, 1974) on Mars. 
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lficrowave Spectra of Terrestrial 
Mesospheric CO 
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Introduction 
In this paper we present measurements and interpretation of terrestrial 
carbon monoxide microwave absorption spectra taken in early December for the 
consecutive years 1979 and 1980 and in late January 1982. The spectra are pri-
marily sensitive to the total CO column density in the earth's mesosphere above 
-65 km but also provide limited information on the mixing proftle of CO 
between 65 and 75 km altitude. We provide analysis of the spectra and a com-
parison with previously reported mesospheric CO microwave spectra in order to 
constrain possible yearly and/or seasonal variations of mesospheric CO. 
The physical processes governing the vertical d istribution of CO in the 
earth's mesosphere are photodissociation of C02 (at altitudes ~55 km, Allen et 
al., 1981; Waters et al., 1976) balanced by chemical recombination (via 
CO + OH .. C02 + H) and vertical eddy diffusion of CO. This is in contrast to CO 
abundance in the troposphere which is believed to be controlled by oxidation of 
biologically produced methane (Wofsy et e.l., 1972). The mesosphere and tropo-
sphere are separated by the 20-60 km altitude region which is characterized by 
very low CO mixing ratios (~ 10~) due to rapid recombination of CO and slow 
vertical eddy di..fiusion (Wofsy et al., 1972). 
Individual microwave spectra of mesospheric CO can be used to place 
constraints on both recombination rates for CO and eddy diffusion rates in the 
altitude range of roughly 60-80 km (e.g., Allen et al., 1981). For this purpose we 
feel our January 1982 emission spectrum may provide the best constrained 
mesospheric mixing protlle of CO reported to date. We are further interested in 
possible temporal variations of CO abundance in the earth's mesosphere. Due to 
the limited signal-to-noise for our December observations we cannot provide an 
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accurate comparison of mixing profiles but we can provide a useful comparison 
of spectral line areas (and hence CO column density above .... 65 km) including a 
comparison with other reported spectra. 
Although there are no reported seasonal variations of chemical consti-
tuents in the earth's mesosphere (other than ozone which is infiuenced by the 
seasonal dependence of solar insolation, M. Allen, personal communication, 
1982), there are observations of seasonal variations for 0 (Mauersberger et al., 
1976; Mayr et al., 1976; Hedin et al., 1977), ~ (Roble and Norton, 1972; Noxon 
and Johanson, 1972; Alcayde et al., 1974; Scialom, 1974), and N2 (Offerman, 1974; 
Waldteufel, 1970; Alcayde et al. , 1974) in the terrestrial thermosphere. The seas-
onal variation of these constituents may be explained by global circulation 
between the northern and southern hemispheres (Kasting and Roble, 1981). 
Furthermore, stratospheric ozone exhibits seasonal and latitudinal varibillty 
(Newell, 1963; Dutsch. 1971) which is well modeled by global circulation (Cunnold 
et al.. 1974). We intend to show strong seasonal variability of mesospheric CO 
for northern midlatitudes. All of the microwave spectra we include in this com-
parison were taken between 30° and 40° north latitudes. 
Observational Method 
All three of the observations are of mesospheric CO in absorption against 
the Moon. We also measured a mesospheric emission spectrum of CO in January 
1982. The 1979 spectrum is due to the J = 1 ... 2 rotational transition (230 GHz) 
and employed the Bell Telephone Laboratories hot electron bolometer receiver 
(Phillips and Jefierts, 1973) mounted at the Cassegrain focus. The 1980 spec-
trum measured the J = 0 ... 1 transition (115 GHz) a factor of eight weaker than 
the J = 1 .... 2 transit ion) using an SIS receiver (Phillips et al., 1981) mounted otf 
axis of the telescope. Both the 1979 and 1980 observations were taken with the 
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10.4 meter, millimeter wavelength telescope at the Owens Valley Radio Observa-
tory. The January 1982 observations were of the J = 1 ~ 2 transition both in 
emission and in absorption against the Moon. These spectra were taken with the 
millimeter NRAO telescope at the Kitt Peak Observatory using the NRAO 20Q-240 
GHz mixer-receiver. 
The spectrographic methods of the three systems are also distinctly 
difi'erent. The bolometer receiver is essentially a single channel device; the local 
oscillator was stepped across the desired bandwidth (10 MHz) with steps or 
channels corresponding to the spectral resolution (195 KHz). The SIS receiver 
was employed with an acousto-optical spectrometer (ADS) backend (Masson, in 
preparation). The total bandwidth was fixed at 100 MHz with a spectral resolu-
tion of 200 KHz. For the 1982 Kitt Peak observations we used two parallel sets of 
NRAO filter banks with resolutions of 250 and 100 KHz and respective total 
bandwidths of 64 and 25.6 MHz. The Doppler widths of the J = 0 ~ 1 and 
J = 1 ~ 2lines are .... 100KHz and .... 200KHz, respectively. 
For the purposes of intercomparison among the spectra absorption 
rather than emission measurements were chosen, primarily because the absorp-
tion technique is self-calibrating. On-and off-source (Moon) spectra, taken with 
30 second integration intervals, were differenced. The difference spectra were 
divided by the power level far in the wings of the on-source spectra, after which 
linear baselines were tit to these normalized spectra. With the condition that 
. T 
the vertical opacity in the line, Teo<< 1, one is left with spectra of ~ (JL = 
#-' 
cos (zenith angle)) which may be averaged with the proper correction for zenith 
angle. One further correction regarding the double sideband image was neces-
sary for the 1980 and 1982 spectra. The spectra were scaled by the fac~or 
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11 + :;: e(•·~•'~] where G'(c-) and,-+(,--) ore the gain and atmospheric opac-
ity for the upper (lower) sideband (see Appendix I). If the gains and opacities 
for the two sidebands are equal, the factor is simply 2. The gains were in fact 
tuned to be equal during operation of the receiver. For the J = 0 ... 1 1980 spec-
trum the lower sideband was at a frequency of 112.4 GHz on the sky. We 
adopted a difference in opacity for the two sidebands of ,..•- ,..- = 0.18 based on 
theoretical zenith opacities due to . the 118 GHz 0 2 line (Rosenkranz, 1975; 
Waters, 1976). The correction factor is, in fact, not very sensitive to these 
assumptions. In the extreme case ,..•- ,..- = ,...,,... < 0.3 for our observations), 
our calibration will be in error by 10% on the low side. The December 1979 
J = 1 ... 2 observation did not require a double sideband correction as the IF of 
the hot electron bolometer receiver is essentially zero. For the 1982 J = 1 ... 2 
spectra we use a sideband correction factor of 2 . At 230 GHz atmosph.eric opac-
ity remains constant over the separation between the two sidebands. Receiver 
gain for the two sidebands was balanced to within 5-10% (R. Howard, personal 
communication, 1982). 
At this point, we would like to reemphasize the value of absorption meas-
urements. The main advantage of such observations is that, With proper hand-
ling of the sidebands, the spectra are completely self-calibrating. No assump-
tions of antenna efficiency, ground spillover, or atmospheric extinction are 
necessary. One simply requires the continuum and atmospheric line absorption 
for a background source. The Moon 1s a particularly good background source 
due to its large angular extent and relatively moderate brightness temperature. 
For our on-source spectra the antenna beam was placed on the center of 
the illuminated portion of the Moon. In all cases, the beam was much smaller 
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than the Moon's disk. All of the observations were taken at half moon, the 1979 
spectra at past full moon and the 1980, 1982 spectra at past new moon (i.e., 
morning 11s. evening moon) . The ofi-source positions were ofiset 30 arcminutes 
in azimuth from the center of the Moon. 
The emission spectrum taken during the January 1982 observations was 
calibrated with the standard emission method as outlined by Ulich and Haas 
(1976). Receiver signal levels are measured while pointing at the sky and a hot 
load. Given assumptions for antenna efficiency and atmospheric temperature, 
one may solve for atmospheric opacity and an absolute scale for receiver signal 
level versus antenna temperature. Equal sideband gains and atmospheric opaci-
ties are assumed in the calibration. The resulting units for the emission spectre. 
are degrees Kelvin, which may be converted to spectral line opacities through 
division by an average atmospheric temperature for the line emitting region of 
the mesosphere. 
We observed the emission spectrum of mesospheric CO in part because 
we wished to compare line opacities derived from the emission technique to line 
opacities found from the self-calibrating absorption measurement. We found 
that the two methods produced comparable results to within - 20,; from our 
January 1982 observations. We also found emission spectra to have one impor-
tant advantage over absorption spectra. The - 300 K continuum level of the 
background source (the Moon) introduced standing waves in the spectra which 
effectively increased the noise temperature for the absorption measurement 
(the standing waves showed a multiplicity of periods and did not generally 
remain coherent across the bandpass). For observations with the NRAO filter 
banks at Kitt Peak an additional source of system noise is introduced in absorp-
tion measurements. The strong continuum level of the Moon produced a 
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significant mismatch in the power levels between the off and on scans. This 
imbalance introduced additional noise in the spectra due to nonlinear behavior 
of the filter bank detectors (R. Howard, personal communication, 1981). We par-
tially ofiset this problem in our January 1982 absorption measurement by using 
a gain modulator to reduce the signal level in the on-spectra to the signal level 
in the otf-spectra. This efiectively removed the continuum level of the spectra 
(called BL), which had to be measured separately without the gain modulator. 
An important consequence of the additional noise sources for absorption 
spectra is that much cleaner spectra may be obtained by the emission tech-
nique for equal integration times. Hence our January 1982 emission spectrum 
contains by far the best signal-to-noise ratios of e.ny of our spectra (and e.ny 
mesospheric CO spectrum so far published). Although its calibration is poorer 
than the absorption spectra, this emission spectrum constrains the altitude dis-
tribution of CO in the mesosphere better than our absorption spectra. 
For the purposes of convenience, description of the 1979, 1980, e.nd 1982 
spectra are presented separately. Despite differences in observational methods, 
the three data sets allow fairly straightforward comparison which is reserved for 
the discussion section. 
December 1979 Observations 
The 1979 spectra were obtained on December 12, following the Moon 
from a zenith angle of 54° (3:45am) to a minimum of 35° (6:45am) and back to 
a maximum of 67° (11 :00 am). There is an unfortunate gap in data between 7:00 
am and 9:00 am during which other observations were conducted. The most 
immediate purpose of observation was twofold: to determine the vertical profile 
of CO mixing ratios in the Earth's mesosphere, and to constrain a possible day-
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night variation in the CO abundance. On the basis of estimated CO lifetimes 
such a variation should not be discernible (Allen, Yung, and Waters; 1961). 
The spectral resolution of the J = 1 ... 2 measurement, 195 KHz, was 
comparable to the doppler half power width of CO at 200 K (220 KHz). The width 
of the mesospheric CO line is not much larger than this doppler haltwidth e.s was 
known from a previous measurement of the J = 1 ... 2 transition (Goldsmith 
et a.l., 1979) and several measurements of the J = 0 -+ 1 transition (Waters et 
al., 1976; Goldsmith et a.l . , 1979). 
The total. day-night average spectrum is presented in Figure 1. As no 
physical effects are expected to create a significant asymmetry in the spectrum, 
it was folded about the center channel. The ± la error bars are shown in the 
figure; the larger error bars about the center channel refiect the di.trerential 
effect of folding on noise for the center channel. 
The area under the curve in Figure 1 can be calculated to give the total 
column density of CO in the mesosphere (since Teo << 1) above approximately 
65km. 
(Dec. 12, 1979) -J Ncodz = 0.90 ± 0.07 x 1018 cm-e 
-enm 
The quoted error is formal. derived from noise fiuctuations in the base-
line of the spectrum. There were no significant errors associated with handling 
of the spectrum, which was self-calibrating. All previously published column 
densities have larger uncertainties, due mainly to the requirement of uncertain 
calibrations. The column density calculation does depend on the true tempera-
ture of the absorbing region. The above result assumes e. linear temperature 
gradient of 210 to 200" K, which approximates the temperatures of the main line 
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Figure 1. Total folded spectrum of the J = 1 .. 2 transition of mesospheric CO In 
absorption against the lloon taken on December 12, 1979. Total 
bandwidth was 10 MHz, channel width was 195KHz. Error bars are calcu-
lated from noise 1n the wings of the line. To is the normal optical depth, 









forming region (65-90 km). A +10 K temperature error throughout the line 
forming region results in ... +0.1 x 1018 em - 2 column density bias. The choice of 
the lower boundary of 65 km is somewhat arbitrary due to the finite bandwidth 
and due to the baseline fitting procedure, which removes signal beyond 3 MHz 
from line center. In the line forming process all altitudes contribute in some 
degree to the signal at all frequencies . Cutting otf the signal to within a particu-
lar frequency interval does not correspond to a distinct altitude range of obser-
vation. For the case of the Earth's mesosphere, the total column density of CO 
proves to be fairly insensitive to the lower boundary because CO number density 
falls rapidly in the altitude range 5D-65 km (as evidenced by the narrowness of 
the line). 
Due to altitude dependent pressure broadening of the line, the CO 
absorption spectrum of Figure 1 also contains information on the vertical distri-
bution of CO in the mesosphere. In principle, one can invert the spectrum of 
optical depth to obtain the vertical mixing profile of the absorber in the atmo-
sphere. Such a procedure works quite well for ozone in the stratosphere and 
mesosphere (Penfield et al ., 1976; Shimabukuro et al., 1977). However, one is 
ultimately limited by signal-to-noise ratio. For the spectrum of Figure 1, signal 
level falls below noise level in the region of BOO KHz from line -center ( 4-00 KHz 
for the 1980 data). As a consequence, only upper bounds for CO mixing ratios 
can be placed for altitudes below - 65 km. Above 65 km (69 km) the 230 (115) 
GHz Doppler hal!width is equal to or greater than the pressure broadening 
hal.fwidth and, as a result, inversion for mixing ratios above 65 km is very non-
unique. Doppler broadening is a function of temperature which does not exhibit 
the large vertical gradient of pressure. Nevertheless, there is limited vertical 
information available from the data due to pressure broadening in the region of 
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65-75 km. 
The spectrum of Figure 1 has been inverted for CO mixing profiles using 
several different methods of parameterization. The most straightforward solu-
tion is a linearization of signal, T,, in terms of constant CO volume mixing ratios, 
tn• for n. layers contributing to the opacity T, at frequency v,. 
(1) 
where the Ptn are functions of the pressure and temperature in the nth layer. 
This requires T, << 1 for ell ( e.nd careful integration of P-tn over pressure 'Within 
each layer for adequate accuracy of the line shape function, i.e., the Voigt shape. 
The P-tn's are constructed from atmospheric parameters of the December 40° N 
Cospar (1 972) tables and are values of opacity at frequency v,, in a height inter-
val, n., per volume mixing ratio of CO (see Appendix V). The most basic features 
of these coefficients are an inverse temperature squared dependence and a 
pressure dependence through the Voigt line shape, for which the width of the 
absorption line increases linearly with the atmospheric pressure of the line 
forming region. 
Equation (1) also requires the obvious constraints tn > 0 for ell n. and, 
as such, its inversion is not a linear problem. A simple method to include these 
constraints in nearly equivalent nonlinear equations is to solve for tn = s~ 
(2) 
The amount of information inherently contained in the data will deter-
mine the number of layers, n., for which tn may be found. As previously men-
tioned, the CO profile is essentially indeterminant above 80-90 km and only 
upper limits for t can be placed for layers below 65 km. Furthermore, we ftnd 
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that solutions of equation (2) do not converge for n. > 2 unless artificial con-
straints are introduced into the solution. The solutions are very dependent on 
the choice of layers. The layers are required to be contiguous with one another 
and span the line forming region(- 60-105 km). For reasonable representation 
of temperature and pressure in the mesosphere, the coefficients, Pin, are calcu- . 
lated at two kilometer intervals from 50 to 1 OS km in altitude. The layers are 
formed by summing these two kilometer slabs in appropriate groups. Table 1 
illustrates the sensitivity of solutions to choices of layers. t has been estimated 
for only the upper two layers while the lower layer was constrained near an 
upper limit. 
Having established that only a very few parameters may be derived from 
the data, we were persuaded towards simple parameterizations of the mixing 
ratio profile. Several methods were tried, two of which are presented here. The 
logarithm of the CO mixing ratio is parameterized as a linear and parabolic 
function of altitude. 
lnt =A + B(z - z 0) 
lnt =A + B(z -•o) + C(z - •o1 (3) 
where z = altitude and the constants A and B are estimated from the nonlinear 
set of equations, 
T'i = l:; Pw e.A eB(•.-o> 
• 
(4) 
For all parameterized cases s = 1,28 corresponding to 2 km steps between 
z 0 =50 km and z = 106 km. The difficulty encountered in the solution of eq. (4) 
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'fABLB I. CO Rizing Profile• Conatant over Layer• 
Deeelllber un 
layer a co layer a co layer a co 
(ka) (ka) (ka) 
50-fO 2.0 z 10-7 50-U 2.0 z 10-7 50-60 2.0 z 1o-1 
f0-80 2.f z 10-f U-84 5.2 z 10-f f0-70 2.0 z 10-f 
80-106 1.1 z 10-s U-106 2.8 z 10-f 70-106 5.3 z 10-6 
December U80 
layer a co layer a co layer a co 
(ka) (ka) (kll) 
50-fO 2.0 z 10-7 50-70 2.0 z 10-7 50-70 2.0 z 10-7 
f0-80 3.1 z 10-7 70-JO 4.8 z 10-f 70-80 3.4 z 10-f 
80-106 3.7 z 10-5 J0-106 J.2 z 10-5 80-106 2.5 z 10-5 
January lt82 
layer a co layer a co 1ayera co 
(ka) (ka) (ka) 
50-iO 8.5 z 10-8 50-54 1.0 z 10-7 50-70 2.0· z 10-7 
60-70 J.3 z 10-7 U-84 2.J z 10-6 70-80 1.7 z 10-5 
70-80 5.3 z 10-f U-105 3.8 z 10-5 80-106 1.3 z 10-5 
80-106 l.J z 10-5 
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was found to be consistent with all attempts to invert the data: only two param-
eters could be obtained for the converging . solution. Consequently, 
A = ln[H50 km)) was constrained in the quadratic parameterization. 
The parabolic fits of lnt are presented in Figure 2 for the 1979 and 1980 
observations. The linear fits of lnt are shown in Figure 3. Dashed curves give the 
range of fits for the 1979 spectrum as A is varied for the quadratic parameteri-
zation. The residuals after fitting increased by- 207o, proceeding from the dou-
ble valued left band limit to the right band limit of Figure 2. 
The residuals for all attempted methods of inversion described here are 
comparable within 10-207o, the parabolic parameterization giving marginally 
. lower residuals. As a result of this indeterminancy, only in mixing ratios 
between 65-80 km are moderately well determined by the data. The shaded area 
of Figure 2 indicates, qualitatively, the uncertainty in the CO mixing profile as 
derived from the data. 
Day-night !Jifferences Jar the 1979 Observa.ti.tms 
Day-night contrast was not expected to be seen and, in fact, was not con-
elusively detected. There are, however, some indications of variability that 
should be mentioned. Figure 4 illustrates the behavior of the integrated line 
intensity with time or sun angle. There appears to be an anomalous, - 20,.; rise 
in CO line intensity centered on sunrise as is also indicated in the day (after 
15:00 UT) and night (before 15:00 UT) spectra shown in Figure 5. Gaps in the 
observations and limited signal-to-noise ratios leave the observation of this 
morning terminator CO line intensity ''bulge" very tentative. If it is real, this 
increase in the morning terminator CO line intensity probably indicates an 
-107o change in mesospheric teperatures near the morning terminator. 
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Figure 2. J.!ixing ratio promes of CO derived from the total December spectra of 
1979 and 1980. A parabolic logarithmic parameterization of (was used 
with the mixing ratio at 50 km (e1) constrained. B and C were deter-
mined in a least squares inversion of the spectra of J'i&ures 1 and 5. The 
shaded area about the 1979 proftle indicates a range of promes found to 
dt the data with similar residuals after dtti.ng. A was varied to produce 
this range. A limilar range of uncertainty surrounds the 1980 prodle. 
The inverted mixing promes for 1979 and 1980 exaggerate the dUference 
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Fl&w-e 3. Jr!i.x1ng ratio proft.les of CO derived from the 1979, 1980, and 1982 
microwave spectra. A linear logarithmic parameterization of f was used 
and does not represent a unique CO mixin& ratio prome. A and B were 
determined in a least squares inversion of the spectra. Due particularly 
to the poor signal-to-noise ratios for the December spectra, a clear dis-
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Figure 5. Comparison of averaged day (after 15:00 UT) and night (before 15:00 
UT) spectra. The night spectrum shows a somewhat de~per, broader line. 




























Photochemical and diffusive time scale for CO in the terrestrial mesosphere are 
considerably longer than a few hours (M. Allen, personal communication, 1981). 
Further observations of high signal-to-noise ratio are necessary to confirm this 
effect. 
December 1980 Obsen~a.tians 
The 1980 spectra were taken on December 13, 14 and 15. The Moon was 
followed from early afternoon (- 2:30 pm) until early evening (- 8:00 pm). 
Expectations for a day-night difference were less for the evening terminator and, 
more importantly, signal-to-noise ratio for the 1980 data was lower by nearly a 
factor of two over that of the 1979 observations. Although the total integration 
time for the 1980 observations was longer than that of the 1979 observations, 
the 0-1 transition is eight times weaker than the 1-2 transition. Hence no 
attempt was made to separate day and night spectra. The total integrated spec-
trum is presented in Figure 6. Inversion for CO mixing profiles followed the pro-
cedures described for the 1979 observations. The various fl.ts are found in Table 
1 and Figures 2 and 3. Again, only two parameters could be derived from the 
data. The column density of CO is found with the same considerations as men-
tioned for the 1979 observations. The error bars are larger due to poorer signal-
to-noise ratio, and uncertainty in the upper and lower sideband relative power 
levels for the 1980 observations. 
-
(Dec. 1980) J Nco dz = 0.79 ± 0.1 x 1018 em -e 
-~km 
The 1980 spectrum appears to be an intrinsically narrower line than the 
1979 spectrum (i.e., narrower than accounted for by the re.duced Doppler 
haltwidth of the 0-1 transition). This is indicated by the steeper mixing profl.le 
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Figure 6. Total folded spectrum of the J = 0 ~ 1 transition of mesospheric CO in 
absorption against the Moon taken on December 13, 14 and 15, 1980. 
Total bandlfidth was 100 lffiz, channel width was 200KHz. Tc ts the nor-
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found for the 1980 observations. We found that, when derived mixing ratio 
profiles for the two years are interchanged, the residuals are doubled for both 
data sets. Unfortunately, the non-uniqueness of the inversion does not allow a 
precise comparison of CO mixing profiles for December 1979 and 1980. The 
profiles of Figures 2 and 3 greatly exaggerate the ditferences, and illustrate the 
pitfalls of line inversion with limited signal-to-noise ratio. A several-fold 
increase in signal-to-noise ratio is required to convincingly distinguish the spec-
tra of December 1979 and 1980. One can say with more confidence that, while 
the distribution of CO may have changed, similar column densities were found 
for the 1979 and 1980 observations (for z ~ 65km). 
January 1982 Observations 
Our 1982 absorption spectrum was taken on January 25 between 3 and 
4:30p.m. The 1982 emission spectrum was measured between 5 and 8 p.m. on 
the 25th and between 12:30 and 1:30 a.m. the following early morning of the 
26th. During the limited time coverage of these spectra we did not find diurnal 
variations in line width or depth. 
We use the spectral line area derived from the folded absorption spec-
trum (Figure 7) in order to estimate the total column density of CO above - 85 
km. because the calibration of the absorption spectrum in Figure 7 is more 
accurate than the calibration of the emission spectrum (unfolded in Figure B). 
-
(Jan. 1982) J Nco dz = 0.59 :t: 0.05 x 1018 em-a 
-t15km 
The above column density assumes slightly cooler mesospheric tempera-
tures than those assumed for our December spectrum (200 K versus 200-210 X' 
for the December spectra). This is in accordance with the general trend of 
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Fiiure 7. Total folded spectrum of the 1 = 1 ~ 2 transition of mesospberic CO 1n 
absorption against the Moon taken on lanuary 25, 1982. Total measured 


















decreasing mesospheric temperatures between winter and summer months (as 
given in the 1972 Cospar tables) . Although the difference between the January 
and December column densities is not nearly sufficient evidence for seasonal 
variation of mesospheric CO, we will show through comparison with published 
spring and summer CO spectra that this observed difference is a likely conse-
quence of seasonal variation. 
We use our emission spectrum in order to invert for a CO mixing profile 
from our January 1982 observation. Although the emission spectrum (Figure B) 
is not as accurately calibrated as the absorption measurement, it contains far 
better signal-to-noise ratios. Hence, the emission spectrum contains more 
information with regard to the altitude distribution of CO in the terrestrial 
mesosphere. Before proceeding with the inversion results we caution that abso-
lute vaues of CO mixing ratios derived from the emission spectrum are uncer-
tain to at least 207.. The spectral line area implied by the emission spectrum of 
Figure 8 is 207. greater than the spectral line area for the absorption spectrum 
of Figure 7. Nevertheless, the important point is that the relative altitude distri-
bution of mesospheric CO is better constrained by the emission spectrum. 
The unfolded emission spectrum is presented in Figure 8 along with 
several fitted synthetic spectra. These synthetic spectra correspond to CO mix-
ing profiles found by inversions of the measured spectrum. As with the 
December observations we solve for discrete layers with constant CO mixing 
ratios and for linear and quadratic altitude dependences for the logarithm of 
the CO mixing ratio. Solutions for layered models are included in Table I. One 
of these solutions together with the solutions from the linear and quadratic 
parameterizations of ln((co) are presented in Figure 9. We also include the 
linear solution in Figure 3 for a comparison of mixing profiles among the 1979, 
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Figure B. Total unfolded spectrum of the J = 1 ... 2 transition of mesospheric CO 
in emission taken on January 25-26, 1982. Total measured bandwidth 
was 25.6 MHz with 100 KHz resolution. Zenith brightness temperature 
for the line emission is plotted against frequency from line center. Best 
tit synthetic spectra are plot ted against the measured spectrum. The 
synthetic spectra are determined from least squares inversion solutions 
for linear end quadratic parameterizations of ln(tco) as a function of 
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1960, and 1962 observations. Due primarily to the poor signal-to-noise ratios 
for the 1979, 1980 spectra, we cannot convincingly distinguish the altitude dis-
tribution of CO among the observations. 
An important consequence of the high signal-to-noise ratios for the 1982 
emission spectrum is that three parameters could be found from our inversions. 
We were, in fact, able to solve for four altitude layers in the discrete layer solu-
tions. Thus we were not forced to specify either the CO mixing ratio for the 
lowest layer in our discrete layer models or the value of A (= ln[t(50km)] for 
our quadratic parameterization of ln((c0). In this sense the January emission 
spectrum allows us to constrain the mixing ratio of CO below 65 km better than 
do the 1979, 1960 December spectra. 
However, even With the increased signal-to-noise ratios for our 1982 
emission spectrum we still find that the CO mixing profile is not well defined. We 
note that the three inversion solutions of Figure 9 indicate considerably 
dit!erent CO mixing profiles even though the sum of the squared residuals after 
fitting are identical for all three solutions. The very low atmospheric pressures 
for the line forming region do not provide sufficient pressure broadening in 
order to distinguish the exact altitude mixing profile of CO. Below 5D-60 km 
where pressure broadening becomes substantial there is simply not enough CO 
to produce measureable microwave absorption. Thus the mixing profiles of Fig-
ure 9 may be close to the optimum one can obtain from ground based observa-
tions. 
The primary interest of CO mesospheric observations is that of atmos-
pheric change: whether daily, seasonal, or yearly. Such observations should 
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Figure 9. Three separate solutions for the mixing protile of CO in the terrestrtal 
mesosphere as found by least aquares inversion of the January 1982 
emission spectrum (Figure B). The vertical bars represent a •olution 
with constant CO mixing ratios (teo) for four discrete altitude ateps. The 
dashed and aolld continuous prodles represent aolutions for linear and 
quadratic parameterization! of ln(tcc) as a function of altitude. 





















































































































provide constraints on the dynamics of the mesosphere just as ozone measure-
ments prove diagnostic for the stratosphere (Cunnoid et al., 1975); 02 , 0, and N2 
mesurements for the thermosphere (Kasting and Roble, 1981); and CO measure-
ments for the mesosphere of Venus (Gul.kis et al., 1977; Scbloerb et el., 1980). 
Variability of the Earth's mesospheric CO is illustrated in Figure 10. CO 
spectra (115 and 230 GHz) from five separate investigations are presented (this 
paper; Goldsmith et al., 1979; data of W.J. Wilson published in Allen, Yung. and 
Waters, 1981 : Kunzi and Carlson, 1982: and a recent spectrum taken for the 
authors by Rick Howard at Kitt Peak Observatory). All of the spectra were meas-
ured between latitudes of 30 and 40° North. For the purpose of this comparison, 
0-1 spectra have been translated into equivalent 1-2 spectra through the use of 
mixing ratios derived from the original data. Such a procedure is less depen-
dent on the methods of inversion than would be direct comparison of CO mixing 
profiles. This technique also conserves spectrum area over frequency of the 
transition cubed, so that total line opacities from spectra of difierent transi-
tions may be compared visually. 
The 1981 spectrum presented in Figure 10 requires a short, separate 
description. This June, J = 1 .. 2 measurement was taken at our request by 
Rick Howard with the 36-foot Kitt Peak antenna on June 19, observing at an 
average elevation angle of 20° with a spectral resolution of 100kHz. The observ-
ing system was identical to that of our own January, 1982 measurement with 
one important difierence. The measurement is an absorption spectrum, but the 
continuum of the Moon (BL) was not recorded (a standard procedure at Kitt 
Peak) and, hence, emission style calibration was required. We wish to stress that 
calibration is the main uncertainty in the comparison of the spectra of Figure 
10. Assumptions for calibration (such as ground spillover, antenna efficiency, 
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Figure 10. Comparison of published measurements of the CO mesospheric 
absorption spectrum. Both December spectra and the January. 1982 
spectrum are from this paper. The March spectrum is the J = 1 ... 2 
data of Goldsmith et al. (1977) smoothed to a spectral resolution of 200 
KHz. The May spectrum is from data taken by W.J. Wilson published in 
Allen, Yung. and Waters (1980) . The June 1981, J = 1 .. 2 spectrum was 
taken for the authors by Rick Howard at Kitt Peak, and is smoothed to a 
spectral resolution of 200 kHz. The February, 1979 spectrum is from 
Kunzi and Carlson (1982), and is also smoothed to a spectral resolution 
of 200 kHz. The December 1980 and May 1979 data sets are J = 0 .. 1 
spectra. CO mixing ratios derived from these spectra are used to syn-
thesize equivalent J = 1 .. 2 spectra of 200 KHz resolution. Rough error 
bars are drawn into indicate estimated signal-to-noise ratio for each 
data set. 
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and etiective mesospheric temperature), which may introduce uncertainties on 
the order of 25%, were required for all but the December and January spectra of 
Figure 10. We point out that our absorption and emission spectra of January 
1982 produced agreement within roughly 20% for CO line opacities. This agree-
ment suggests that the comparison of emission and absorpton spectra in Figure 
10 is valid to within..., 20.% uncertainty. 
The spectra were taken on December 1979-1980, January 1982, February 
1978, March 1977, May 1979, and June 1981; and indicate large seasonal varia-
tion in the mesospheric CO. The two December spectra may show slight daily or 
yearly change but our measurements are not sufficient evidence for such a 
change. Note that the December-May/June variation is on the order of a factor 
of 2-3 in total CO column density above .... 65 km as inferred from the total areas 
under each spectrum. Such a variation exceeds calibration uncertainties of the 
emission spectra. 
A more quantitative presentation of seasonal CO variations is supplied by 
Table II, a comparison of CO column densities as derived from areas under each 
of the CO spectra. Also listed in Table II are the corresponding atmospheric 
temperatures assumed for the line forming region (from the 1972 Cospar 
tables}. Note that summer months have lower temperatures than winter 
months in the 70-90 km region of the atmosphere, a fact which actually 
increases the seasonal variation of CO over that implied by the spectral line 
areas of Figure 10. Also note that we have included the discovery measurement 
of Waters et al. (1976). We have recalculated their column density using a more 
accurate value for the dipole moment of CO (0 .112 Debye versus 0.1 Debye), and 
a lower atmospheric temperature (180" K versus 200" K) for the line forming 
region. This new value for column density is some 30% lower than their 
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published value, but still quite high for a summer measurement in this com-
parison. We tend to discount their measurement partly because the spectrum 
was taken in absorption against the Sun, adding some 3000° K to the system 
temperature (which would surely complicate their emission-style calibration). 
More importantly, they have not been able to reproduce such a high measure-
ment in any subsequent summer measurements (W.J. Wilson, personal communi-
cation). Also included in Table D are column densities we have calculated 
directly from the 0-1 and 1-2 spectra of Goldsmith et a.l. (1977) and Kunzi and 
Carlson (1982), rather than the single column densities these authors calculated 
from vertical integration of their derived CO mixing protlles. Column densities 
taken directly from the spectral line areas are much more reliable comparison 
parameters because CO mixing profiles (particularly below 65 km) are not well 
determined by the very narrow spectra. 
The basic conclusion from Table ll is that CO column density in the 
mesosphere varies seasonally by a factor between 3 and 4. The actual value for 
this variation depends as inverse temperature squared of the absorbing region. 
Hence, the seasonal variation of mesospheric temperatures must be known to 
determine accurate seasonal variation of mesospheric CO from spectral line 
areas. Without any seasonal temperature dependence, the inferred mesospheric 
CO variation is a factor between 2 and 3. . 
One expects some seasonal influence on CO abundance due to the seas-
onal dependence of insolation. However, such an effect is both smaller in magni-
tude and opposite in sign to the observed change. On the basis of insolation 
change alone, the winter line should be weaker than the summer line (Mark 
Allen, personal communication). As is the case for ozone, one is driven towards 
transport as a necessary explanation. We note two important seasonal 
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variations that are likely to ~uence mesospheric CO. lindzen (1981) predicts 
that eddy difiusivity should peak near 50 km altitude 1n winter as compared to 
70-80 km altitude during summer, an e.tfect that can strongly influence distribu-
tion of CO in the mesosphere (M. Allen, personal communication, 1981). Also, 
vertical motions show a strong seasonal dependence at midlatitudes according 
to the dynamical models of Cunnold et al. (1975). Near 40° latitude, strong des-
cending vertical motions characterize winter months whereas weak ascending 
. vertical motions characterize summer motions. Analogous patterns of vertical 
motions in the Venus thermosphere and upper mesosphere lead to diurnal vari-
ations of mesospheric CO on Venus (e.g., Dickinson and Ridley, 1975). 
We conclude from this work that our understanding of CO in the meso-
sphere can be improved with Earth-based microwave measurements, but data 
with high signal-to-noise ratios must be obtained. In order to avoid the ambigui-
ties of calibration, self-calibrating absorption spectra are to be preferred. 
Furthermore, the limitations in line inversion techniques must be recognized. 
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Appendiz L The Absorption lleasurement 
For absorption measurements, we consider two cases: one in which the 
absorber is in the terrestrial atmosphere; and, two, in which the absorber is in a 
nonterrestrial atmosphere (Mars or Venus). For both cases the observing tech-
nique is position switching in which we define S 0 u as a spectral scan taken with 
the antenna beam pointing oti or away from the continuum source, and Srm. as a 
spectral scan taken while pointing at the continuum source. We use super-
scripts + and - to indicate upper and lower sidebands. Figure A illustrates the 
nature of sidebands, which are the result of mixing a local oscillator frequency, 
vw. with the observing frequency, Vob•· in order to work with an intermediate 
frequency, IF, that may be coherently amplified. Thus one detects 
IF= V0~- &1D 
the combined signal of two bandwidths (sidebands) that are symmetrically otiset 
from the local oscillator frequency by ±IF. For a given IF it is important to 
tune 11.o so that the desired observing frequency is centered within one of the 
sidebands. 
A. Terrestrial CO Ab3orbtion Speetna 
We observed terrestrial CO in absorption against the continuum black 
body emission from the Moon. The calibration technique for these observations 
is developed for the general case of unequal gains and atmospheric opacities for 
the two sidebands. 
A scan measured while pointing at the moon measures a signal from 
each sideband 
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c-,c;+ = lower, upper sideband gains 
..,-,..,+ = atmospheric (mainly tropospheric) opacity over the 
lower, upper sideband passes 
'T(v) = spectral opacity due to CO in the mesosphere 
T.c, Tll = atmospheric temperature of the troposphere and 
continuum temperature of the Moon 
TR = receiver temperature 
(Al) 
Note that we place the CO line ('T(v)) in the upper sideband. Similarly for scans 
measured while pointing off of the Moon, we have 
Sou = s:u + S;Jr 
The difierencing of off and on spectra removes atmospheric emission and 
the receiver level 
Several convenient features of these difference spectra are the narrowness and 
very small opacity of the terrestrial CO line ('T(v) << 1). We compute the average 
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level of the difi'erence spectra for channels far from the line center where 
T(v) .. 0. 
(A2) 
Dividing (1) by (2), we have 
(A3) 
We consider two cases, the simplest of which is -r- = -r+: c;- = cr 
(3) .. e -1"{~ + 1 T{v) « 1 1 - :rl!1_ 2 • 2 
Thus we arrive at a direct measure of the opacity of mesospheric CO without any 
calibration necessary. As a second case we consider -r- ~ -r•: c;- = cr 
1- (3) .. 
(1 - e-Tf~J 
( 1 + e c,.• ...,.-,) 
For our observations -r:. the normal tropospheric opacity in the upper sideband, 
is always less than 0.3. Observing at an elevation angle of 30°. 
-r• ~ 0.3/bos(60) = 0.6 
Due to the 118 GHz 02 opacity (see Figure B ), -r• > 'T- so that the maximum 
range of the calibration factor is 2-2.6. 
CO Absorption Spectra of Venus and Jlan 
The calibration of CO spectra of Mars and Venus is similar to the pro-
cedure for terrestrial CO spectra. However, in this case the continuum absorp-
tion term in the on scan is not simply absorption. CO opacity in the Mars and 
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FIGURE B: Normal atmospheric opacity at microwave frequencies (from Waters, 
1976). Vertical lines mark CO transitions at 115 and 230 gHz. Numerous short, 
vertical lines indicate ozone lines. 
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Venus atmospheres introduces emission and absorption both of which are con-
tained in the final difference spectrum. 
Thus for equal sideband gains we measure 
where S {-r( v)) is no longer a direct measure of 'T( 11) but reflects the radiative 
transfer quantity 
-J ., 
in the observed planetary atmosphere Tc and T(z) are the continuum and 
atmospheric temperatures of Venus or Mars. The quantity T0 indicates that 
these CO spectra are very broad so that dividing by the level in the wings of the 
spectra does not necessarily correspond to dividing by the continuum level. 
The breadth of CO spectra for Mars and Venus introduces one further 
concern that should be mentioned regarding the baseline of CO microwave spec-
tra. In general. the gain, G, of the system may show channel to channel varia-
tion. Gain variation across the spectrum is removed by dividing the difference 
spectrum (on-off), by the off spectrum channel by channel. The baseline of the 
spectrum is then quite fiat (except for the desired CO absorption feature) if the 
system noise temperature (""' TR) is not a noticeable function of frequency 
across the bandwidth of the spectrum. 1n the case that TR does show significant 
variation across the measured bandwidth; one may calibrate out the frequency 
response of TR by measuring (on-off)/off spectra of a purely continuum source 
such as the Moon or a bot load. We note that such calibration is standard 
operating procedure at Kitt Peak. 
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Appendix n. The Absorption Coefficient of CO 
The following development for the absorption coefficient of electric 
dipole transitions is taken from Microwave Molecular Spectra by Gordy and 
Cook (1970). 
Consider the transition between rotational states m. and n. by absorption 
(emission) of radiation at frequency 11"' 
11m= 
The probability for this transition occurring per unit time is 
where Bm.•n and Bn•rn are the Einstein coefficients of absorption and induced 
emission and p(11rn) is the energy density of radiation at frequency, 11m. An .. M is 
the coefficient of spontaneous emission and is negligible at microwave 
frequencies . The coefficients of absorption and induced emission are identical 
where h is Planck's constant and [m.l~ ln) is the dipole moment matrix of the 
molecule. 
The total number of transitions m. ... n occurring in a unit volume, V, is 
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Similarly the total number of transitions n ~ m. is 
Nn and Nm are the number densities of the states n and m.. In the case of 
thermal equilibrium, the ratio of populations for the states n and m. is defined 
by the Boltzmann distribution 
The net power absorbed 1n Y is determined by the di.t'l'erence 1n 
absorption and emission 
The absorption coefficient for the transition m. ~ n 1s defined as the 
fractional power absorbed per unit length 
a;;;;;: -!!.P/P!!.X 
We write the volume, Y, as a cross sectional area, A, times the unit length, llX, 
and note that the total radiation power passing through A 1B 
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where c is the speed of light. Thus the absorption coefficient becomes 
For microwave frequencies h v << leT so that the exponential may be expanded 
81TS 2 h Vrn 1 h Vrn [[~ ~~2 l a= 3ch Vrn J[m IJL ln) I Nm leT - 2 JeT + ... 
81TS 21 [ ) 12 [ 1 r h Vrn 1 l a= 3 ckTv"' m IJL!n Nrn 1- 21 kT] + ... (Al) 
The number density of the absorbing molecules in the lower state, N,., is 
(A2) 
where N is the total number density of the gas, I is the volume mixing ratio of 
the absorbing molecule, and F,. is the fraction of absorbing molecules 1n the 
lower state, m, relative to all other possible states of the molecule. 
where Urn is the degeneracy of state m. and Q is the partition function of the 
molecule 
i is taken over all states of the molecule. Q may be broken up into the various 
energy states of the molecule (electronic, vibrational. rotational, nuclear spin). 
For the case of CO at atmospheric temperature, the fraction of molecules in the 
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ground electronic and vibrational states is very nearly unity so that (see Gordy 
and Cook, pp. 55-58) 
and 
F-.. = ~~ (2J + 1) exp[-hBJ(J + 1)A:T] 
where we have defined 9m and Ern for the rotational states of the linear molecule 
9m = (2J + 1) 
Em= hBJ(J + 1) 
Vm = 2B(J + 1) 
B = molecular rotation constant 
For the specific case of the CO molecule we refer to the rotation constant 
and the dipole moment matrix from Waters (1976) 
B = 57.9 GHz 
j[m ISJ.In) 12 = SL2(J + 1)1(2J + 1) 
JL = 0.112 Debye(Kolbe et al., 1977) 
Thus the final form of our absorption coefficient for CO from equations (1)-(3) is 
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(A4) 
The frequency dependence of the absorption coefficient is introduced by 
the normalized line shape function rather than the term, J!, which does not vary 
significantly over the limited bandwidth of our spectra. Our expression for the 
absorption coefficient of CO is 
where S(P,T,v-v0 ) is the normalized Voigt line shape function. which is a 
function of atmospheric pressure and temperature. 
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Appenm m.: Doppler Tl"'lc:king 
For CO microwave lines formed in the atmospheres of Venus and Mars, 
we must consider the variable Doppler shift due to the changing motions of 
these planets with respect to our antenna. The line of sight velocity between a 
planet and our antenna may be broken into two terms: the center of mass 
motion between the planet and the Earth, and the diurnal rotation of the Earth. 
For the center of mass motion we tit a quadratic function to the planet-
Earth distance as listed for three consecutive days in The Astronomical Almanac 
d 1 = distance on first day (t = -24 hours) 
d 2 = distance on second day (t = 0 hours) 
d 3 = distance on third day (t = 24 hours) 
d(t) =a+ bt + ct2 
Substitution of d 1 , d 2 , and ds yields 
a= d 2 
c = 
In order to calculate the Doppler shift we need the apparent velocity between 
the planet and the Earth 
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d = b + 2ct 
= 
where t is measured in hours from the middle day and d is in units of d /hour. 
The Doppler shift is then 
where c is the speed of light in the same units as d. 
For the rotational component, the Doppler shift is determined from the 
diurnal component of velocity, R. R is equal to the dot product of the local 
rotational velocity with the unit directional vector to the planet. 
r = rr.>Rcos~.o.o] 
u = Icos6sinHA,cos6cosHA,sinc5] 
where c5 and HA are declination and hour angle of the planet, respectively; then 
R = r.>Rcos~cosc5sinHA 
and 
Doppler shifts due to the center of mass motion may be as large as ± 30 MHz 
over the entire phase cycles of Venus and Mars. The diurnal Doppler shift is less 
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than ± 200 kHz. 
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Appendix IV: Radiative Transfer for CO Spectra of Mars and Venus 
Observing a given position on the disk of Mars or Venus at a given fre-
quency, v, the microwave brightness temperature will be: 
- -J k (v,z)T(z)exp(-J k (v,z')dz'/~J dt:l~ 
0 • 
T0 = lower boundary brightness temperature 
(i.e. continuum), generally a function of 
position on the observed disk of Mars 
(see Appendix n). In the case of Venus we used 
continuum brightness temperatures generated from the 
radio brightness model of Muhleman et al. (1979). 
k (v,z) = absorption coefficient of atmospheric CO 
T(z) = atmospheric temperature profile 
~ = atmospheric path length, approximately 
the cosine of the angle from local zenith 
(a more accurate form including curvature is given 
in Appendix VI). 
Note that for frequencies far from the line center of absorption, 
k (v,z) -+ 0 and Ts(v.p.) -+ T0 
(A1) 
The frequency dependence of k(v,z) near the resonant frequency, v0 , produces 
the CO spectrum. We perform the numerical integration of Ts(v.~) over altitude, 
z, by discretely summing k(v,z)dzl~ over altitude intervals dzn. (We used 2 km 
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intervals below 5 km altitude, 5 km above 5 km altitude, for 'Mars; 2 km intervals 
are used throughout for Venus, starting at an altitude of 65 km in the atmo-
sphere.) Thus (A1) becomes: 
(A2) 
T" = atmospheric temperature of layer n 
u = uppermost altitude interval (80 km for Mars, 120 km for Venus) 
T"(v) = opacity of layer n, kn(v)dzn 
~(v) = absorption coefficient of CO in layer n 
For A:n(v), we use the formulation of Waters (1976), corrected for a more accu-
rate determination of the d ipole moment of CO (0.112 Debye, Kolbe et al., 1977). 
J:M n = absorption coefficient for the CO transition 
I = 1 for transition J = 0 .. 1 
I = 2 for transition J = 1 .. 2 
Nro = number density of CO (em-e) 
T" = temperature (K} of layer n 
I "(v) = Voigt shape function (convolution of 
collisional and Doppler broadening) 
• 1 CpP -hi2Cv~t~>1 
I n(v) = J { )2 e dy 
- rr v, - v. - " + c; p2 ...rrr c,Mn2 
c; = collisional broadening constant 
(3300 (300/T)0·" 5 hz/dyne/cm2 , (Varanasi, 1975)) 
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C., = Doppler broadening constant 
(3.581 X 10_., v. vTimco) 
P = Pressure in dynes/cm1 
v. = Center line frequency (hz) 
Two relations allow the pressure integration of -r"(v) over the altitude interval 
dz". This integration is necessary for accuracy because of the high sensitivity of 
the shape function to pressure (bP /P over a 5 km layer in the Mars atmosphere 
is - 40;'.; bP /P over a 2 km layer 1n the Venus atmosphere is also - 40;'.). 
A. = Avagadro's number (6.023 x 10Z') 
m = average molecular weight of the atmosphere (44) 
p,. = atmospheric density 
t" = volume mixing ratio of CO in layer ft 
g" = gravitational acceleration (372 gm/sec1 
for Mars; 863 cm/sec2 for Venus) 
Substitution of these relatic;ms into the expression l;a(v)("dz,. for -r"(v) leads to: 
c = 
pressure at bottom of layer ft 
P. = pressure at top of layer ft 
Integration yields 
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The integral in the expression for 'T"(v) is evaluated numerically. 
The most basic features of 'T"(v) are the inverse temperature squared 
dependence and the pressure dependence through the Voigt line shape. Basi-
cally. the width of the absorption line increases linearly with the atmospheric 
pressure of the line forming region. A minimum width for the line is determined 
by the Doppler width. 
For our spectral line synthesis program we used expressions (A2) and 
(A3) to generate 132 separate spectral corresponding to 132 separate positions 
on the visible hemisphere of Mars. These positions were chosen using a sub-
Earth point centered latitude (eo•, :1:: 15•, :1:: so•, +42•, :1:: 50•, :1:: 65•, :1:: eo•) and 
longitude (o•, :1:: 15°, :1:: so•, :1::50°, :1::65°, :1:: ao•) grid. Such a grid allowed adequate 
representation of surface temperatures and emissivity for the lower boundary 
brightness temperature. The individual spectra were averaged with weights 
determined by areas in the latitude-longitude coordinates, which produced disk 
averaged continuum temperatures of 17. numerical precision. We used 10 evenly 
spaced points from the center to the limb of Venus in order to adequately 
represent limb darkening for the lower atmosphere of that planet. 
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Appendix V: Absorption Coefticienta for Terrestrial Jlesospheric CO Spectra 
The coefficients, Pa. given in the description of the line inversion tech-
nique are values of opacity at frequency, v, , in a height interval. n.. per volume 





absorption coemcient for the CO transition J = 0 .. 1 (/ = 1) 
J = 1 .. 2 (/ = 2) 
ol;;.(v) = 1'[9.21 x 1o .... J[1- 5·~: 1] ~7 /.(vl em-1 
Nco = number density of CO (em-e) 
T = temperature (K) 
f ,.(v;.) = Voigt shape function (convolution of collisional 
and Doppler broadeJlini) 
Doppler broadening constant c; = collisional broadening constant 
(3.581 x 10_., v. -..IT ltnco) 
= Pressure in dynes/cm2 
= Center line frequency (hz) 
( 2AOO (300/T)0·" hz/dyne/cm1 , 
Oraegert and Williams, 1968) 
Two relations allow the pressure integration of P*' over the altitude interval ctz,.. 
This integration is necessary for accuracy because of the high sensitivity of the 
shape function to pressure (fl.P /P over a 2 km layer in mesosphere 1s - 25~). 
Nco= tp"A.~ (Al) 
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p. = average molecular weight of the atmosphere (29) 
p. = atmospheric density 
'" = gravitational acceleration 




.f2(9.21 X 10-9)(1- /(5.53)/I')A. 
~ '""' 
pressure at bottom of layer n 
pressure at top of layer n 
The integral in the expression for P*' is evaluated numerically. 
(A2) 
The most basic features of the coefficients, Pm. are the inverse tempera-
ture squared dependence and the pressure dependence through the Voigt line 
shape. Basically, the width of the absorption line increases linearly with the 
atmospheric pressure of the line forming region. A minimum width for the line 
is determined by the Doppler width. 
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Appendix VI. Path Length in an Atmospheric Layer 
The path length of a ray passing at an inclined angle, , , through a layer 
of width dz is dz lbo~ (see Figure 10). If the layer is curved, such as concentric 
layers of an atmosphere, the exact expression for path length is dz IS where S 
is (e.g. Muhleman et al., 1979b) 
[(a2cor1J + 2a + 1)*- acon]-1 
Note that a = r Atz, where r is the distance of the layer from the center of the 
planet. Because r >> dz. the above expression is very accurately approximated 
by dz ;lbos,. For , as large as 85°, the expression dz ..tos, overestimates the path 
length by ... 1,;. 
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Appendix W: Jrulimeter Continuum Temperature of Mars 
Assuming that an element of the Mars surface is a smooth, tie.t, semi-
~te, homogeneous surface, the millimeter-wave brightness temperature is 
given by: 
(Al) 
where R 1s the Fresnel coemcient for re11ection of energy at an interlace, ,_ is 
the emission angle, T(z) is the physical temperature at depth z beneath the 
surface, kv 1s the power absorption coemcient at frequency v, and '\\ is the 
incidence llllgle for radiation beneath the surface (related to 1\ by Snell's law). 
For subsurface physical properties independent of temperature and depth, the 
integral in (Al) can be solved analytically, such that: 
(A2) 
wher-. the coemcients T" and t" are chosen so as to provide the Fourier expan-
sion of the diurnal variation of surface temperature: 
-T. = ~ Ta cos(n.rJf - Ia) (A3) 
• .a 
t" and ~ are given by: 
"'" ('l\) = tan -t~r ~ ('\\) 
. (1+6,.(1%) 
(A4) 
<I,.('L\): ~~ COS1\ (A5) 
l~n is the e-folding decay depth of the nth temperature harmonic, given by 
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(A6) 
r.> is the planetary rotation rate, and k, p, and c are the thermal conductivity, 
density, and speci.t1c heat of the surface, respectively (see Piddington and lfin-
net, 1949, or Muhleman, 1972). 
The coefficients in (A3) are obtained using the thermal model of Kietfer 
et el. (1977, appendix I) and the albedo (A) and thermal inertia (/ = V£PC) as 
mapped on lr!ars by Palluconl and Kietfer (1981). A and I were obtained by 
fttting this same model to the measured infrared brightness temperatures, such 
that using the inverse process leads directly back to the diurnal variation of 
surface temperature and also allows extrapolation to other seasons. 
The values of (J,. are obtained assuming that p and c in (A6) do not vary 
with inertia. such that 1-"" ... /, and that 1-"1 has the nominal value of 4.5 em 
(see Kietfer, 1976). The electrical skin depth, 1A:.,. is ftxed at 1.0 em for the 
1.3 mm calculations and 2.0 em for the 2.6 mm calculations. The strong depen-
dence of the surface emission on the value of 1A:., has been shown by Cuzzi and 
Muhleman (1972); emission from deeper layers is also from cooler.regions, while 
that from shallow layers is from warmer regions, resulting in up to a 40 K varia-
tion of the brightness temperature, depending on wavelength. Going from a 1.0 
to a 2.0 em electrical skin depth changes the whole-disk radio brightness tem-
perature by- 10 K. The actual value for 1.-f:., for Mars is not known, nor are lts 
possible variations with location or thermal inertia. On the Moon. lA:., Itt 15 ~ 
(Muhleman, 1972): 1~., may be as much as a factor of two different from this on 
Mars (Cuzzi and Muhleman, 1972). Surface roughness and scattering etrects, 
caused by structure on the scale of the wavelength (here, 1-2 mm), will tend to 
cause the thermal emission to originate from nearer the surface, effectively 
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lowering 1'*~ The abundance of rocks seen at the Viking landing sites as well as 
inferred over the rest of the planet (Jakosky and Muhleman, 1981: Christensen. 
1982) indicates that scattering may be an important et!ect; thus. we have arbi-
trarily chosen the relation 1'*., = 7.7 A. 
In doing the integrals outlined above, the diurnal variation of mm-wave 
temperature is calculated for one location near the center of the visible disk for 
vertical viewing. The calculation includes the appropriate integral with depth 
(using terms up to n = 10 in (A2)). The amplitude of the variation of the 
ditference between the radio and surface temperatures is extrapolated to other 
latitudes using a cos114""' law. The integral with depth does not depend strongly 
on the emission angle, "", because 't\ does not vary much over the range of valid 
~;therefore. all of the calculations were done for~ = 0 for simplicity. The sur-
face radio emissivity was calculated explicitly at each point on the disk using the 
Fresnel relationships for the appropriate "'- . The emissivity used was the aver-
a&e of that for vertical and horizontal polarizations, and the dielectric constant 
was taken to bet= 2.5. Spatial variations oft almost certainly occur (see Jake-
sky and Muhleman, 1981), but there is insufficient information to allow these 
variations to be incorporated into the model (the global average t cannot vary 
from 2.5 by more than ... 0.5, however)." 
The whole-disk radio temperature of Mars will depend on the aspect of 
Mars for each observation. The geometry of Mars relative to the Earth and the 
Sun. as appropriate for each observation, was determined in order to calculate 
the separate radio brightness temperatures for each observation. This allowed 
the inclusion of variations in Martian surface temperatures due to observed 
local times of day, latitude and season. 
